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office and in other public places.

By Court, Bronson, J. Stage-coach proprietors, and other

carriers by land and water, incur a very different responsibility
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in relation to the passenger and his baggage. For an injury to

the passenger, ±hey are answerable only where there has been a

19 Wend. (N. Y. ) 234 ; 32 A rn.

D.

455.

1838.

want of proper care, diligence, or skill; but in relation to bag-

gage they are regarded as insurers, and must answer for any loss

not occasioned by inevitable accident, or the public enemies.

As the point, though made, was not discussed by the defendant's

counsel, I shall content myself with referring to a few cases to

prove that they are liable, as common carriers, for the loss or
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injury of the property of the passenger: Orange Co. Bank v.

Brown, 9 Wend. (N. Y.) 85, 24 Am. D. 129; Camden Company

V. Burke, 13 Wend. (N. Y.) 611, 28 Am. D. 488; Brooke v.

Pickwick, 4 Bing. 218; 4 Esp. 177; 2 Kent, 601. The fact that

the owner is present, or sends his servant to look after the prop-

erty, does not alter the case : Robinson v. Dunmore, 2 Bos. &

Pul. 418. Chambre, J., said: "It has been determined, that if

a man travel in a stage-coach and take his portmanteau with him,

though he has his eye upon the portmanteau, yet the carrier is

not absolved from his responsibility, but will be liable if the

portmanteau be lost." The liability of a carrier is like that of

an inn-keeper; and it was said in Cayle's Case, 8 Co. 63, that "it

is no excuse for the inn-keeper to say that he delivered the guest

the key of the chamber in which he lodged, and that he left the

door open; but he ought to keep the goods and chattels of his

guest there in safety. ' ' When there is no fraud, the fact that

the owner accompanies the property, can not affect the prin-

ciple on which the carrier is charged^in_case of loss.
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The principal question in the cause arises out of the notice

given by the coach proprietors, that baggage carried by the Tele-

graph line would be at the risk of the owner; and the first in-

quiry is, whether there was sufficient evidence to charge the

plaintifi" with a knowledge of the notice. If we are to follow the

current of modern English decisions on this subject, it cannot be

denied that there was evidence to be left to a jury, and upon

which they might find that the plaintiff had seen the notice.

But I think the carrier, if he can by any means restrict his lia-

bility, can only do so by proving actual notice to the owner of the

property. I agree to the rule laid down by Best, C. J., in Brooke

V. Pickwick, 4 Bing. 218, decided in 1827, when the courts of

Westminster hall had commenced retracing their steps in re-

lation to the liability of carriers, and were endeavoring to

get back on the firm foundation of the common law. He said:

"If coach proprietors wish honestly to limit their responsibility,

they ought to announce their terms to every individual who

applies at their office, and at the same time to place in his

hands a printed paper, specifying the precise extent of their
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engagement. If they omit to do this, they attract customers un-

der the confidence inspired by the extensive liability which the

common law imposes upon carriers, and then endeavor to elude

that liability by some limitation which they have not been at

the pains to make known to the individual who has trusted

them. ' '

I should be content to place my opinion upon the single

ground, that if a notice can be of avail, it must be directly

brought home to the owner of the property ; and that there was

no evidence in this case which could properly be submitted to a

jury to draw the inference that the plaintiff knew on what

terms the coach proprietor intended to transact his business.

But other questions have been discussed; and there is another

case before the court where the judge at the circuit thought

the evidence sufficient to charge the plaintiff with notice. It

will therefore be proper to consider the other questions which

have been made by the counsel.

Can a common carrier restrict his liability by a general no-

tice, in any form, brought home to the opposite party ? Without

intending to go much at large into this vexed question, it will be

necessary to state some leading principles relating to the duties

and liabilities of the carrier, and the ground upon which his re-

sponsibility rests. The rules of the common law in relation

to common carriers are simple, well defined, and what is no less

important, well understood. The carrier is liable for all losses

except those occasioned by the act of God or the public ene-
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mies. He is regarded as an insurer of the property committed

to his charge, and neither destruction by fire, nor robbery by

armed men, will discharge him from liability. Holt, C. J., in

pronouncing his celebrated judgment in the case of Coggs v.

Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym. 918, said: "This is a politic establish-

ment, contrived by the policy' of the law, for the safety of all

persons, the necessity of whose affairs obliges them to trust these

sorts of persons, that they may be safe in their ways of deal-

ing. ' ' In Forward v. Pittard, 1 T. R. 27, where the carrier was

held liable for a loss by fire. Lord Mansfield said, that "to pre-

vent litigation, collusion, and the necessity of going into cir-

cumstances impossible to be unraveled, the law presumes against

the carrier, unless he shows it was done by the king's enemies,

or by such act as could not happen by the intervention of man, as

storms, lightnings, and tempests." And in relation to a loss by

robbery he said : "The true reason is, for fear it may give room

for collusion, that the master may contrive to be robbed on pur-

pose, and share the spoil." The rule has been fully recognized

in this state: Colt v. McMechen, 6 Johns. (N. Y.) 160, 5 Am.
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D. 200; Elliot V. Rossell, 10 Johns. (N. Y.) 1, 6 Am. D. 306;

Kemp V. Coughtry, 11 Id. 107. In Roberts v. Turner, 12 Johns.

(N. Y.) 232, 7 Am. D. 311, Spencer, J., said, the carrier, "is

held responsible as an insurer of the goods, to prevent combi-

nations, chicanery, and fraud."

A common carrier exercises a public employment, and conse-

quently has public duties to perform. He cannot, like the

tradesman or mechanic, receive or reject a customer at pleasure,

or charge any price that he chooses to demand. If he refuse to

receive a passenger or carry goods according to the course of his

particular employment, without a sufficient excuse, he will be

liable to an action ; and he can only demand a reasonable com-

pensation for his services, and the hazard which he incurs : 2 Ld.

Raym. 917; Bac. Abr., Carriers B, Skin. 279; 1 Salk. 249,

250 ; 5 Bing. 217 ; 3 Taunt. 272, per Lawrence, J. ; 2 Kent. 599 ;

Story on Bail. 328; Jeremy on Carriers, 59.

It has been said that the carrier is liable in respect of his

reward: Lane v. Cotton, 1 Salk. 143. Lord Coke says, "he hath

his hire, and thereby implicitly undertaketh the safe delivery of

the goods delivered to him:" Co. Lit. 89 a. The carrier may

no doubt demand a reward proportioned to the services he ren-

ders and the risk he incurs; and having taken it, he is treated

as an insurer, and bound to the safe delivery of the property.

But the extent of his liability does not depend on the terms of

his contract : it is declared by law. His undertaking, when re-

duced to form, does not differ from that of any other person
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who may agree to cany goods from one place to another; and

yet, one who does not usually exercise this public employment,

will incur no responsibility beyona that of an ordinary bailee

for hire; he is not answerable for a loss by any means against

which he could not have guarded by ordinary diligence. It is

not the form of the contract, but the policy of the law which de-

termines the extent of the carrier's liability. "-ia_Ansell v. Water-

house, 2 Chit. 1, which was an action on the case against the

proprietor of a stage-coach for an injury to the plaintiff's wife,

Holroyd, J., said : ' ' This action is founded on what is quite

collateral to the contract, if any; and the terms of the contract,

unless changing the duty of a common carrier, are in this case

quite immaterial. The declaration states an obligation imposed

upon him by the law. This is an action against a person, who,

by an ancient law, held, as it were, a public office, and was

bound to the public. This action is founded on the general ob-

ligation of the law." In Forward v. Pittard, 1 T. R. 27, Lord

Mansfield said : "It appears from all the cases for one hundred

years back, that there are events for which the carrier is liable
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independent of his contract. By the nature of his contract,

he is liable for all due care and diligence ; and for any negligence

he is suable on his contract. But there is a further degree of re-

sponsibility by the custom of the realm, that is, by the common

law; a carrier is in the nature of an insurer." See also Hide

V. Proprietors etc., 1 Esp. 36.

The law in relation to carriers has in some instances operated

with severity, and they have been charged with losses against

which no degree of diligence could guard. But cases of this

description are comparatively of rare occurrence ; and the rea-

f'on why they are included in the rule of the common law, is

not because it is fit in itself that any man should answer without

a fault, but because there are no means of effectually guarding

the public against imposition and fraud, without making the

rule so broad, that it will sometimes operate harshly. It was

well remarked by Best, C. J., in Riley v. Home, 5 Bing. 217,

that "when goods are delivered to the carrier, they are usually

no longer under the eye of the owner ; he seldom follows or sends

any servant with them to their place of destination. If they

should be lost or injured by the grossest negligence of the car-

rier or his servants, or stolen by them, or by thieves in collusion

with them, the owner would be unable to prove either of these

causes of loss. His witnesses must be the carrier's servants, and

they, knowing that they could not be contradicted, would excuse

their masters and themselves." These remarks lose little of their

force vv'hen applied to the case of passengers in stages, steam-
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boats, and railroad cars. For although they are in the neigh-

borhood of their property, it is neither under their eye, nor

have they any efficient means of protecting it against the eon-

sequences of negligence and fraud. The traveler is usually

among strangers; his property is in the hands of men who are

sometimes selected with little regard to their diligence and fidel-

ity; and if the remedy of the owner in case of loss depend on

the question of actual negligence or fraud, he must make out

his right to recover by calling the very men whose recklessness

or frailty has occasioned the injury. It was remarked by Best,

C. J., in Brooke v. Pickwick, 4 Bing. 218, that "though coach

proprietors of the present day are a respectable and opulent

class, many of the persons employed by them resemble those

whom the common law meant to guard against."

There is less of hardship in the case of the carrier than has

sometimes been supposed; for while the law holds him to an ex-

traordinary degree of diligence, and treats him as an insurer

of the property, it allows him, like other insurers, to demand a

premium proportioned to the hazards of his emploj'^ment. The
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rule is founded upon a great principle of public policy; it has

been approved by many generations of wise men; and if the

courts were now at liberty to make instead of declaring the law,

it may well be questioned whether they could devise a system,

which, on the whole, would operate more beneficially. I feel

the more confident in this remark from the fact that in Great

Britain, after the courts had been perplexed for thirty years

with various modifications of the law in relation to carriers, and

when they had wandered too far to retrace their steps, the legis-

lature finally interfered, and in all its most important features

restored the salutary rule of the common law.

The doctrine that a carrier might limit his responsibility by a

general notice brought home to the employer prevailed in Eng-

land for only a short period. In Smith v. Home, 8 Taunt. 144,

Burrough, J., said : ' ' The doctrine of notice was never known

until the case of Forward v. Pittard, 1 T. R. 27, which I argued

many years ago." That case was decided in 1785, and it is

remarkable that it does not contain one word on the subject of

notice. If that question was in any form before the court, it is

not mentioned by the reporter ; and the decision was against the

carrier, although the loss was occasioned by fire, without his de-

fault. The doctrine was first recognized in Westminster HaU,

in 1804, when the ease of Nicholson v. Willan, 5 East, 507, was

decided. Lord Ellenborough said, the practice of making a

"special acceptance" had prevailed for a long time, and that

there was "no case to be met with in the books in which the
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right of a carrier thus to limit by special contract his own re-

sponsibility, has ever been by express decision denied." What-

ever may be the rule where there is in fact a special contract,

the learned judge could not have intended to say, that a carrier

had for a long time been allowed to limit his liability by a gen-

eral notice, or that a special contract had been implied from

such a notice ; for he refers to no case in support of the position,

and would have searched in vain to find one. Only eleven years

before (in 1793), Lord Kenyon had expressly laid down a dif-

ferent rule in Hide v. Proprietors etc., 1 Esp. 36. He said,

* ' There is a difference where a man is chargeable by law general-

ly, and where on his contract. Where a man is bound to any duty

and chargeable to a certain extent by the operation of law, in

such case, he can not by any act of his own discharge himself."

And he put the case of common carriers, and said, they cannot

discharge themselves "by any act of their own, as by giving no-

tice, for example, to that effect." This case was afterwards be-

fore the king's bench, but on another point: 1 T. R. 389.

The doctrine in question was not received in Westminster
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Hall without much doubt, and although it ultimately obtained

something like a firm footing, many of the English judges have

expressed their regret that it was ever sanctioned by the courts.

Departing as it did from the simplicity and certainty of the

common law rule, it proved one of the most fruitful sources of

legal controversy which has existed in modern times. When it

was once settled that a carrier might restrict his liability by a

notice brought home to his employer, a multitude of questions

sprung up in the courts which no human foresight could have

anticipated. Each carrier adopted such a form of notice as he

thought best calculated to shield himself from responsibility

without the loss of employment; and the legal effect of each

particular form of notice could only be settled by judicial de-

cision. Wliether one who had given notice that he would not be

answerable for goods beyond a certain value unless specially en-

tered and paid for, was liable in case of loss to the extent of the

value mentioned in the notice, or was discharged altogether;

whether, notwithstanding the notice he was liable for a loss by

negligence, and if so, what degree of negligence would charge

him; what should be sufficient evidence that the notice came to

the knowledge of the employer, whether it should be left to the

jury to presume that he saw it in a newspaper which he was ac-

customed to read, or observed it posted up in the office where

the carrier transacted his business; and then, whether it was

painted in large or small letters, and whether the owner went

himself or sent his servant with the goods, and whether the ser-
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right of a carrier thus to l imit by sp cial contract his own re
sponsibility, has ever been by exp res deci ion denied. ' ' What
ever may be the rul e where there is in fact a special contract,
the l earned j udge could not have inten led to ay, that a carrier
had for a long time been al lowed to limit his l iabi l ity by a gen
eral notice, or that a pecial contract had been implied from
such a notice ; for he refers to no case in support of the position,
and would have searched in vain to find one. Only eleven years
before ( in 1793 ) , Lord Kenyon had expressly laid down a dif
ferent rule i n Hide v. Proprietors etc., 1 Esp. 36. He said,
" There is a difference where a man is chargeable by law general
ly, and where on his contract. Where a man is bound to any duty
and chargeable to a c rtain extent by the operation of l aw, i n
such case, h e can not by any act o f hi own discharge himself. ' 7
And he put the case of common carriers, and said, they cannot
discharge themselves " by any act of their own as by giving no
ti ce, for example, to that ffect. ' ' This case was afterwards be
fore the king 's bench, but on another point : 1 T. R. 389.
The doctrine in question was not received i n Westminster
Hall without much doubt, and a lthough it ultimately obtained
something l ike a firm footing, many of the Engli h judges have
expre sed their regret that it was ever sanctioned by the courts.
Departing as it did from the simplicity and certainty o f the
common law rule, it proved one of the mo t fruitful sources of
legal controversy which has existed in modern times. When it
" as once settl d that a arrier m ight re trict his liabil ity by a
notice brouO'ht home to bis mployer a multitude of questions
sprung up in the court which no human fore ight could hav
anticipated. Each carri r adopted such a form of notice as he
thought best calculated to shield him elf from responsibility
without the loss of employment ; and the l egal effect of each
particular form of notice could only be settled by judicial de
cision. Wh th�r one who had given notice that he would not be
answerable for goods beyond a certain value unless specially en
tered and paid for, was l iable in case of loss to the extent of the
value mentioned in the notice, or was discharo·ed a ltogether ;
whether, notwithstanding the notice he was l iable for a loss by
negligence, and if so, what degree of negli gence woul d charge
him ; what should be sufficient evidence that the notice came to
the knowledge of the emp l o 'er, whether it should be left to the
jury to pre ume that he saw it in a newspaper which he was ac
customed to read, or ob erved it p osted up in the office where
the carrier transacted his bu in.es ; and then, whether it was
painted in lar()'e or small letters, and whether the owner went
himself or sent his servant with the goods, and whether the ser379
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vant could read ; these, and many other questions were debated

in the courts, while the public suffered an almost incalculable

injury in consequence of the doubt and uncertainty which hung

over this important branch of the law: See 1 Bell's Com. 474.

After years of litigation, parliament interfered in 1830, and

relieved both the courts and the public, by substantially re-

asserting the rule of the common law: Stat. 1, Wm. IV., c. 68.

Without going into a particular examination of the English

cases, it is sufficient to say that the question has generally been

presented, on a notice by the carrier that he would not be re-

sponsible for any loss beyond a certain sum, unless the goods

were specially entered and paid for; and the decisions have for

the most part only gone far enough to say, that if the owner do

not comply with the notice by stating the true value of the

goods, and having them properly entered, the carrier will be

discharged. In these cases, the carrier had not attempted to

exclude all responsibility. But there are two nisi prius de-

cisions which allow the carrier to cast off all liability whatever.

In Maving v. Todd, 1 Stark. 72, the defendant had given notice
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that he would not answer for a loss by fire, and such a loss hav-

ing occurred, Lord Ellenborough thought that carriers might

exclude their liability altogether, and nonsuited the plaintiff.

In Leeson v. Holt, 1 Stark. 186, tried in 1816, he made a like

decision; though he very justly remarked, that "if this action

had been brought twenty years ago, the defendant would have

been liable ; since by the common law a carrier is liable in all

cases except two." We have here, what will be found in many

of the cases, a very distinct admission that the courts had de-

parted from the law of the land, and allowed, what Jeremy's

Treatise on Carriers, 35, 36, very properly terms "recent inno-

vations. ' '

Some of the cases which have arisen under a general notice

have proceeded on the ground of fraud : Batson v. Donovan, 4

Barn. & Aid. 21 ; others on the notion of a special acceptance or

special contract: Nicholson v. Willan, 5 East, 507; Harris v.

Packwood, 3 Taunt. 271 ; while in some instances it is difficult to

say what general principle the court intended to establish.

So far as the cases have proceeded on the ground of fraud,

and can properly be referred to that head, they rest on a solid

foundation ; for the common law abhors fraud, and will not fail

to overthrow it in all the forms, whether new or old, in which

it may be manifested. As the carrier incurs a heavy responsi-

bility, he has a right to demand from the employer such in-

formation as will enable him to decide on the proper amount of

compensation for his services and risk, and the degree of care
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vant could read ; these, and many other questions were debated
in the courts, while the public suffered an almost incalculable
injury in consequence of the doubt and uncertainty which hung
over this important branch of the law : See 1 Bell 's Com. 47 4.
After years of litigation, parliament interfered in 1830, and
relieved both the courts and the public, by substantially re
asserting the rule of the common law : Stat. 1, Wm. IV., c. 68.
Without going into a particular examination of the English
cases, it is sufficient to say that the question has generally been
presented, on a notice by the carrier that he would not be re
sponsible for any loss beyond a certain sum, unless the goods
were specially entered and paid for ; and the decisions have for
the most part only gone fa r enough to say, that i f the owner do
not comply with the notice by_ stating the true value of the
goods, and having them p roperly entered, the carrier will be
discharged. In these cases, the carrier had not attempted to
exclude all responsibility. But there are two nisi prius de
cisions which allow the carrier to cast off all liability whatever.
In Maving v. Todd, 1 Stark. 72, the defendant had given notice
that he would not answer for a loss by fire, and such a loss hav
ing occurred, Lord E llenborough thought that carriers might
exclude their l iability altogether, and nonsuited the p laintiff.
I n Leeson v. Holt, 1 Stark. 186, tried in 1816, he made a like
decision ; though he very justly remarked, that ' ' if this action
had been brought tw nty years ago, the defendant would have
been liable ; since by the common l aw a carrier is liable in all
cases except two. ' ' We have here, what will be found in many
of the cases, a very distinct admission that the courts had de
parted from the law of the land, and allowed, what Jeremy 's
Treatise on Carriers, 35, 36, very properly terms " recent inno
vations. ' '
Some of the cases which have arisen under a general notice
have proceeded on the ground of fraud : Batson v. Donovan, 4
Barn. & Ald. 21 ; others on the notion of a special acceptance or
special contract : Nicholson v. Willan, 5 East, 507 ; H arris v.
Packwood, 3 Taunt. 271 ; while in some instances it is difficult to
say what general principle the court intended to establish.
So far as the cases have proceeded on the ground of fraud,
and can properly be referred to that hea d, they rest on a solid
foundation ; for the common law abhors fraud, and will not fail
to overthrow it in all the forms, whether new or old, in which
it may be manifested. As the carrier incurs a heavy responsi
bility, he has a right to demand from the employer such in
formation as will enable him to decide on the p roper amount of
compensa+,ion for his services and risk, and the degree of care
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which he ought to bestow in discharging his trust; and if the

owner give an answer which is false in a material point, the

carrier will be absolved from the consequences of any loss not

occasioned by negligence or misconduct. The case of Kenrig v.

Eggleston, Aleyn, 93, was decided in 1649. The plaintiff deliv-

ered a box to the porter of the carrier, saying, "there was a book

and tobacco in the box, ' ' when in truth it contained one hundred

pounds in money, besides. Rolle, J., thought the carrier was

nevertheless liable for a, loss by robbery; "but in respect of the

intended cheat to the carrier, he told the jury they might con-

sider him in damages." The jury, however, found the whole

sum (abating the carriage), for the plaintiff, quod durum vi-

dehatur circumstantihus. In Gibbon v. Paynton, 4 Burr. 2298,

Lord Mansfield said, this was a case of fraud and he "should

have agreed in opinion with the circumstantihus." In Tyly v.

Morrice, Garth. 485, two bags of money sealed up were delivered

to the carrier, saying- they contained two hundred pounds, and

he gave a receipt for the money. In truth the bags contained

four hundred and fifty pounds, and the carrier having been
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robbed, paid the two hundred pounds ; and in this action brought

to recover the balance, the chief justice told the jury, that

"since the plaintiffs had taken this course to defraud the car-

rier of his reward, they should find for the defendant." And

the same point was decided in another action against the same

carrier. In Gibbon v. Paynton, 4 Burr, 2298, one hundred

pounds in money was hid in hay in an old nail-bag, which fact

the plaintiff concealed from the carrier; and the money having

been stolen, the court held that this fraud would discharge the

defendant. In the case of the Orange Co. Bank v. Brown, 9

Wend. (N. Y.) 85, 24 Am. D. 129, the agent of the plaintiffs

put eleven thousand dollars in bank bills in his trunk, and de-

livered it to the captain of the steamboat as his baggage. The

court held that the term baggage would only include money for

the expenses of traveling, and not a large sum, as in this case,

taken for the mere purpose of transportation; and it was said

that the conduct of the plaintift"s agent was a virtual conceal-

ment as to the money, that ' ' his representation of his trunk and

the contents as baggage, was not a fair one, and was calculated

to deceive the captain. ' ' The owner is not bound to disclose the

nature or value of the goods; but if he is inquired of by the

carrier, he must answer truly: Phillips v. Earle, 8 Pick, 182.

Fraud cannot, I think, be imputed to the owner from the

mere fact that he delivers goods after having seen a general

notice published by the carrier, whatever may be its purport. If

the carrier wishes to ascertain the extent of his risk, he should
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which he ought to bestow in discharging his trust ; and if the
owner give an answer which is false in a material point, the
carrier will be absolved from the consequences of any lo s not
occasioned by negligence or misconduct. The case of Kenrig v.
Eggleston, A leyn, 93, was decided in 1 649. The plaintiff deliv
ered a box to the porter of the carrier, saying, " there was a book
and tobacco in the box, ' ' when in truth it contained one hundred
pounds in money, besides. Roll e, J., thought the carrier was
nevertheless liable for n. loss by robbery ; ' ' but in respect of the
intended cheat to the carrier, he told the jury they might con
sider him in damages. ' ' The jury, however, found the whole
sum ( abating the carriage) , for the p laintiff, quad ditriim vi
debafor circU?nstantibiis. In G ibbon v. Paynton1 4 Burr. 2298,
Lord Mansfield said, this was a case of fraud and he " should
have agreed in opinion with the circiimstantibus. " In Tyly v.
Morrice, Carth. 485, two bags of money sealed up were delivered
to the carrier, sayinO'· they contained two hundred pounds, and
he gave a receipt for the money. In truth the bags contained
four hundred and fi fty pounds, and the carrier having been
robbed, paid the two hundred pounds ; and in this action brought
to recover the balance, the chief justice told the jury, that
' ' since the p laintiffs had taken this course to defraud the car
rier of his reward, they should find for the defendant. ' ' And
the same point was decided i n another action against the same
carrier. In G ibbon v. Paynton, 4 Burr, 229 , one hundred
pounds in money was hid in hay in an old nai l-bag, which fact
the plaintiff conceal e 1 from the carrier ; and the money havin
be n stolen, the court held that this fraud would discharge the
defendant. In the case of the Orange Co. Bank v. Brown, 9
Wend. ( N . Y . ) 85, 24 Am. D . 129, the agent of the plaintiffs
put leven thousand dollars i n bank bills in his trunk, and de
l ivered it to the captain of the steamboat as his baggage. The
court held that the term baggage would only include money for
the expenses of traveling, and not a large sum, as in this case,
taken for the mere purpose of transportation ; and it was said
that the conduct of the p laintiff 's agent was a virtual conceal
ment as to the money, that ' ' his representation of his trunk and
the contents as baggage, was not a fair one, and was calculated
to deceive the captain. ' ' The owner is not bound t o disclose the
nature or value of the goods ; but i f he is inquired of by the
carrier, he must answer truly : Phillips v. Earle, 8 Pick. 182.
Fraud cannot, I think, be imputed to the owner from the
mere fact that he delivers goods after having seen a general
notice published by the carrier, whatever may be its purport. I f
the carrier wishes t o ascertain the extent of h i s risk, h e should
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inquire at the time the goods are delivered ; and then if he is not

answered truly he will have a defense : See 4 Bing. 218. A

different rule practically changes the burden of proof. At the

common law, it is enough that the owner prove the undertaking

of the carrier, and that the goods did not reach their destination.

But this doctrine of implying fraud from a notice, requires him

to go further, and show that he complied with the terms of the

advertisement. He may have informed the carrier truly of the

value of the goods: there may be no fraud, but still he is re-

quired to prove himself innocent before he can recover. Inde-

pendent of a notice, the onus would rest, where upon general

principles it ought to rest, on him who imputes fraud; and the

carrier could not discharge himself without showing some actual

misrepresentation or fraudulent concealment. It does not lie on

the employer to show how the loss was occasioned, or that he

has acted properly; but the law presumes against the carrier,

until he proves that the loss happened by means or under cir-

cumstances for which he is not answerable : 1 T. R. 33 ; Murphy

V. Staton, 3 Munf. (Va.) 239; Story on Bail. 338.
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But it is enough for this case, that the question of fraud can

never arise under such a notice as was given by the defendant.

He did not say to the public that he would not be answerable

for baggage beyond a certain sum, unless the owner disclosed

the value ; he said he would not be answerable in any event. It

was, in effect, a notice that he would not abide the liabilities

which the law, upon principles of public policy, had attached to

his employment. If the notice can aid the defendant in any

form, it certainly does not go to the question of fraud.

The only remaining ground of argument in favor of the car-

rier is, that a special contract may be inferred from the notice.

Independent of the modern English cases, it seems never to have

been directly adjudged that the liability of the carrier can be

restricted by a special contract. Nox (IMaxims), 92, after speak-

ing of a loss by negligence, says : * ' If a carrier would refuse to

carry unless a promise were made to him that he should not be

charged with any such miscarriage, that promise were void. ' ' If

he cannot stipulate for a partial, it is difficult to see how he can

for a total exemption from liability. In Nicholson v. Willan, 5

East, 513, Lord Ellenborough found no direct adjudication in

favor of the position that a carrier may limit his responsibility

by a special contract ; but he relied on the fact that such an ex-

emption had never been "by express decision denied." Al-

though this mode of reasoning is not the most conclusive, I shall

not deny that the carrier may, by express contract, restrict his

liability; for, though the point has never been expressly ad-
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inquire at the time the goods are delivered ; and then if he is not
answered truly he will have a defense : See 4 Bing. 218. A
different rule practically changes the burden of proof. At the
common law, it is enough that the owner prove the undertaking
of the carrier, and that the goods did not reach their destination.
But this doctrine of implying fraud from a notice, requires him
to go further, and show that he complied with the terms of the
advertisement. He may have informed the carrier truly of the
value of the goods : there may be no fraud, but still he is re
quired to prove himself innocent before he can recover. Inde
pendent of a notice, the onus would rest, where upon general
principles it ought to rest, on him who imputes fraud ; and the
carrier could not discharge h imself without showing some actual
m isrepresentation or fraudulent concealment. It does not lie on
the employer to show how the loss was occasioned, or that he
has acted properly ; but the law presumes against the carrier,
until he proves that the loss happened by means or under cir
cumstances for which he is not answerable : 1 T. R. 33 ; Murphy
v. Staton, 3 Munf. ( Va . ) 239 ; Story on Bail. 338.
But it is enough for this case, that the question of fraud can
never arise under such a notice as was given by the defendant.
He did not say to the public that he would not be answerable
for baggage beyond a certain sum, unless the owner disclosed
the val ue ; he said he would not be answerable in any event. It
was, in effect, a notice that he would not abide the liabilities
which the law, upon principles of public policy, had attached to
his employment. If the notice can aid the defendant in any
form, it certainly does not go to the question of fraud.
The only remaining ground of argument in favor of the car
rier is, that a specia l contract may be inferred from the notice.
Independent of the modern English cases, it seems never to have
been directly adjudged that the liabil ity of the carrier can be
restricted by a special contract. Nox ( Maxims ) , 92, after speak
ing of a loss by negl igence, says : ' ' If a carrier would refuse to
carry unless a promise were made to him that he should not be
charged with any such miscarriage, that promise were void. ' ' If
he cannot stipulate for a partial, it is difficult to see how he can
for a total exemption from liabil ity. I n Nicholson v. Willan, 5
East, 513, Lord E llenborough found . no direct adjudication in
favor of the position that a carrier may limit his responsibility
by a special contract ; but he relied on the fact that such an ex
emption had never been ' ' by express decision denied. ' ' Al
though this mode of reasoning is not the most conclusive, I shall
not deny that the carrier may, by express contract, restrict his
liability ; for, though the point has never been expressly ad382
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judged, it has often been assumed as good law: Aleyn, 93; 4

Co. 84, note to Southcote's case; 4 Burr. 2301, per Yates, J; 1

Vent. 190, 238; Peak. N. P. Cas. 150; 2 Taunt. 271; 1 Stark.

186. If the doctrine be well founded, it must, I think, proceed

on the ground that the person intrusted with the goods, al-

though he usually exercises that employment, does not in the

particular case act as a common carrier. The parties agree that

in relation to that transaction he shall throw off his public

character, and like other bailees for hire, only be answerable

for negligence or misconduct. If he act as a carrier, it is diffi-

cult to understand how he can make a valid contract to be dis-

charged from a duty or liability imposed upon him by law.

But conceding that there may be a special contract for re-

stricted liability, such a contract cannot, I think, be infferred

from a general notice brought home to the employer. The ar-

gument is, that where a party delivers goods to be carried after

seeing a notice that the carrier intends to limit his responsibility,

his assent to the terms of the notice may be implied. But this

argument entirely overlooks a very important consideration.
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Notwithstanding the notice, the owner has a right to insist that

the carrier shall receive the goods subject to all the responsibili-

ties incident to his employment. If the delivery of goods under

such circumstances authorizes an implication of any kind, the

presumption is as strong, to say the least, that the owner in-

tended to insist on his legal rights, as it is that he was willing to

yield to the wishes of the carrier. If a coat be ordered from a

mechanic after he has given the customer notice that he will not

furnish the article at a less price than one hundred dollars, the

assent of the customer to pay that sum, though it be double the

value, may perhaps be implied; but if the mechanic had been

under a legal obligation, not only to furnish the coat, but to do

so at a reasonable price, no such implication could arise. Now

the carrier is under a legal obligation to receive and convey the

goods safely, or answer for the loss. He has no right to prescribe

any other terms ; and a notice can at the most only amount to a

proposal for a special contract, which requires the assent of the

other party. Putting the matter in the most favorable light for

the carrier, the mere delivery of goods after seeing a notice, can

not warrant a stronger presumption that the owner intended to

assent to a restricted liability on the part of the carrier, than it

does that he intended to insist on the liabilities imposed by law ;

and a special contract cannot be implied where there is such an

equipoise of probabilities.

Making a notice the foundation for presuming a special con-

tract, is subject to a further objection. It changes the burden
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judged, it has often been assumed as good law : Aleyn, 93 ; 4
Co. 84, note to Southcote 's case ; 4 Burr. 2301, per Yates, J ; 1
Vent. 190, 238 ; Peak. N. P. Cas. 150 ; 2 Taunt. 271 ; 1 Stark.
186. If the doctrine be well founded, it must, I think, proceed
on the ground that the person i ntrusted with the goods, al
though he usually exercises that employment, does not in the
particul ar case act as a common carrier. The parties agree that
in relation to that transaction he shall throw off his public
character, and l ike other bailees for hire, only be answerable
for negligence or m isconduct. If h e act as a carrier, it i s diffi
cult to under tand how he can make a valid contract to be dis
charged from a duty o r liability i mposed upon him by l aw.
But conceding that there may be a special contract for re
stricted liability, such a contract cannot, I think, be inf�rred
from a general notice brought home to the employer. The ar
gument is, that where a party delivers goods to be carried after
seeing a notice that the carrier i ntends to limit his responsibility,
his assent to the terms of the notice may be implied. But this
argument entirely overlooks a very important consideration.
Notwithstanding the notice, the owner has a right to insist that
the carrier shall receive the goods subject to a l l the responsibili
ties incident to his employment. I f the delivery of goods under
such circumstances authorizes an implication of any kind, the
p resumption is as strong, to say the least, that the owner in
tended to insi t on his legal rights, as it is that he was will ing to
yield to the wishes of the carrier. If a coat be ordered from a
mechanic after he has given the customer notice that h e will not
furnish the article at a less price than one hundred dollars, the
assent of the customer to pay that sum, though it be double the
value, m ay p erhaps be implied ; but i f the mechani c had been
under a legal obligation, not only to furnish the coat, but to do
so at a rea onable price, no such implication could arise. Now
the carrier is under a lecral obligation to receive and convey the
goods safely, or answer for the loss. He has no right to prescribe
any other terms ; and a notice can at the most only amount to a
p roposal for a special contract, which requires the assent of the
other party. Putting the matter i n the most favorable light for
the carrier, the mere deli ery of goods after seeing a notice, can
not warrant a stronger p re umption that the owner intended to
assent to a restricted liability on the part of the carrier, than it
does that he intended to in ist on the l iabilities imposed by l aw ;
and a specia l contract cannot be implied where there is such an
equipoise of p robabilities.
Making a notice the foun dation for presumin g a special ron
tract, is subj ect to a further objection. It changes the burden
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proof. Indepenclent of the notice, it would be sufficient for
the owner to prove the delivery and lo of the goods ; and it
would then lie on the carrier to discharge himself by showin cr
a special contract for a restricted liabil ity. But giving effect to
the notice, makes it necessary for the own r to go beyond the
del ivery and loss of the goods, and prove that he did not a sent
to the proposal for a limited re ponsibility. Instead of leaving
the onus of showing as ent on him who sets up that affirmative
fact, it is thrown upon the other party, and he is required to
prove a negative, that he did not a sent.
After all that has been or can be said in defense of these no
tices, whether regarded either as a ground for presuming fraud
or implying a special agreement, it is impo sible to disguise the
fact that they are a m re contrivance to avoid the l iability which
the law has attached to the employment of the carrier. If the
law is too rigid, it houl cl be modified by the legislature and not
by the courts. It has been admitted over and over again by the
most eminent Engli h judges, that the effect given to these no
tices was a departure from the common law ; and they have often
regretted th ir inability to get back again to that firm founda
tion. The cloctrin that a carrier may limit his responsibility
by a notice, was wholly unknown to the common law at the time
of our revolution. It has n v r been received in this, nor, so far
as I have observed, in any of the other states. The point has
been raised, but not directly decided : Barney v. Pr nti s, 4
Har. & J. (1\I d . ) 3 1 7, 7 Am. D. 670 ; Dwiaht v. Brew ter, 1 Pick.
(Mass. ) 50, 1 1 Am. D. 1 33. Should it now be received among
us, it will be after it has been tried, condemned, and abandoned
in that country to which we have been accustomed to look for
light on que tions of j urisprudence.
The act of parliament already mentioned enumerates various
articles of great value in proportion to the bulk, and others
which are peculiarly expo eel to damage in transportation, and
declares that the carri er shall not be liable for the loss or injury
of tho e articles when the value exceeds ten pound , unless at
the time of delivery the owner shall declare the nature and value
of the property, and pay the increased charge which the carrier
is allowed to make for his risk and care. If the owner compl ies
with this requirement, the carrier must give him a receipt for the
goods, ' ' acknowledging the same to have been in urecl ; ' ' and if
he refuse to give the receipt, he remains " liable and responsibl e
a,s at the common l aw. ' ' The provision extends to the proprie
tors of stage-coaches as well as to all other carrier , and to prop
erty which may ' ' accompany the p erson of any pa enger ' ' as
well as other goods ; and the statute declares that after the first
384
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cf proof. Independent of the notice, it would be sufficient for

the owner to prove the delivery and loss of the goods; and it

would then lie on the carrier to discharge himself by showing

a special contract for a restricted liability. But giving effect to

the notice, makes it necessary for the owner to go beyond the

delivery and loss of the goods, and prove that he did not assent

to the proposal for a limited responsibility. Instead of leaving

the 071US of showing assent on him who sets up that affirmative

fact, it is thrown upon the other party, and he is required to

prove a negative, that he did not assent.

After all that has been or can be said in defense of these no-

tices, whether regarded either as a ground for presuming fraud

or implying a special agreement, it is impossible to disguise the

fact that they are a mere contrivance to avoid the liability which

the law has attached to the employment of the carrier. If the

law is too rigid, it should be modified by the legislature and not

by the courts. It has been admitted over and over again by the

most eminent English judges, that the effect given to these no-

tices was a departure from the common law ; and they have often
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regretted their inability to get back again to that firm founda-

tion. The doctrine that a carrier may limit his responsibility

by a notice, was wholly unknown to the common law at the time

of our revolution. It has never been received in this, nor, so far

as I have observed, in any of the other states. The point has

been raised, but not directly decided: Barney v. Prentiss, 4

Har. & J. (Md.) 317, 7 Am. D. 670; Dwight v. Brewster, 1 Pick.

(Mass.) 50, 11 Am. D. 133. Should it now be received among

us, it will be after it has been tried, condemned, and abandoned

m that country to which we have been accustomed to look for

light on questions of jurisprudence.

The act of parliament already mentioned enumerates various

articles of great value in proportion to the bulk, and others

which are peculiarly exposed to damage in transportation, and

declares that the carrier shall not be liable for the loss or injury

of those articles when the value exceeds ten pounds, unless at

the time of delivery the owner shall declare the nature and value

of the property, and pay the increased charge which the carrier

is allowed to make for his risk and care. If the owner complies

with this requirement, the carrier must give him a receipt for the

goods, "acknowledging the same to have been insured;" and if

he refuse to give the receipt, he remains "liable and responsible

as at the common law." The provision extends to the proprie-

tors of stage-coaches as well as to all other carriers, and to prop-

erty which may "accompany the person of any passenger" as

well as other goods; and the statute declares that after the first
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day of September, 1830, "no public notice or declaration here-

tofore made, or hereafter to be made, shall be deemed or con-

strued to limit, or in any wise affect the liability at common

law" of any carriers; but that all and every such carrier shall

be "Jiable as at the common law to answer" for the loss or in-

jury of the property, ' ' any public notice or declaration by them

made and given contrary thereto, or in any wise limiting such

liability, notwithstanding." The only modification of the com-

mon law rule in relation to carriers made by this statute, is that

which requires the owner, without a special request, to disclose

the nature and value of the package, when it contains articles

of a particular description. The premium for care and risk, the

carrier might have required before. In relation to all articles

not enumerated, and in relation to those also, if the owner com-

ply with the requirements of the act, the carrier is declared lia-

ble as an insurer, and must answer "as at the common law."

The whole doctrine which has sprung up under notices, is cut up

by the roots; and in such language as renders it apparent that

the legislature deemed it an innovation on the law of the land.
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If after a trial of thirty years the people of Great Britain,

whose interests and pursuits are not very dissimiliar to our own,

have condemned the whole doctrine of limiting the carrier's lia-

bility by a notice; if after a long course of legal controversy

they have retraced their steps, and returned to the simplicity

and certainty of the common law rule ; we surely ought to profit

by their experience, .and should hesitate long before we sanction

a practice which not only leads to doubt and uncertainty con-

cerning the rights and duties of the parties, but which en-

courages negligence, and opens a wide door to fraud.

If the policy of the law in relation to carriers were more

questionable than I think it is, it would be the business of the

legislature, and not of the courts, to apply the proper remedy.

The plaintiff is entitled to judgment in pursuance of the stipu-

lation contained in the case.

The chief justice conciirred.

CowEN, J., concurred in the result for the reasons assigned by

him in the case of Cole v. Goodwin and Story, 19 Wend. 251, 32

Am. D. 470.

Judgment for the plaintiff.
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day of September, 1830, ' ' no public notice or declaration here
tofore made, or hereafter to be m ade, shall be deemed or con
strued to l imit, or in any wise affect the liability at common
l aw ' ' of any carriers ; but that all and every such carrier shal l
b e " J i able as a t the common law to answer " for the loss o r in
jury of the property, ' ' any public notice or declaration by them
made and given contrary thereto, or in any wise l imiting such
l iabil ity, notwithstanding. " The only modification of the com
mon law rule in relation to carriers m ade by this statute, is that
which requires the owner, without a sp cial request, to disclose
the nature and value of the package, wh n it contains articles
of a particular description. The p remium for care and risk, the
carrier m i ght have required before. In rel ation to all articles
not enumerated, and in rel ation to those also, if the owner com
ply with th requirem nts of the act, the carri�r is d clared lia
ble as an in urer, and must answer ' ' as at the common law. ' '
The whole doctrine which has sprung up und r notices, i s cut up
by the roots ; and i n such l anguage as renders it apparent that
the l egislature deemed it an innovation on the law of the l and.
If after a tri a l of thirty years th people of Great Britain,
whose interests and pursuits are not very dissimiliar to our own,
have condemned the whole doctrine of limiting the carrier 's lia
bility by a n tice ; i f after a long course of legal controversy
they have retraced their teps, and return d to the si mplicity
and certainty of the common law rul e ; we surely ought to profi t
by their exp rience, .and hould hesitate l ong before we sanction
a p ractice which not only leads to doubt and uncertainty con
cerning the riahts and duties of th p arties, but which en
courages neg] io·ence, and opens a wid door to fraud.
If the policy of the law in relation to carriers were more
questionabl than I think it is, it would be the busin ess of the
1 gislature, and not of th courts, to apply the prop r remedy.
The plaintiff is ntitled to judgment in pursuance of the stipu
l ation contained in the case.
The chief justice concurred.
COWEN, J ., concurred in the result for the reasons assigned by
h i m in the case of Cole v. Goodwin and Story, 19 Wend. 251, 32
Am. D. 470.
Judgment for the plaintiff.
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BOSTWICK V. BALTIMOR E AND OHIO RAIL

101. BOSTWICK V. BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-

ROAD CO.,

ROAD CO.,

45 N. Y. 712. 1871.

4 5 N . Y. 712.

Action to recover the value of 16 bales (part of 54 bales) of

cotton, shipped from Cincinnati to New York, and lost at sea

1871 .

between Baltimore and New York. No bill of lading was de-

livered at the time, but one or two days afterward the agent

of defendant sent to plaintiff bills of lading containing printed

conditions limiting liability to the carrier in whose possession

the goods might be at the time of loss, and excusing from loss

or damage by the dangers of navigation. Judgment for de-

fendant.

Rapallo, J. (Omitting a question of agency.) There was no

contradiction attempted of the evidence of the plaintiff that he

made a verbal contract with Cooke for the transportation of the

fifty-four bales through to New York by "all rail," and agreed

to pay the all rail route. The goods were shipped under this

verbal agreement, before any written contract or bill of lading

had been tendered to the plaintiff. The verbal agreement had

Action to recover the value of 1 6 bales ( part of 54 bales) of
cotton, shipped from Cincinnati to New York, and lost at sea
between Baltimore and New York. No bill of lading was de
livered at the time, but one or two days afterward the agent
of defendant ent to plaintiff bills of lading containing printed
conditions limitinO' l iability to the carrier in who e possession
the goods might be at the time of lo s, and excusing from loss
or damage by the dangers of navigation. Judgment for de
fendant.
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been acted upon, and under it the plaintiff had parted with all

control over his goods. The rule that prior negotiations are

merged in a subsequent written contract does not apply to such a

case as this.

If the plaintiff had expressly assented to the terms of the bill

of lading subsequently delivered to him, such assent would ope-

rate as a change of the terms of the contract originally made, and

under which he had parted with his property. But after the

verbal agreement had been consummated and rights had ac-

crued under it, the mere receipt of the bill of lading, inad-

vertently omitting to examine the printed conditions, was not

sufficient to conclude the plaintiff from showing what the actual

agreement was under which the goods had been shipped.

In the case of Corey v. The N. Y. Cent. R. R. Co., decided in

April, 1871, not reported, we held that conditions contained

in a bill of lading, not delivered until after the shipment and

loss of the goods, though before the loss was known, did not con-

trol the rights of the shippers.

The present case is analogous in principle to the one cited.

The goods having been shipped under an agreement that they

should be carried "all rail," a loss occasioned by their being

carried by sea is no excuse for their non-delivery to the plaintiff.

386

RAPALLO, J.

( Omitting a que tion of agency. ) There was no
contradiction attempted of the evidence of the pl aintiff that he
made a verbal contract with Cooke for the transportation of the
fifty-four bales through to New York by " all rail, " and agreed
to pay the all rai l route. The good were shipped under this
verbal agreement, b fore any written contract or bill of lading
had been tendered to the plaintiff. The verbal agreement had
been act d upon, and under it the plaintiff had parted with all
control ov r his goods. The rule that prior negotiation are
mero·ed in a sub equ nt written contract does not apply to such a
case as this.
If the plaintiff had expres ly a ented to the terms of the bill
of lading sub equently delivered to him, such assent would ope
rate as a change of the term of the contract originally made, and
u nder which he had parted with his property. But after the
verbal agreement had been consummated and rights had ac
crued under it, the mere receipt of the bill of ladinO', inad
vertently omitting to exam ine the printed conditions, was not
suffici nt to conclude the plaintiff from howing what the actual
agreement was under which the goods had been shipped.
In the case of Corey v. The N. Y. Cent. R. R. Co., decided in
A pril 1871, not reported, we held that conditions contained
in a bili' of lading, not delivered until after the shipment and
loss of the good. , though before the loss was known, did not con
trol the rights of the shippers.
The present case is anal ogous in principle to the one cited.
The goods having been shipped under an agreement that they
sh ould be carried " all rail, " a lo s occasioned by their being
carried by sea is no excuse for their non-delivery to the plaintiff.
386
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There was also some evidence of delay in sending forward the

portion of the goods which was lost. This delay, unexplained,

tended to show negligence on the part of the defendant. It

is true that there is no allegation of negligence in the com-

plaint. But the complaint alleges the non-delivery of the goods,

which was a breach of duty on the part of the defendant, unless

excused.

The defendant sets up, in excuse, the conditions of the bill

of lading, and the loss of the goods by the dangers of naviga-

tion. Even if the conditions were binding upon the plaintiff, it

was competent to rebut this defense by showing that the goods

became exposed to the danger by reason of the default of the

defendant, and that if they had been forwarded with due dili-

gence, they would not have been on board of the vessel which

was lost. (Michaels v. The N. Y. Cent. R. R. Co., 30 N Y

564, 86 Am. D. 415).

If there was negligence on the part of the defendant in send-

ing forward the goods, the conditions of the bill of lading would

not exempt the defendant from liability.
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The judgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered,

with costs to abide the event.

/ 102. RANCH AU V. RUTLAND RAILROAD CO.,

71 Yt. 142; 43 Atl. R. 11; 76 Am. St. B. 761. 1899.

Case, for loss of a box checked by plaintiff on a ticket from

Burlington, Vermont, to Fitchburg, Massachusetts. It appeared

that no such box was put on the train on which plaintiff trav-

eled, and no trace of it could be found,

Ross, C. J., (Omitting questions of pleading.) 3. The ticket

sold by the defendant to the plaintiff contained a clause stating

v.
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There was also some evidence of delay in sending forward the
portion of the goods which was lost. This delay, unexplained,
tended to show neglig nee on the part of the defendant. It
is true that there is no allegation of negligence in the com
plaint. But the complaint alleges the non-del ivery of the goods,
which was a breach of duty on the p art of the defendant, unless
excused.
The defendant sets up, in excuse, the conditions of the bill
of lading, and the loss of the goods by the dangers of n aviga
tion. Even if the conditions were binding upon the plaintiff, it
was competent to rebut this defense by showing that the goods
became exposed to the danger by reason of the default of the
defendant, and that if they had been forwarded with due dili-·
gence, they would not h ave been o n board of the vessel which
was lost. ( Michaels v. The N. Y. Cent. R. R. Co., 30 N. Y.
564, 86 Am. D. 415 ) .
If there was negligence on the part of the defendant in send
ing forward the goods, the conditions of the bill of lading would
not exempt the defendant from liability.
The j udgment should be reversed and a new trial ordered,
with costs to abide the event.

that the defendant, "in selling the ticket and checking baggage

hereon .... acts as agent, and is not responsible beyond its

own line." The verdict of the jury finding that the loss oc-

curred on the defendant's own line, renders a consideration of

this clause immaterial. It also contains a clause stating, "Bag-

102.
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gage liability of any company is limited to wearing apparel

not exceeding one hundred dollars in value." The special ver-

71 Vt. 142; 43 A ti. R. 1 1 ; 7 6 A m . S t . R. 761.

1899.

dict finds that the plaintiff's damages were one hundred and

fifty-eight dollars, of which one hundred and forty-three dollars

was for wearing apparel. The defendant contends that the

court erroneously, against its exception, rendered a judgment

387

Case, for lo s of a box checked by plaintiff on a ticket from
Burlington, Vermont, to Fitchburg, Massachusetts. It appeared
that no such box was put on the train on which plaintiff trav
eled, and no trace of it could be found.

Ross, C. J., ( Omitting questions of p leading. ) 3. The ticket
sold by the defendant to the plaintiff contained a clause stating
that the defendant, " in selling the ticket and checking b aggage
hereon . . . . acts as agent, and i s not responsible beyond its
own line. ' ' ri1he verdict of the jury finding that the loss oc
curred on the defendant 's own line, renders a consideration of
this clause immaterial. It also contains a clause stating, " Bag
gage liability of any company is .limited to wearing apparel
not exceeding one hundred dollars in value. ' ' The special ver
dict finds that the plaintiff 's damages were one hundred and
fifty-eight dollars, of which one hundred and forty-three dollars
was for weari ng apparel. 'fhe defendant contends that the
court erroneously, against its exception, rendered a judgment
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for the largest sum named. This attempt of the defendant to

limit its common-law liability as a common carrier must be con-

sidered with reference to the other undisputed facts stated in

the exceptions. It is there stated that the evidence tended to

show that the plaintiff could neither read nor write; that the

tickets were not read to him by any person, and that he did not

know the provisions of the tickets. With this testimony in the

case, the defendant was not entitled to have the court comply

with its four requests : "That the plaintiff is bound by the terms

of the contract set forth on his ticket; that by said contract the

defendant is only liable for loss of baggage occurring on its own

line; that defendant's liability is limited to wearing apparel as

specified in the contract ; that the defendant 's liability is limited

to wearing apparel not exceeding one hundred dollars in value."

These requests all assume that such a contract existed between

the plaintiff and defendant. This assumption was not war-

ranted by the testimony in the case.

The defendant by its charter became a common carrier of

passengers and their baggage, subject to the common-law rules
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in regard to liability therefor. By nearly universal concur-

rence of decisions of courts of final resort, including the deci-

sions of this court, such carrier may by contract reasonably

limit and vary its common-law liability, except as to its own

negligence. But, being by its charter and occupation subject

to the common-law liability, it will be held to that liability

unless it establishes that it has limited or varied it by a contract,

express or implied, existing between it and its passenger. The

ordinary passenger ticket does not profess to contain the con-

tract by which, the passenger obtains his right to carriage over

the road of the carrier. It is only a receipt, or token, given by

the carrier for the passenger to show to its servants and man-

agers of its trains, that he has purchased the right to be safely

carried on its trains between the stations specified. In this re-

spect it is different from a bill of lading for the carriage of

freight. "Whatever is printed on passenger tickets has usually

been regarded as a notice by the carrier of its desire to limit or

vary its common-law liability. To effect such limitation, the

carrier must show that the passenger, when he paid his money

and received the ticket, did it under such circumstances that

he assented to the conditions named upon the ticket. Wliether

such assent is established depends upon the circumstances of

each case. Assent will not be presumed unless a knowledge of

the proposed conditions and limitations are known by the pas-

senger, and then much will depend upon whether they are rea-

sonable or unreasonable. If not entirely reasonable, assent will
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for the largest sum n amed. This attempt of the defendant to
l imit its common-law liability as a common carrier mu t be con
si dered with reference to the other undisputed facts stated in
the exceptions. It is there stated that the evidence tended to
show that the plaintiff could neither read nor write ; that the
tick ts were not read to him by any person, and that he did not
know thf' provisions of the tickets. With this testimony i n the
case, the defendant was not entitlP.d to have the court comply
with it four requests : ' ' That the plaintiff is bound by the terms
of the contract set forth on his ticket ; that by said contract the
defendant is only l iable for los of baggage occurrin g on it own
line ; that defendant 's liability is l imited to wearing apparel as
specified i n the contract ; that the defendant 's l iability is limited
to wearing apparel not exceeding one hundred dollar i n value. ' '
The e requests all a sume that such a contract existed between
the plaintiff and d f ndant. This a sumption was not war
ra nted by the testimony in the case.
The defendant hy its charter became a common carrier o f
pass n g rs a n d the i r baggage, subject to the common-law rules
in r O'ard to l iabil ity therefor. By n early univer al concur
rence of decisions of courts of final r ort, including the decii n of this court, such carrier may by contract reasonably
limit and vary it common-law liabil ity, except as to its own
negl igence. But, being by its charter and occupation subject
to the common-law li abil ity it wil l b hel d to that liabil ity
unl ss it e tab l i hes that it has l i mited or varied it by a contract,
express or impl i d xistino· between it and it pa enO'er. The
ordinary passen ger ticket loes not profes to contain the con
tract by which. the pas enO'er obtains his right to carriage over
the road of the carrier. I t is only a receipt, or token, given by
the carrier for the passenger to show to its ervants and man
a gers of its trains, that he ha purcha. ed the right to be safely
carried on its trains between the stations specified. In this re
spect it i different from a bill of l ading for the carriage of
freight. Whatever is printed on passeng r tickets has usually
been regarded as a notice by the carrier of it desire to limit or
vary its common-law liability. To effect such l imitation, the
carrier must show that the passenger, when he paid his money
and received the ticket, did it under such circumstances that
he assented to the conditions named upon the ticket. Whether
Sl ch assent is established depends upon the circumstances of
each case. b-ssent will not be presumed unless a knowledge of
_
the propo ed conditions and limitations are known by the pa senger, and then much will depend upon whether they are rea
sonable or unreasonable. If not entirely reasonable, assent wilJ
'l O O
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not be presumed from knowledge merely, because the carrier

without such assent is under the common-law liability, and has

the passenger at a disadvantage. The passenger's circum-

stances and necessities may be such as would compel him to as-

sent to almost any conditions or limitations. Hence, when the

conditions or limitations are not entirely reasonable, it is gen-

erally held thajt the assent to them will not be implied from a

knowledge oT tliem; but express assent must be established.

As the defendant took no exceptions to the charge on the sub-

ject of the special findings of the jury, it is to be presumed

that the court stated the law correctly in regard thereto, and

that the jury found, as the plaintiff's testimony tended to show,

that he had no knowledge of the conditions placed by the de-

fendant upon his ticket at the time he purchased it. He must

have had knowledge of them at the time he paid his money.

"When purchasing the ticket, the passenger frequently has no

opportunity nor time to examine it. He has a right to under-

stand, unless directly informed to the contrary, that the car-

rier's undertaking has the common-law liability. It is unreason-
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able to hold, if the conditions printed on the ticket come to his

knowledge first after he has entered upon his journey, that he

should be held to have assented thereto.

His assent may well be assumed when he knows that the

carrier is selling special tickets at reduced rates, with the con-

ditions and limitations plainly stated in the notices of the sale

of such special tickets : 3 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law, tit. Bag-

gage, Duty to Carry, 543, and notes, Limitation of Liability,

554, and notes; 5 Am. & Eng. Eney. of Law tit. carriers of

passengers. Limitations of Liability, 608, 612, and notes ; Bissell

V. New York Cent. R. R. Co., 25 N. Y. 442, 82 Am. Dec. 369,

and note; Hollister v. Nowlen, 19 Wend. (N. Y.) 234, 32 Am.

Dec. 455, and note; Cole v. Goodwin, 19 Wend. (N. Y.) 251, 32

Am. Dec. 470, and note; Newell v. Smith, 49 Vt. 255; Mann

V. Birchard, 40 Vt. 326, 94 Am. Dec. 398 ; Kimball v. Rutland

etc. R. R. Co., 26 Vt. 247, 62 Am. Dec. 567; Farmers' etc. Bank

V. Champlain Transp. Co., 23 Vt. 186, 56 Am. Dec. 68 ; Bluraen-

thai v. Brainerd, 38 Vt. 402, 91 Am. Dec. 349 ; Ouimit v. Hen-

shaw, 35 Vt. 605, 84 Am. Dec. 646; Thorp v. Concord R. R.

Co., 61 Vt. 378, 17 Atl. R. 791 ; Gillis v. Western Union Tel. Co.,

61 Vt. 461, 17 Atl. R. 736, 15 Am. St. R. 917 ; Hodd v. Express

Co., 52 Vt. 335, 36 Am. Rep. 757; Davis v. Central Vermont R. R.

Co., 66 Vt. 290, 29 Atl. R. 313, 44 Am. St. R. 852; In Davis

V. Central Vt. R. R. Co., where a bill of lading is considered, it

is said in regard to notices : ' ' Notice, unless brought distinctly

to the knowledge of the consignor in such a manner that the law
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not be presumed from knowledge merely, because the carri r
without such assent is under the common-law l i ability, and ha
the pas nger at a disadvantage.
The passeng r 's circum
stances and n ecessities may be such a. would compel him to a sent to almost any conditions or limitations. Hence, when the
conditions or l i m itations are not entirely reasonable, it is g n
eraJly held that the a sent to them will not be impl ied from a
knowledge o them ; but express assent must be established.
As the defendant took no exceptions to the charge on the sub
ject of the special findings of the jury it is to be presumed
that th court stated the law correctly in regard thereto, and
that the jury found, as the p laintiff 's testimony tended to show,
that he had no knowledge of the conditions p laced by the de
fendant upon his ticket at the time he purchased it. He must
have had knowledge of them at the time he paid his money.
When purcha ing the ticket, the pa senger frequently has nu
opportunity nor time to examine it. I e has a right to under
stand, unless directly in formed to the contrary, that the car
rier 's undertaking has the common-law liability. It is unreason
able to hold, if the conditions printed on the tick t come to his
knowledge fir t after he has entered upon his journey, that he
shoul d be held to have assented thereto.
H is assent may well be assumed when he knows that the
carrier is selling special tickets at reduc d rates with the con
ditions and limitations p lainly stated in the notice of the sale
oLs uch pecial tickets : 3 Am. & EnO'. Ency. of Law, tit. Bag
gage , D uty to Carry, 543, and notes, Limitation of Liability,
554, and notes ; 5 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law tit. carriers of
passengers, Limitations of Liability, 608, 612, and notes ; Bissel l
v. New York Cent. R . R . Co., 25 N. Y. 442, 82 Am. Dec. 369,
and note ; Hollister v. Nowlen, 19 Wend. ( N. Y. ) 234. 32 Am.
Dec. 455, and note ; Cole v . Goodwin, 19 Wend. ( N. Y. ) 251, 32
Am. Dec. 470, and note ; Newell v. Smith, 49 Vt. 255 ; Mann
Kimbal l v. Rutl and
v. Birchard, 40 Vt. 326, 94 Am. D c. 39
etc. R. R. Co., 26 Vt. 247, 62 Am. Dec. 567 Farmers ' etc. Bank
v . Champlain T ransp . Co., 23 Vt. 1 6 56 Am. Dec. 68 ; Blumen
thal v . Brainerd, 38 Vt. 402, 91 Am. Dec. 349 ; Ouimit v . Hen
shaw, 35 Vt. 605, 84 Am. Dec. 646 ; Thorp v. Concord R. R.
Co., 6 1 Vt. 378, 17 Atl. R. 791 ; Gillis v. Western Union Tel. Co.,
6 1 Vt. 461, 1 7 Atl. R . 736, 1 5 Am. St. R . 9 1 7 ; Hodd v. Express
Co., 52 Vt. 335, 36 Am. Rep . 757 ; D avi v. Central V rmont R. R.
Co., 66 Vt. 290, 29 Atl. R . 3 1 3, 44 Am. St. R. 852 In D avis
v. Central \ t. R. R . Co., where a bill of lading is considered, it
is said in regard to notices : ' ' Notice, unless brou ht distinctly
to the knowledge of the consignor in such a manner that the law
·

·

·
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will imply his assent to the limitation contained in the notice,

will not be considered as entering into and forming a part of

the contract." The special verdict does not establish that the

plaintiff had knowledge of the conditions printed upon his

ticket, and his assent thereto will not be implied. The defendant

rests under the common-law liability in regard to the loss of the

baggage. That liability, as held in Ouimit v. Henshaw, 35 Vt.

605, 84 Am. Dec. 646, entitles the plaintiff to recover for the

bedding lost, or for his entire loss. . . .

Reversed and cause remanded because of improper remarks

of plaintiff 's counsel.

103. RAILROAD CO. V. LOCKWOOD,

17 Wallace (U. 8.) 357. 1873.

Error to the Circuit Court for the Southern District of New
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wil l imply his assent to the limitation contained in the notice,
will not be considered as entering into and forming a part of
the contract. ' ' The special verdict does not establish that the
plaintiff had knowledge of the conditions printed upon his
ticket, and his assent thereto will not be implied. The defendant
rests under the common-law liability in reaard to the loss .of t e baggage. That liability, as held in Ouimit v. Henshaw, 35 Vt.
605, 84 Am. Dec. 646, entitles the plaintiff to recover for the
bedding lost, or for his entire loss.
Reversed and cause remanded because of improper remarks
of plaintiff 's counsel.

York; the case being thus:

Lockwood, a drover, was injured whilst traveling on a stock

train of the New York Central Railroad Company, proceeding

from Buffalo to Albany and brought this suit to recover dam-
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ages for the injury. lie had cattle in the train, and had been
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required, at Buffalo, to sign an agreement to attend to the load-

ing, transporting, and unloading of them, and to take all risk

17 Wallace ( U. S.) 357.

1873.

of injury to them and of personal injury to himself, or to whom-

soever went with the cattle; and he received what is called a

drover's pass; that is to say, a pass certifying that he had

shipped sufficient stock to pass free to Albany, but declaring

that the acceptance of the pass was to be considered a waiver

of all claims for damages or injuries received on the train. The

agreement stated its consideration to be the carrying of the

plaintiff's cattle at less than traiff rates. It was shown on the

trial, that these rates were about three times the ordinary rates

charged, and that no drover had cattle carried on those terms;

but that all signed similar agreements to that which was signed

by the plaintiff, and received similar passes. Evidence was

given on the trial tending to show that the injury complained

of was sustained in consequence of negligence on the part of

the defendants or their servants, but they insisted that they

were exempted by the terms of the contract from responsibility

for all accidents, including those occurring from negligence,

at least the ordinary negligence of their servants ; and requested

the judge so to charge. This he refused, and charged that if the

jury were satisfied that the injury occurred without any negli-
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ERROR to the Circuit Court for the Southern D istrict of New
York ; the ca e being thus :
Lockwood, a drover, was injured whilst traveling on a stock
train of the New York Central Railroad Company, proceeding
from Buffalo to A lbany and brought this suit to recover dam
ages for the injury. He had cattle in the train, and had been
required, at Buffalo, to sign an agreement to attend to the load
ing, tran porting, and unloading of them, and to take all risk
of injury to them and of personal injury to himself, or to whom
soever went with the cattle ; and he received what is called a
drover 's p ass ; that is to say, a pa
certifying that he had
shipped sufficient stock to pass free to Albany, but decl aring
that the acceptance of the pass wa to be considered a waiver
of all cl aims for damages or i njuries received on the train. The
agreement stated it consideration to be the carrying of the
plaintiff 's cattle at less tha n traiff rates. It was hown on the
trial, that the e rate were about three times the ordinary rates
charged, and that no drover had cattle carried on those terms ;
but that all signed similar agreements to that which was signed
by the plaintiff, and received similar passes. E vidence was
given on the trial tending to show that the injury complained
of was sustained in consequence of negligence on the part of
the de fendants or their servants, but they i nsisted that they
were exempted by the terms of the contract from responsibility
for all accidents, including those occurring from negligence,
at l east the ordinary negligence of their servants ; and requested
th e judge so to charge. This he refused, and charged that if the
jury were satisfied that the injury occurred without any negli390
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gence on the part of the plaintiff, and that the negligence of the

defendants caused the injury, they must find for the plaintiff,

which they did. Judgment being entered accordingly, the rail-

road company took this writ of error.

Mr. Justice Bradley delivered the opinion of the court.

v.

LOCKWOOD.

§ 1 03

gence on the part of the pl aintiff, and that the negligence of the
defendants caused the injury, they must find for the plaintiff,
which they did. Judgment being entered accordingly, the rail
road company took this writ of error.

It may be assumed in limine, that the case was one of carriage

for hire ; for though the pass certifies that the plaintiff was en-

titled to pass free, yet his passage was one of the mutual terms

of the arrangement for carrying his cattle. The question is,

therefore, distinctly raised, whether a railroad company carry-

ing passengers for hire, can lawfully stipulate not to be answer-

able for their own or their servants' negligence in reference to

such carriage.

As the duties and responsibilities of public carriers were pre-

scribed by public policy, it has been seriously doubted whether

the courts did wisely in allowing that policy to be departed

from without legislative interference, by which needed modifica-

tions could have been introduced into the law. But the great

hardship on the carrier in certain special cases, where goods of
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great value or subject to extra risk were delivered to him with-

out notice of their character, and where losses happened by sheer

accident without any possibility of fraud or collusion on his

part, such as by collisions at sea, accidental fire, &c., led to a

relaxation of the rule to the extent of authorizing certain ex-

emptions from liability in such cases to be provided for, either

by public notice brought home to the owners of the goods, or

by inserting exemptions from liability in the bill of lading, or

other contract of carriage. A modification of the strict rule of

responsibility, exempting the carrier from liability for acci-

dental losses, where it can be safely done, enables the carrying

interest to reduce its rates of compensation ; thus proportionally

relieving the transportation of produce and merchandise from

some of the burden with which it is loaded.

The question is, whether such modification of responsibility

by notice or special contract may not be carried beyond legiti-

mate bounds, and introduce evils against which it was the direct

policy of the law to guard ; whether, for example, a modification

which gives license and immunity to negligence and carelessness

on the part of a public carrier or his servants, is not so evidently

repugnant to that policy as to be altogether null and void; or,

at least null and void under certain circumstances.

In the case of sea-going vessels. Congress has, by the act of

1851, relieved ship-owners from all responsibility for loss by

fire unless caused by their own design or neglect ; and from re-
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Mr. Justice BRADLEY deliver d the opinion of the court.
It may be assumed in lirnine, that the case was one of carriage
for hire ; for though the p ass certifies that the plaintiff was en
titled to pass free, yet his p assage was one of the mutual t rms
of the arrangement for carrying his cattle. 'l1he question is,
therefore, distinctly raised, whether a railroad company carry
ing passengers for hire, can lawfully stipulate not to be answer
abl e for their own or their servants ' negligence in reference to
such carriage.
As the duties and responsibilities of public carriers were pre
scribed by public policy, it has been seriously doubted whether
the courts did wi ely i n allowinO' that policy to be departed
from without legi lative interference, by which needed modifica
tions could have been introduced into the law. But the great
hardship on the carrier i n certain special cases, where goods of
great value or subj ect to extra risk were del ivered to him with
out notice of thei� character and where losses happened by heer
accident without any pos ibil ity of fraud or collusion on his
part, such as by col l isions at sea, acci dental fire, &c., led to a
relaxation of the rule to the extent of authorizing certain ex
emptions from liabil ity in such cases to be provided for, either
by public notice brought home to the owners of the goods, or
by inserting exemptions from liability in th bill of lading, or
other contract of carriage. A modification of the strict rule of
responsibil ity, exempting the carrier from l iability for acci
dental losses, where it can be safely done, enables the carrying
interest to reduce its rates of compensatiop. ; thus proportionally
relieving the transportation of produce and merchandise from
some of the burden with which it is loaded.
The question is, whether such modification of responsibility
by notice or special contract may not be carried beyond legiti
mate bounds, and introduce evils against which it was the direct
policy of the law to guard ; whether, for example, a modificati on
which gives license and immunity to negligence and carelessness
on the part of a public carrier or his servants, is not so evidently
repugnant to that policy as to be altogether null and void ; or,
at least null and void under certain circumstances.
In the case of sea-going vessels, Congress has, by the act of
1851, relieved ship-owners from all responsibility for loss by
fire unless caused by their own design or neglect ; and from re-
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sponsibility for loss of money and other valuables named, un-

less notified of their character and value; and has limited their

liability to the value of ship and freight, where losses happen

by the embezzlement or other act of the master, crew, or passen-

gers ; or by collision, or any cause occurring without their privity

or knowledge; but the master and crew themselves are held re-

sponsible to the parties injured by their negligence or miscon-

duct. Similar enactments have been made by state legis-

latures. This seems to be the only important modification of pre-

viously existing law on the subject, which in this country has

been effected by legislative interference. And by this, it is seen,

that though intended for the relief of the ship-owner, it still

leaves him liable to the extent of his ship and freight for the

negligence and misconduct of his employees, and liable without

limit for his own negligence.

It is true that the first section of the above act relating to loss

by fire has a proviso, that nothing in the act contained shall

prevent the parties from making such contract as they please,

extending or limiting the liability of ship-owners. This proviso,
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however, neither enacts nor affirms anything. It simply ex-

presses the intent of Congress to leave the right of contracting

as it stood before the act. •

The courts of New York, where this case arose, for a long

time resisted the attempts of common carriers to limit their

common-law liability, except for the purpose of procuring a dis-

closure of the character and value of articles liable to extra haz-

ard and risk. This, they were allowed to enforce by means of

a notice of non-liability, if the disclosure was not made. But

such announcements as "all baggage at the risk of the owner,"

and such exceptions in bills of lading as "this company will not

be responsible for injuries by fire, nor for goods lost, stolen, or

damaged," were held to be unavailing and void, as being against

the policy of the law.

But since the decision of the case of The New Jersey Steam

Navigation Company v. Merchants' Bank, by this court, in Jan-

uary Term, 1848, 6 How. 344, it has been uniformly held, as well

in the courts of New York as in the Federal courts, that a com-

mon carrier may, by special contract, limit his common-law lia-

bility; although considerable diversity of opinion has existed as

to the extent to which such limitation is admissible.

The case of the New Jersey Steam Navigation Company v.

Merchants' Bank, above adverted to, grew out of the burning

of the steamer Lexington. Certain money belonging to the

bank had been intrusted to Harnden's Express, to be carried

to Boston, and was on board the steamer when she was de-
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sponsibility for loss of money and other valuables named, un
less notified of their character and value ; and has l imited their
liability to the value of ship and freight, where losses happen
by the embezzlement or other act of the master, crew, or passen
gers ; or by collision, or any cause occurring without their privity
or knowledge ; but the master and crew themselves are held re
sponsible to the parties inj ured by their negligence or miscon
duct. S imilar enactments have been made by state legis
Jatures. This seems to be the only important modification of pre
viously existing law on the subject, which i n this country has
been effected by legislative i nterference. And by this, it is seen,
that though i ntended for the relief of the ship-owner, it still
leaves him liable to the extent of his ship and freight for the
negligence and misconduct of his employees, and liable without
l imit for his own negligence.
It is true that the first section of the above act relating to loss
by fire has a proviso, that nothing i n the act contained shall
prevent the parties from making such contract as they please,
extending or l imiting the liability of ship-owners. This proviso,
however, neither enacts nor affirms anything. It simply ex
presses the intent of Congress to leave the right of contracting
as it stood before the act.
The courts of New York, where this case arose, for a long
t i me resisted the attempts of common carriers to limit their
common-law liability, except for the purpose of procuring a dis
closure of the character and value of articles l i able to extra haz
ard and risk. This, they were allowed to enforce by means of
a notice of non-liabil ity, if the disclosure was not made.
But
such announcements as ' ' all baggage at the risk of the owner, ' '
and such exceptions in bills of la ding as " this company will not
be r sponsible for injuries by :fire, nor for goods lost, stolen, or
damaged, ' ' were held to be unavailing and void. as being against
the poli y of the law.
But since the decision of the case of The New Jersey Steam
Navigation Company v. Merchants ' Bank, by this court, i n Jan
uary Term, 1848, 6 How. 344, it has been uniformly held, as well
i n the courts of New York as i n the Federal courts, that a com
mon carrier may, by special contract, limit h is common-law lia
bility ; although considerable diversity of opinion has existed as
to the extent to which such limitation is admissible.
The case of the New Jer ey Steam Navigation Company v.
Merchants ' Bank, above adverted to, grew out of the burning
of the steamer Lexington. Certai n money belonging to the
bank had been in trusted to Harnden 's Express, to be carried
to Boston, and was on board the teamer when she was de392
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troyed. By agreement between the steamboat company and

Harnden, the crate of the latter and its contents were to be

at his sole risk. The court held this agreement valid, so far

as to exonerate the steamboat company from the responsibility

imposed by law; but not to excuse them from misconduct or

negligence, which the court said it would not presume that the

parties intended to include, although the terms of the contract

were broad enough for that purpose; and that inasmuch as the

company had undertaken to carry the goods from one place to

another, they were deemed to have incurred the same degree

of responsibility as that which attaches to a private person en-

gaged casually in the like occupation, and were, therefore,

bound to use ordinary care in the custody of the goods, and in

their delivery, and to provide proper vehicles and means of

conveyance for their transportation ; and as the court was of

opinion that the steamboat company had been guilty of negli-

gence in these particulars, as well as in the management of the

steamer during the fire, they held them responsible for the loss.

As this has been regarded as a leading case, we may pause
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for a moment to observe that the case before us seems almost

precisely within the category of that decision. In that case,

as in this, the contract was general, exempting the carrier from

every risk and imposing it all upon the party; but the court

would not presume that the parties intended to include the

negligence of the carrier or his agents in that exception.

It is strenuously insisted, however, that as negligence is the

only ground of liability in the carriage of passengers, and as the

contract is absolute in its terms, it must be construed to em-

brace negligence as well as accident, the former in reference to

passengers, and both in reference to the cattle carried in the

train. As this argument seems plausible, and the exclusion

of a liability embraced in the terms of exemption on the ground

that it could not have been in the mind of the parties is some-

what arbitrary, we will proceed to examine the question before

propounded, namely, whether common carriers may excuse them-

selves from liability for negligence. In doing so we shall first

briefly review the course of decisions in New York, on which

great stress has been laid, and which are claimed to be decisive

of the question. Whilst we cannot concede this, it is, never-

theless, due to the courts of that state to examine carefully

the grounds of their decision and to give them the weight which

they justly deserve. We think it will be found, however, that

the weight of opinion, even in New York, is not altogether on

the side that favors the right of the carrier to stipulate for ex-
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troyed. By agreement between the steamboat company and
Harnden, the crate of the latter and its contents were to be
at his sole risk. The court held this agreement valid, so far
as to exonerate the steamboat company from the responsibility
imposed by law ; but not to exc use them from misconduct or
negligence, which the court said it would not presume that the
parties intended to include, although the terms of the contract
were broad enough for that purpose ; and that inasmuch as the
company had undertaken to carry the goods from one place to
another, they were cleeme<l to have i ncurred the same degree
of responsibility as that which attaches to a private person en
gaged casually in the l ike occupation, and were, therefore,
bound to use ordinary care in the custody of the goods, and in
their delivery, and to provide proper vehicles and means of
conveyance for their transportation ; and as the court was of
opinion that the steamboat company had been guilty. of negli
gence in these particulars, as well as in the management of the
steamer during the fire, they held them responsible for the loss.
As this has been regarded as a leading case, we may pause
for a moment to observe that the case before us seems almost
p recisely within the category of that decision. In that case,
as in this, the contract was general, exempting the carrier from
every risk and imposing it all upon the party ; but the court
would not presume that the parties intended to include the
negl igence of the carrier or his agent in that exception.
It is strenuously insisted, however, that as negligence is the
only ground of liability in the carriage of passengers, and as the
contract is absolute in its terms, it must be construed to em
brace negligence as well as acc i dent, the former in ref0rence to
passengers, and both in reference to the cattle carried in the
train. As this argument seems p lausi11e, and the exclusion
of a liability embraced in the terms of exemption on the ground
that it could not have been in the mind of the parties is some
what arbitrary, we will proceed to examine the question before
propounded, namely, wh ther common carriers may excuse them
selves from liability for negligence. In doing so we shall first
briefly review the course of decisions in New York, on which
great stress has been laid, and which are claimed to be decisive
of the question. Whilst we cannot concede this, it is, never
theless, due to the courts of that state to examine carefully
the grounds of their decision and to give them the weight which
they justly deserve. We think it will be found, however, that
the weight of opinion, even in New York, is not altogether on
the side that favors the right of the carrier t o stipulate for ex-
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emption from the consequences of his own or his servants' negli-

gence.

The first recorded ease that arose in New York after the

before-mentioned decision in this court, involving the right of

a carrier to limit his liability, was that of Dorr v. The New

Jersey Steam Navigation Company, 4 Sandf. 136, decided in

1850. This case also arose out of the burning of the Lexington,

under a bill of lading which excepted from the company's risk

"danger of fire, water, breakage, leakage, and other accidents."

Judge Campbell, delivering the opinion of the court, says: "A

common carrier has in truth two distinct liabilities, — the one for

losses by accident or mistake, where he is liable as an insurer;

the other for losses by default or negligence, where he is an-

swerable as an ordinary bailee. It would certainly seem rea-

sonable that he might, by express special contract, restrict his

liability as insurer; that he might protect himself against

misfortune, even though public policy should require that he

should not be permitted to stipulate for impunity where the

loss occurs from his own default or neglect of duty. Such we
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understand to be the doctrine laid down in the case of The New

Jersey Steam Navigation Company v. The Merchants' Bank, in

6th How^ard, and such we consider to be the law in the present

case." And in Stoddard v. Long Island Railroad Company, 5

Sandf. 180, another express case, in which it was stipulated that

the express company should be alone responsible for all losses,

Judge Duer, for the court, says: "Conforming our decisions to

that of the Supreme Court of the United States, we must, there-

fore, hold : 1st. That the liability of the defendants as common

carriers was restricted by the terms of the special agreement be-

tween them and Adams & Co., and that this restriction was valid

in law. 2d. That by the just interpretation of this agreement

the defendants were not to be exonerated from all losses, but

remained liable for such as might result from the wrongful acts,

or the want of due care and diligence of themselves or their

agents and servants. 3d. That the plaintiffs, claiming through

Adams & Co., are bound by the special agreement." The same

view was taken in subsequent cases, all of which show that no

idea was then entertained of sanctioning exemptions of liability

for negligence. 13 Barb. 353, 14 Barb. 524.

It was not till 1858, in the case of Welles v. New York Central

Railroad Company, 26 Barb. 641, that the Supreme Court was

brought to assent to the proposition that a common carrier may

stipulate against responsibility for the negligence of his servants.

That was the case of a gratuitous passenger traveling on a free

ticket, which exempted the company from liability. In 1862 the
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emption from the consequences of his own or his servants ' negli
gence.
The first recorded case that arose in New York after the
before-mentioned deci ion in this court, involvinO' the right of
a carrier to limit his liability, was that of Dorr v. The New
Jersey Steam Navigation Company, 4 Sandf. 1 3 6, decided in
1 850. This case also arose out of the burning of the Lexington,
under a bill of lading which excepted from the company 's risk
' ' danger of fire, water, breakage, leakage, and other accidents. ' '
Judge Campbell, delivering the opinion of the court, says : " A
common carrier bas i n truth two distinct liabilities,-tbe one for
losses by accident or m istake, where be is liable as an insurer ;
the other for losses by default or negligence, where he is an
swerable as an ordinary bailee. It would certainly seem rea
sonable that be might, by expre s special contract, re trict bis
liability as insurer ; that be might protect himself against
misfortune, even though public policy should require that be
should not be permitted to stipulate for impunity where the
loss occurs from bis own default or neglect of duty. Such we
understand to be the doctrine laid down in the case of The New
Jersey Steam Navigation Company v. The Merchants ' Bank, in
6th Howard, and such we consider to be the law in the present
case. " And in Stoddard v. Long Island Railroad Company, 5
S andf. 1 0, another express case in which it was stipulated that
the express company shoul d be alone re ponsible for all losses,
Judge Duer, for the court, says : ' ' Conforming our decisions to
that of the Supreme Court of the Uni ted States, we must, there
fore, hold : 1st. That the l iability of the defendants as common
carriers was restricted by the terms of the special agreement be
tween them and Adams & Co., and that this restriction was valid
in Jaw. 2d. That by the ju t interpretation of this agreement
the d fendant were not to be exonerated from all lo ses, but
remained l iable for such as might result from the wTongful acts,
or the want of due care and diligence of themselves or their
agents and servants. 3d. That the plaintiffs, claiming through
Adams & Co., are bound by the special agreement. ' ' The same
view was taken in ubsequent cases, all of which show that no
i dea wRs then entertained of sanctioning exemptions of liability
for negligence. 13 Barb. 353, 14 Barb. 524.
It was not t i l l 1 858, in the case of Welle v. New York Central
R a]lroad Company, 26 Barb. 641, that the Supreme Court was
brou ght to assent to the proposition that a common carrier may
stipul ate agai n�t responsibi l ity for the negli O'ence of hi servants.
That was the case of a gratuitous pa enger traveling on a free
ticket, which exempted the company from liability. In 1862 the
��4
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Court of Appeals, 24 N. Y. 181, by a majority affirmed tliis judg-

ment, and in answer to the suggestion that public policy required

that railroad companies should not be exonerated from the duty

of carefulness in performing their important and hazardous du-

ties, the court held that the ease of free passengers could not

seriously affect the incentives to carefulness, because there were

very few such, compared with the great mass of the traveling

public. Perkins v. The New York Central Railroad Company,

24 N. Y. 196, 82 Am. D. 281, was also the case of a free passen-

ger, with a similar ticket, and the court held that the indorsement

exempted the company from all kinds of negligence of its agents,

gross as well as ordinary; that there is, in truth, no practical

distinction in the degrees of negligence.

The next cases of importance that arose in the New York

courts were those of drovers' passes, in which the passenger took

all responsibility of injury to himself and stock. The first was

that of Smith v. The New York Central Railroad Company,

29 Barbour, 132, decided in March, 1859. The contract was

precisely the same as that in the present case. The damage
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arose from a flattened wheel in the car, which caused it to jump

the track. The Supreme Court, by Hogeboom, J., held that the

railroad company was liable for any injury happening to the

passenger, not only by the gross negligence of the company's

servants, but by ordinary negligence on their part. "For my

part," says the judge, "I think not only gross negligence is not

protected, by the terms of the contract, but what is termed

ordinary negligence, or the withholding of ordinary care, is not

so protected. I think, notwithstanding the contract, the carrier

is responsible for what, independent of any peculiar responsi-

bility attached to his calling or employment, would be regarded

as fault or misconduct on his part." The judge added that he

thought the carrier might, by positive stipulation, relieve him-

self to a limited degree from the consequences of his own negli-

gence or that of his servants. But, to accomplish that object,

the contract must be clear and specific in its terms, and plainly

covering such a case. Of course, this remark was extrajudicial.

The judgment itself was affirmed by the Court of Appeals in

1862 by a vote of five judges to three. 24 N. Y. 222. Judge

Wright strenuously contended that it is against public policy for

a carrier of passengers, where human life is at stake, to stipulate

for immunity for any want of care. "Contracts in restraint of

trade are void," he says, "because they interfere with the wel-

fare and convenience of the State ; yet the State has a deep inter-

est in protecting the lives of its citizens." He argued that it was

a question affecting the public, and not alone the party who is
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Court of Appeals, 24 N. Y. 181, by a majority affirmed this judg
ment, and in answer to the suggestion that public policy required
that raj lroad companies hould not be exonerated from the duty
of carefulne s i n performing their important and hazardous du
ties, the court hel d that the case of free passengers could not
seriously affect the incentives to carefulness, because there were
very few such, compared with the great mass of the traveling
publi c. Perkins v. The New York Central Railroad Company,
24 N. Y. 1 96, 82 Am. D. 281, was also the case of a free passen
ger, with a similar ticket, and the court held that the indorsement
exempted the company from all kinds of negligence of its agents,
gross as well as ordinary ; that there is, in truth, no practical
distinction in the degrees of negligence.
The next cases of importance that arose in the New York
courts were tho e of drovers ' passes, in which the passenger took
all re ponsibility of injury to him elf and tock. The fir t was
that of Smith v. The New York Central Railroad Company,
29 Barbour, 132, deci ded in :l\Iarch, 1859. The contract was
p recisely the same as that in the present case. The damage
aro ·e from a flattened wheel in the car, which caused it to j ump
the track. The Supreme Court, by Hogeboom, J . , hel d that the
railroad company was liable for any injury happe n ing to the
passenger, not only by the gross negligence of the company 's
servants, but by ordinary negligence on their part. ' ' For my
part, ' ' says the j udge, ' ' I think not only gross negligence is not
protected, by the terms of the contract, but what is termeJ
ordinary negligence , or the withhol ding of ordinary care, is not
so protected. I think, notwithstanding the contract, the carrier
is responsible for what, independent of any peculiar responsi
bility attached to his calling or employment, would be regarded
as fault or misconduct on his part. ' ' The judge added that he
thought the carrier might, by positive stipulation, relieve him
self to a limited degree from the consequences of his own negli
gence or that of his servants. But, to accomplish that object,
the contract must be clear and specific in its terms, and pla inly
covering such a case. Of cour e, this remark was extrajudicial.
The judament itself wa affirmed by the Court of Appeals in
1862 by a vote of five judges to three. 24 N. Y. 222. Jud e
Wright strenuously contended that it i against public policy for
a carrier of passenger , where human l i fe is at stake, to stipul ate
for immunity for any want of care. " Contracts in restraint of
trade are void, ' ' he says, ' ' because they intPrfere with the wel
fare and convenience of the State ; yet the State ha a deep inter
est in protecting the lives of its citizens. ' ' H e argued that it was
a question affecting the public, and not alone the party who is
n n ,.,-
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carried. Judge Sutherland agreed in substance with Judge

Wright. Two other judges held that if the party injured had

been a gratuitous passenger the company would have been dis-

charged, but in their view he was not a gratuitous passenger.

One judge was for affirmance, on the ground that the negligence

was that of the company itself. The remaining three judges

held the contract valid to the utmost extent of exonerating the

company, notwithstanding the grossest neglect on the part of

its servants.

In that case, as in the one before us, the contract was general

in its terms, and did not specify negligence of agents as a risk

assumed by the passenger, though by its generality it included

all risks.

The next case, Bissell v. The New York Central R. R. Co., 29

Barb. 602, first decided in September, 1859, differed from the

preceding in that the ticket expressly stipulated that the railroad

company should not be liable under any circumstances, ' ' wiiether

of negligence hy their agents, or otherwise/' for injury to the

person or stock of the passenger. The latter was killed by the
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express train running into the stock train, and the jury found

that his death was caused by the gross negligence of the agents

and servants of the defendants. The Supreme Court held that

gross negligence (whether of servants or principals) cannot be

excused by contract in reference to the carriage of passengers

for hire, and that such a contract is against the policy of the

law, and void. In December, 1862, this judgment was reversed

by the Court of Appeals, 25 N. Y. 442, 82 Am. D. 369, four

judges against three ; Judge Smith, w^ho concurred in the judg-

ment below, having in the meantime changed his views as to the

materiality of the fact that the negligence stipulated against was

that of the servants of the company, and not of the company

itself. The majority now held that the ticket was a free ticket,

as it purported to be, and, therefore, that the case was governed

by Welles v. The Central Railroad Company ; but whether so, or

not, the contract was founded on a valid consideration, and the

passenger was bound by it even to the assumption of the risk

arising from the gross - negligence of the company 's servants.

Elaborate opinions were read by Justice Selden in favor, and by

Justice Denio against the conclusion reached by the court. The

former considered that no rule of public policy forbids such con-

tracts, because the public is amply protected by the right of every

one to decline any special contract, on paying the regular fare

prescribed by law, that is, the highest amount which the law al-

lows the company to charge. In other words, unless a man

chooses to pay the highest amount which the company by its
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carried. Judge Sutherland agreed in substance with Judgi::
Wright. Two other judges held that if the p arty injured had
been a gratuitous passenger the company would have been dis
charged, but in their view he was not a gratuitous passenger.
One j udge was for affirmance, on the ground that the negligence
was that o f the company itself. The remaining three j udge ·
held the contract valid to the utmost extent of exonerating the
company, notwithstanding the grossest neglect on the part of
its servants.
In that case, as in the one before u , the contract was general
i n its terms, and did not specify negligence of agents as a risk
assumed by the passenger, though by its generality it included
all risks.
The next case, Bis ell v. The New York Central R. R. Co., 29
Barb. 60 2 , fir t decided in September 1 59 differed from the
preceding in that the ticket expres ly stipulated that the railroad
company should not be liable under any circum tances, ' ' whether
of negligence b y th eir agents, or otherwise " for injury to the
per on or stock of th passenger. Th latter was killed by the
express train running into the stock train, and the j ury founn
that his death was caused by the gro s negligence of the agents
and servants of the defen dants. The Supreme Court held that
gross negligence ( wh ther of ervants or principals ) cannot be
excused by contract in reference to the carriage of pa sengers
for hire, and that such a contract is again t the policy of the
law, and void. In Dec mber, 1 62 thi judgment was reversed
by the Court of Appeals, 25 N. Y. 442, 2 Am. D. 369, four
j udge against three ; Judge Smith, who concurred in the j udg
ment below, having in the meantime changed his views as to the
materiality of the fact that the negligence stipulated against was
that of the servants of the company, and not of the company
itself. The majority now held that the ticket was a free ticket,
as it purported to be, and, therefore, that the case was governed
by Well es v. The Central Railroad Company ; but whether so, or
not, th e cont ract was founded on a valid consi deration, and the
pa senger was bound by it ev�n to the a sumption of the risk
arising from the gross neO'ligence of the company 's servants.
E laborate opinions w re read by Ju tice Selden in favor, and by
Justice Denio against the conclu ion reached by the court. The
former considered that no rule of public policy forbids such con
tracts, because the public is amply protected by the right of every
one to decline any pecial contract, on paying the regular fare
prescribed by law, that is, the h ighest amount which the law al
lows the compa ny to charge. In other words, unless a m a n
chooses to pay the highest amount which the company by its
�Qg
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charter is authorized to charge, he must submit to their terms,

however onerous. Justice Denio, with much force of argument,

combated this view, and insisted upon the impolicy and immor-

ality of contracts stipulating immunity for negligence, either of

servants or principals, where the lives and safety of passengers

are concerned. The late case of Poucher v. New York Central

Railroad Company, 49 N. Y. 263, 10 Am. R. 364, is in all essen-

tial respects a similar case to this, and a similar result was

reached.

These are the authorities which we are asked to follow. Cases

may also be found in some of the other State courts which, by

dicta or decision either favor or follow, more or less closely, the

decisions in New York. A reference to the principal of them

is all that is necessary here.

A review of the cases decided by the courts of New York

shows that though they have carried the power of the common

carrier to make special contracts to the extent of enabling him

to exonerate himself from the effects of even gross negligence,

yet that this effect has never been given to a contract general
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in its terms. So that if we only felt bound by those precedents,

we could, perhaps, find no authority for reversing the judgment

in this case. But on a question of general commercial law, the

Federal courts administering justice in New York have equal

and co-ordinate jurisdiction with the courts of that State. And

in deciding a case which involves a question of such importance

to the w^hole country; a question on which the courts of New

York have expressed such diverse views, and have so recently

and with such slight preponderancy of judicial suffrage, come to

the conclusion that they have, we should not feel satisfied with-

out being able to place our decision upon grounds satisfactory

to ourselves, and resting upon what we consider sound principles

of law.

In passing, however, it is apposite to call attention to the

testimony of an authoritative witness as to the operation and

effect of the recent decisions referred to. "The fruits of this

rule, ' ' says Judge Davis, ' ' are already being gathered in increas-

ing accidents, through the decreasing care and vigilance on the

part of these corporations; and they will continue to be reaped

until a just sense of public policy shall lead to legislative re-

striction upon the power to make this kind of contracts." 32 N.

Y. 337, 88 Am. D. 332.

(Omitting the consideration of eases decided in other states.)

The question arose in England principally upon public notices

given by common carriers that they would not be responsible

for valuable goods unless entered and paid for according to
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charter is authorized to charge, he must submit to their terms,
however onerous. Justice Denio, with much force of argument,
combated this view, and insisted upon the impolicy and immor
a lity of contracts stipulating immunity for negligence, either of
ervants or principals, where the l ives and safety of passengers
are concerned. The late case of Poucher v. New York Central
Railr ad Company, 49 N. Y. 263, 10 Am. R. 364, is in all essen
tial respects a similar case to this, and a similar result was
reached.
These are the authorities which we are asked to follow. Cases
may also be found in some of the other State courts which, by
dicta or decision either favor or follow, more or less clo. ely, the
d eci ions in New York. A reference to the principal of them
is all that i necessary here.
A review of the cases deci ded by the courts of New York
shows that though they have carried the power of the common
carrier to make special contracts to the extent of enabling him
to exonerate h imsel f from the effects of even gross negli gence1
yet that this effect has never been given to a contract general
in its terms. So that if we only felt bound by tho e pr cedents,
we could, perhaps, find no authority for rever ing the j udgment
i n thi case. But on a question of eneral commercial law, the
Federal courts admini tering j ustice in New York h ave equal
and co-ordinate jurisdiction with the courts of that State. And
i n deciding a case " hich involves a question of such importance
to the whole country ; a question on which the court of New
York have expres ed such diver e views, and hav so recently
and with such slight preponderancy of judicial suffrage come to
the conclu ion that they have, we hould not feel satisfied with
out being able to pl ace our decision upon ground satisfactory
t o ourselve , and re ting upon what we consider sound principles
of law.
In passing, however, it is apposite to call attention to the
testimony of an authoritative witness as to the operation and
effect of the recent decision referred to. ' ' The fruits of this
rule, ' ' says Judge Davis, ' ' are already being gathered in increas
ing acci dents, through the decreasing care and vigilance on the
part of these corporations ; and they will continue to be reaped
u ntil a j ust sense of public policy shal l lead to legislative re
striction upon the power to make this kind of contracts. ' ' 32 N.
Y. 337, 88 Am. D. 332.
( Omitting the con i deration of cases decided in oth r states. )
The que tion aro e i n England principally upon publi c noti ces
given by common carriers that they would not be responsible
for valuable goods unless entered and paid for according to
397
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value. The courts held that this was a reasonable condition,

and, if brought home to the owner, amounted to a special con-

tract valid in law. But it was also held that it could not ex-

onerate the carrier if a loss occurred by his actual misfeasance

or gross negligence. Or, as Starkie says, "proof of a direct mis-

feasance or gross negligence is in effect an answer to proof of

notice." But the term "gross negligence" was so vague and

uncertain that it came to represent every instance of actual neg-

ligence of the carrier or his servant— or ordinary negligence in

the accustomed mode of speaking. Justice Story, in his work

on bailments, originally published in 1832, says that it is now

held that, in cases of such notices, the carrier is liable for

losses and injury occasioned not only by gross negligence, but

by ordinary negligence ; or, in other words, the carrier is bound

to ordinary diligence.

In estimating the effect of these decisions it must be remem-

bered that, in the cases covered by the notices referred to, the

exemption claimed was entire, covering all cases of loss, negli-

gence as well as others. They are, therefore, directly in point.
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In 1863, in the great case of Peek v. The North Staffordshire

Railway Company, 10 H. L. Cas. 473, Mr. Justice Blackburn, in

the course of a very clear and able review of the law on the sub-

ject, after quoting this passage from Justice Story's work, pro-

ceeds to say : " In my opinion, the weight of authority was, in

1832, in favor of this view of the law, but the cases decided in our

courts between 1832 and 1854 established that this was not the

law, and that a carrier might, by a special notice, make a contract

limiting his responsibility even in the cases here mentioned, of

gross negligence, misconduct or fraud on the part of his servants ;

and, as it seems to me, the reason why the legislature intervened

in the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854, was because it

thought that the companies took advantage of those decisions

(in Story's language), 'to evade altogether the salutary policy

of the common law.' "

This quotation is sufficient to show the state of the law in

England at the time of the publication of Justice Story's work;

and it proves that, at that time, common carriers could not stip-

ulate for immunity for their own or their servants' negligence.

But in the case of Carr v. Lancashire Railroad Company, 7 Ex.

707, and other cases decided whilst the change of opinion alluded

to by Justice Blackburn was going on (several of which related to

the carriage of horses and cattle) , it was held that carriers could

stipulate for exemption from liability for even their own gross

negligence. Hence the act of 1854 was passed, called the Rail-

way and Canal Traffic Act, declaring that railway and canal
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value. The courts held that this was a reasonable condition,
and, if brought home to the owner, amounted to a special con
tract valid i n law. But it was also held that it could not ex
onerate the carrier if a loss occurred by his actual misfeasance
or gross negligence. Or, as Starkie says, " proof of a direct mis
feasance or gross negligence is in effect an answer to proof of
notice. ' ' But the term ' ' gross negligence ' ' was so vague and
uncertain that it came to represent every instance of actual neg
ligence of the carrier or his .servant-or ordinary negligence in
the accustomed mode of speaking. Justice Story, in his work
on bailments, originally publi hed in 1 832, says that it is now
held that, in cases of such notices, the carrier is liable for
losses and injury occasioned not only by gross negligence, but
by ordinary negligence ; or, in other words, the carrier is bound
to ord inary diligence.
In estimating the effect of these decisions it must be remem
bered that, in the cases covered by the notices referred to, the
exemption claimed was entire, covering all cases of loss, negli
gence as well as others. They are, therefore, directly in point.
In 1863, in the great case of Peek v. The North Staffordshire
Railway Company, 10 H. L. Cas. 473, Mr. Justice Blackburn, in
the course of a very clear and able review of the law on the sub
j ect, after quoting this passage from Justice Story 's work, pro
ceeds to say : " In my opinion, the weight of authority was, in
1 832, in favor of this view of the law, but the cases decided in our
courts between 1 832 and 1 54 established that this was not the
law, and that a carrier might, by a special notice, m ake a contract
li miting his responsibil ity even in the cases here mentioned, of
gross negligence, misconduct or fraud on the part of his servants ;
and, as it seems to me, the reason why the legislature intervened
in the Railway and C anal Traffic Act, 1 854, was because it
thought that the companies took advantage of those decisions
( in Story 's language ) , ' to evade altogether the salutary policy
of the common law. ' "
This quotation is sufficient to show the state of the law i n
England at the tim of the publ ication of Justice Story 's work ;
and it proves that, at that time, common carriers cou.ld not stip 
ulate for immunity for their own or their servants ' negligence.
But in the case of Carr v. Lancashire Railroad Company, 7 E x.
707, and other cases decided whilst the change of opinion alluded
to by Justice Blackburn was going on ( several of which related to
the carriage of horses and cattle) , it was held that carriers could
stipulate for exemption from l iability for even their own gross
neO'ligence. Hence the act of 1 854 was passed, called the Rail
way and Canal Traffic Act, declaring that railway and canal
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companies should be liable for negligence of themselves or their

servants, notwithstanding any notice or condition, unless the

court or judge trying the cause should adjudge the conditions

just and reasonable. Upon this statute ensued a long list of

cases deciding what conditions were or were not just and rea-

sonable. The truth is, that this statute did little more than bring

back the law to the original position in which it stood before the

English courts took their departure from it. But as we shall

have occasion to advert to this subject again, w^e pass it for

the present. It remains to see what has been held by this court

on the subject now under consideration.

We have already referred to the leading case of The New Jer-

sey Steam Navigation Company v. Merchants' Bank. On the

precise point now under consideration, Justice Nelson said, *'If

it is competent at all for the carrier to stipulate for the gross

negligence of himself and his servants or agents, in the trans-

portation of goods, it should be required to be done, at least, in

terms that would leave no doubt as to the meaning of the

parties. ' '
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As to carriers of passengers, Mr. Justice Grier, in the case

of Philadelphia and Reading Railroad v. Derby, 14 How. 486, de-

livering the opinion of the court, said : ' ' When carriers under-

take to convey persons by the powerful but dangerous agency of

steam, public policy and safety require that they be held to the

greatest possible care and diligence. And whether the considera-

tion for such transportation be pecuniary or otherwise, the per-

sonal safety of the passengers should not be left to the sport of

chance, or the negligence of careless agents. Any negligence, in

such cases, may well deserve the epithet of ' gross. ' ' ' That was

the case of a free passenger, a stockholder of the company, taken

over the road by the president to examine its condition; and it

was contended in argument that, as to him, nothing but "gross

negligence" would make the company liable. In the subsequent

case of The Steamboat New World v. King, 16 How. 469, 474,

which w^as also the case of a free passenger, carried on a steam-

boat, and injured by the explosion of the boiler, Curtis, Justice,

delivering the judgment, quoted the above proposition of Jus-

tice Grier, and said: "We desire to be understood to reaffirm

that doctrine, as resting not only on public policy, but on sound

principles of law,"

In York Company v. Central Railroad, 3 Wall. 113, the court,

after conceding that the responsibility imposed on the carrier of

goods by the common law may be restricted and qualified by ex-

press stipulation, adds: "When such stipulation is made, and it

does not cover losses from negligence or misconduct, we can
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companies should be liable for negligence of themselves or their
servants, notwithstanding any notice or condition, unless the
court or j udge trying the cause shoul d adj udge the condition::;
j ust and reasonable. Upon this statute ensued a long l ist of
cases deciding what conditions were or were not j ust and rea
sonable. The truth is, that this statute did l ittle more than bring
back the law to the original position in which it stood before the
English courts took their departure from it. But as we shal l
have occasion to advert to this subject again, we pass i t for
the present. It remains to see what has been held by this court
on the subject now under consideration.
We have already referred to the leading case of The New J er
sey Steam Navigation Company v. Merchants ' Bank. On th�
precise point now under consideration, Justice Nelson said, " I f
it is competent at all for the carrier to stipulate for the gros8
negligence of himsel f and his servants or agents, in the trans
portation of goods, it should be required to be done, at least, in
terms that would leave no doubt as to the meaning of the
parties. ' '
As to carriers of passengers, l\1r. Justice Grier, in the case
of Philadelphia and Reading Railroad v. Derby, 14 How. 486, de
fri ering the opinion of the court, said : ' ' When carriers under
take to convey persons by the powerful but dangerous agency of
steam, public policy and safety require that they be held to the
greatest possible care and diligence. And whether the considera
tion for such transportation be pecuniary or otherwise, the per
son al safety of the pa sengers should not be left to the sport of
chance, or the negligence of careless agents. Any negligence, i n
such cases, may well deserve the epithet of ' gross. ' ' ' That was
the case of a free passenger, a stockholder of the company, taken
over the road by the president to examine its condition ; and it
was contended i n argument that, as to him, nothinO' but ' ' gross
negl igence " would make the company liable. In the subsequent
case of The Steamboat New World v. King, 1 6 How. 469, 474,
which was also the case of a free passenger, carried on a steam
boat, and inj ured by the explosion of the boiler, Curti , Justice,
delivering the j udgment, quoted the above p roposition of J us
tice G rier, and said : ' ' We desi re to be understood to reaffirm
that doctrine, as resting not only on public policy, but on sound
principles of law. "
I n York Company v. Central Railroad, 3 Wall. 1 1 3, the court,
after concedin g that the responsibility imposed on the carrier of
goods by the common law may be restricted and qualified by ex
pre s stipulation, adds : ' ' When such stipulation is made, and it
does not cover losses from negligence or misconduct, w e can
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perceive no just reason for refusing its recognition and en-

forcement." In the case of Walker v. The Transportation Com-

pany, 3 ib. 150, decided at the same term, it is true, the owner of

a vessel destroyed by fire on the lakes, was held not to be responsi-

ble for the negligence of the officers and agents having charge of

the vessel; but that was under the act of 1851, which the court

held to apply to our great lakes as well as to the sea. And in Ex-

press Company v. Kountze Brothers, 8 ib. 342, 353, where the

carriers were sued for the loss of gold-dust delivered to them on a

bill of lading excluding liability for any loss or damage by fire,

act of God, enemies of the government or dangers incidental to

a time of war, they were held liable for a robbery by a predatory

band of armed men (one of the excepted risks) , because they neg-

ligently and needlessly took a route which was exposed to such

incursions. The judge, at the trial, charged the jury that al-

though the contract was legally sufficient to restrict the liability

of the defendants as common carriers, yet if they were guilty of

actual negligence, they were responsible; and that they were

chargeable with negligence unless they exercised the care and
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prudence of a prudent man in his own affairs. This was held by

this court to be a correct statement of the law.

Some of the above citations are only expressions of opinion,

it is true ; but they are the expressions of judges whose opinions

are entitled to much weight; and the last-cited case is a judg-

ment upon the precise point. Taken in connection with the con-

curring decisions of State cour!:s before cited, they seem to us

decisive of the question, and leave but little to be added to the

considerations which they suggest.

It is argued that a common carrier, by entering into a special

contract with a party for carrying his goods or person on modi-

fied terms, drops his character and becomes an ordinary bailee

for hire, and, therefore, may make any contract he pleases. That

is, he may make any contract whatever, because he is an ordinary

bailee ; and he is an ordinary bailee because he has made the

contract.

We are unable to see the soundness of this reasoning. It

seems to us more accurate to say that common carriers are such

by virtue of their occupation, not by virtue of the responsibilities

under which they rest. Those responsibilities may vary in dif-

ferent countries, and at different times, without changing the

character of the employment. The common law subjects the com-

mon carrier to insurance of the goods carried, except as against

the act of God or public enemies. The civil law excepts, also,

losses by means of any superior force, and any inevitable acci-

dent. Yet the employment is the same in both eases. And If
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perceive no j ust reason for refusing its recognition and en
forcement. ' ' I n the case of Walker v. The Transportation Com
pany, 3 ib. 150, decided at the same term, it is true, the owner of
a vessel destroyed by :fire on the lakes, was held not to be responsi
ble for the negligence of the officers and agents having charge of
the vessel ; but that was under the act of 1851, which the court
held to apply to our great lakes as well as to the sea. And in Ex
press Company v. Kountze Brothers, 8 ib. 342, 353, where the
carriers were sued for the loss of gold-dust delivered to them on a
bi l l of lading excluding l iabil ity for any loss or damage by fire,
act of God, enemies of the government or dangers incidental to
a time o f war, they were held liable for a robbery by a predatory
band of armed men ( one of the excepted risks) , because they neg
ligently and needlessly took a route which was exposed to such
incursions. The judge, at the trial, charged the j ury that al
though the contract was legally sufficient to restrict the liability
of the defendants a common carriers, yet if they were guilty of
actua l negl i gence, they were respon ible ; and that they were
chargeable with negligence unless they exercis d the care and
prud nee of a prudent man in his own affairs. This was held by
this court to be a correct statement of the law.
Some of the above citations are only expressions of opinion,
it is true ; but they are the expressions of judges whose opinions
are entitled to much weight ; and the last-cited ca e is a j udg
ment upon the preci e point. Taken in connection with the con
curring decisions of State cour �s before cited, they seem to us
decisive of the question, and leave but little to be added to the
considerations which they sugo-est.
It is argue d that a common carrier, by entering into a specia l
contract with a party for carrying his goods or person o n modi
fied terms, drops his character and b comes an ordi"iiary bailee
for hire, and, therefore, may make any contract he pleases. That
is, he may make any contract whatever, because he i an ordinary
bailee ; and he is an ordinary bailee because he has made the
contract.
We are unabl e to see the soundness of this reasoning. It
s ems to us more accurate to say that common carriers are such
by virtue of their occupation, not by virtue of the responsibilities
under which they rest. Those responsibil ities may vary in dif
ferent countries, and at di fferent times, without changing thP,
character of the empl oyment. The common l aw subjects the com
mon carrier to insurance of the goods carri ed, except as against
the act of God or public enemies. The civil law excepts, also,
lo ses by means of any superior force, and any i nevitable acci
dent. Yet the employment is the same in both cases. And if
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by special agreement the carrier is exempted from still other

responsibilities, it does not follow that his employment is

changed, but only that his responsibilities are changed. The

theory occasionaly announced, that a special contract as to the

terms and responsibilities of carriage changes the nature of the

employment, is calculated to mislead. The responsibilities of a

common carrier may be reduced to those of an ordinary bailee

for hire, whilst the nature of his business renders him a common

carrier still. Is there any good sense in holding that a railroad

company, whose only business is to carry passengers and goods,

and which was created and established for that purpose alone,

is changed to a private carrier for hire by a mere contract with

a customer, whereby the latter assumes the risk of inevitable ac-

cidents in the carriage of his goods? Suppose the contract re-

lates to a single crate of glass or crockery, whilst at the same

time the carrier receives from the same person twenty other

parcels, respecting which no such contract is made. Is the com-

pany a public carrier as to the twenty parcels and a private car-

rier as to the one ?
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On this point there are several authorities which support our

view, some of which are noted in the margin. (2 Ohio St. 131, 4

id. 362, 2 Rich. 286, 9 id. 201, 37 Ala. 247.)

A common carrier may, undoubtedly, become a private car-

rier, or a bailee for hire, when, as a matter of accommodation or

special engagement, he undertakes to carry something which

it is not his business to carry. For example, if a carrier of pro-

duce, running a truck boat between New York City and Nor-

folk, should be requested to carry a keg of specie, or a load of

expensive furniture, which he could justly refuse to take, such

agreement might be made in reference to his taking and carry-

ing the same as the parties chose to make, not involving any

stipulation contrary to law or public policy. But when a car-

rier has a regularly established business for carrying all or cer-

tain articles, and especially if that carrier be a corporation cre-

ated for the purpose of the carrying trade, and the carriage of

the articles is embraced within the scope of its chartered powers,

it is a common carrier, and a special contract about its responsi-

bility does not divest it of the character.

But it is contended that though a carrier may not stipulate

for his own negligence, there is no good reason why he should

not be permitted to stipulate for immunity for the negligence

of his servants, over whose actions, in his absence, he can exer-

cise no control. If we advert for a moment to the fundamental

principles on which the law of common carriers is founded, it

will be seen that this objection is inadmissible. In regulating
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by special agreement the carrier is exempted from still other
responsibilities, it does not follow that his employment is
changed, but only that his responsibilities are changed. Thu
theory occasionaly announced, that a special contract as to the
terms and responsibil ities of carriage changes the nature of the
employment, is calculated to m islead. The responsibilities of ·a
common carrier may be reduced to those of an ordinary bailee
for hire, whilst the nature of his business renders him a common
carrier still. Is there any good sense in holding that a railroad
company, whose only business is to carry passengers and goods,
and which was created and established for that purpose alone,
is changed to a p rivate carrier for hire by a mere contract with
a custom er, whereby the latter assumes the risk of inevitable ac
cidents in the carriage of his goods 1 Suppose the contract re
lates to a single crate of glass or crockery, whilst at the same
time the carrier receives from the same person twenty other
parcels, respecting which no such contract is made. Is the com
pany a public carrier as to the twenty parcels and a private car
rier as to the one 1
On this point there are several authorities which support ou r
view, some of which are noted in the margin. (2 Ohio St. 1 3 1 , 4
id. 362, 2 R ich. 286, 9 id. 201, 37 Ala. 247.)
A common carrier may, undoubtedly, become a private car
rier, or a bailee for hire, when, as a matter of accommodation or
special engagement, he undertakes to carry something which
it is not his business to carry. For example, if a carrier of pro
duce, running a truck boat between New York C ity and Nor
folk, should be requested to carry a keg of specie, or a load of
expensive furniture, which he could j ustly refuse to take, such
agreement m ight be made i n reference to his taking and carry
ing the same as the p arties chose to make, not involving any
stipulation contrary to law or public policy. But when a car
rier has a regularly established business for carrying all or cer
tain articl es, and especially if that carrier be a corporation cre
ated for the purpose of the carrying trade, and the carriage of
the articles is embraced within the scope of its chartered powers,
it is a common carrier, and a special contract about its responsi
bil ity does not d ivest it of the character.
But it is contended th at though a carrier may not stipulate
for his own negligence, there is no good reason why he should
not be permitted to stipulate for i mmunity for the negligence
of his servants, over whose actions, in his absence, he can exer
cise no control. If we advert for a moment to the fundamental
principles on which the law of common carriers is founded, it
will be seen that this objection is inadmissible. In regul ating
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the public establishment of common carriers, the great object

of the law was to secure the utmost care and diligence in the

performance of their important duties — an object essential to

the welfare of every civilized community. Hence the common-

law rule which charged the common carrier as an insurer. Why

charge him as such ? Plainly for the purpose of raising the most

stringent motive for the exercise of carefulness and fidelity in

his trust. In regard to passengers the highest degree of care-

fulness and diligence is expressly exacted. In the one case the

securing of the most exact diligence and fidelity underlies the

law, and is the reason for it ; in the other it is directly and ab-

solutely prescribed by the law. It is obvious, therefore, that

if a carrier stipulate not to be bound to the exercise of care and

diligence, but to be at liberty to indulge in the contrary, he seeks

to put off the essential duties of his employment. And to as-

sert that he may do so seems almost a contradiction in terms.

Now, to what avail does the law attach these essential duties

to the employment of the common carrier, if they may be waived

in respect to his agents and servants, especially where the car-
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rier is an artificial being, incapable of acting except by agents

and servants? It is carefulness and diligence in performing the

service which the law demands, not an abstract carefulness and

diligence in proprietors and stockholders who take no active

part in the business. To admit such a distinction in the law

of common carriers, as the business is now carried on, would

be subversive of the very object of the law.

It is a favorite argument in the cases which favor the exten-

sion of the carrier's right to contract for exemption from liabil-

ity, that men must be permitted to make their own agreements,

and that it is no concern of the public on what terms an indi-

vidual chooses to have his goods carried. Thus, in Dorr v. The

New Jersey Steam Navigation Company, supra, the court sums

up its judgment thus: ''To say the parties have not a right to

make their own contract, and to limit the precise extent of their

own respective risks and liabilities, in a matter no way affecting

the public morals, or conflicting with the public interests, would,

in my judgment, be an unwarrantable restriction upon trade and

commerce, and a most palpable invasion of personal right."

Is it true that the public interest is not affected by individual

contracts of the kind referred to? Is not the whole business

community affected by holding such contracts valid? If held

valid, the advantageous position of the companies exercising

the business of common carriers is such that it places it in their

power to change the law of common carriers in effect, by intro-

ducing new rules of obligation.
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the publi c establishment of common carriers, the great object
of the law was to secure the utmost care and diligence i n the
performance of their important duties-an obj ect essential to
the welfare of every civilized community. Hence the common
law rule which charged the common carrier as an insurer. Why
charge him as such � Plainly for the purpose of rai ing the most
stringent motive for the exercise of carefulness and fidelity i n
his trust. I n regard t o pas engers the highest deb ree of care
fulness and diligence is expressly exacted. In the one case the
securing of the most exact diligence and fid l ity u nderlies the
law, and is the reason for it ; in the other it is dire tly and ab
solutely prescribed by the law. It is obvious, therefore, that
if a carrier stipul ate not to be boun d to the exercise of care and
diligence, but to be at l iberty to indulge i n the contrary, he seeks
to put off the essential duties of his employment. And to as
sert that he may do so seems al most a contradiction in terms.
Now, to what avail does the law attach these essential duties
to the employment of the common carrier, if they may b waived
in respect to his agents and servants, esp cially where the car
rier i an artificial being, incapable of acting except by ag nts
and servants � It is careful ness and diligence in performing the
service which the law demands, not an ab tract carefulness and
diligence i n proprietors and stockholders who take no active
part i n the business. To admit such a d isti nction i n the l aw
of common carriers, as the business i s now carried on, would
be subversive of the very object of the law.
It is a favorite argument in the cases which favor the exten
sion of the carrier 's right to contract for exemption from l iabil
i ty, that men must be permitted to make their own agreements,
and that it is no concern of the publ ic on what terms an indi
vidual chooses to have his goods carried. Thus, in Dorr v. The
New Jersey Steam Navigation Company, supra, the court sums
·
up its judgment thus : ' ' To say the parties h ave not a right to
make their own contract, and to limit the precise extent of their
own resp ctive risks and liabil ities, in a matter no way affecting
the publ ic morals, or conflictinO' with the p ubli c interests, woul d ,
i n my judgment, be a n unwarrantable restriction upon trade and
commerce, and a most palpable i nvasion 0£ personal right. ' '
Is it true that the public interest i s not affected by individual
contracts of the kind referred to ? Is not the whole busines�
community affected by holding such contracts valid ? If held
valid, the advantageous position of the companies exercising
the business of common carriers is such that it places it in their
power to change the l aw of common carriers in effect, by i ntro
ducing new rules of obligation.
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The carrier and his customer do not stand on a footing of

equality. The latter is only one individual of a million. He

cannot afford to higgle or stand out and seek redress in the

courts. His business will not admit such a course. He prefers,

rather, to accept any bill of lading, or sign any paper the car-

rier presents; often, indeed, without knowing what the one or

the other contains. In most cases, he has no alternative but to

do this, or abandon his business. In the present case, for ex-

ample, the freight agent of the company testified that though

they made forty or fifty contracts every week like that under

consideration, and had carried on the business for years, no other

arrangement than this was ever made with any drover. And

the reason is obvious enough — if they did not accept this, they

must pay tariff rates. These rates were 70 cents a hundred

pounds for carrying from Buffalo to Albany, and each horned

animal was rated at 2000 pounds, making a charge of $14 for

every animal carried, instead of the usual charge of $70 for a

car-load ; being a difference of three to one. Of course no drover

could afford to pay such tariff rates. This fact is adverted to
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for the purpose of illustrating how completely in the power of

the railroad companies parties are ; and how necessary it is to

stand firmly by those principles of law by which the public

interests are protected.

If the customer had any real freedom of choice, if he had

a reasonable and practicable alternative, and if the employment

of the carrier were not a public one, charging him with the duty

of accommodating the public in the line of his employment;

then, if the customer chose to assume the risk of negligence, it

could with more reason be said to be his private affair, and no

concern of the public. But the condition of things is entirely

different, and especially so under the modified arrangements

which the carrying trade has assumed. The business is mostly

concentrated in a few powerful corporations, whose position in

the body politic enables them to control it. They do, in fact,

control it, and impose such conditions upon travel and trans-

portation as they see fit, which the public is compelled to accept.

These circumstances furnish an additional argument, if any

were needed, to show that the conditions imposed by common

carriers ought not to be adverse (to say the least) to the dictates

of public policy and morality. The status and relative position

of the parties render any such conditions void. Contracts . of

common carriers, like those of persons occupying a fiduciary

character, giving them a position in which they can take undue

advantage of the persons with whom they contract, must rest

upon their fairness and reasonableness. It was for the reason
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The carrier and his customer do not stand on a footing of
equality. The latter is only one individual of a million. He
cannot afford to higgle or stand out and seek redress in the
courts. His business wil l not admit such a course. He prefers,
rather, to accept any bill of lading, or sign any p aper the car
rier presents ; often, i ndeed, without knowing what the one or
the other contains. I n most cases, he has no alternative but to
do this, or abandon his business. In the present case, for ex
ample, the freight agent of the company testified that though
they made forty or fifty contracts every week l ike that under
consideration, and had carried on the business for years, no other
arrangement than this was ever made with any drover. And
the reason is obvious enough-if they did not accept this, they
must pay tariff rates. These rates were 70 cents a hundred
pounds for carrying from Buffalo to Albany, and each horned
animal was rated at 2000 pounds, making a charge of $14 fo1·
every animal carried, i nstead of the usual charge of $70 for a
car-load ; being a difference of three to one. Of course no drover
could afford to p ay such tariff rates. This fact is adverted to
for the purpose -of illustrating how comp letely i n the p ower of
the railroad companies parties are ; and how necessary it is to
stand firmly by those principles of l aw by which the p ublic
i nterests are p rotected.
I f the customer had any real freedom of choice, if he had
a reasonable and practicable a lternative, and if the employment
of the carrier were not a public one, charging him with the duty
of accommodating the p ublic in the line of his employment ;
then, i f the customer chose to assume the risk of negligence, i t
could with more reason b e said t o b e his private affair, a n d n o
concern of the public. But the condition of things is entirely
different, and especially so under the modified arrangements
which the carrying trade has assumed. The business is mostly
concentrated in a few powerful corporations, whose p osition i n
the body politic enables them t o control it. They do, i n fact,
control it, and impose such conditions upon travel and trans
portation as they see fit, which the p ublic is compelled to accept.
These circumstances furnish an additional argument, if any
were needed, to show that the conditions i mposed by common
carriers ought not to be adverse ( to say the least) to the dictates
of publi c policy and moral ity. The status and relative p osition
of the parties render any such conditions void. .Contracts . of
common carriers, l ike those of persons occupying a fiduciary
character, giving them a position i n which they can take undue
advantage of the persons with whom they contract, must rest
upon their fairness and reasonabl eness. It was for the reason
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that the limitations of liability first introduced by common car-

riers into their notices and bills of lading were just and reason-

able, that the courts sustained them. It was just and reasonable

that they should not be responsible for losses happening by

sheer accident, or dangers of navigation that no human skill or

vigilance could guard against; it was just and reasonable that

they should not be chargeable for money or other valuable arti-

cles liable to be stolen or damaged, unless apprised of their char-

acter or value; it was just and reasonable that they should not

be responsible for articles liable to rapid decay, or for live ani-

mals liable to get unruly from fright and to injure themselves

in that state, when such articles or live animals became injured

without their fault or negligence. And when any of these just

and reasonable excuses were incorporated into notices or special

contracts assented to by their customers, the law might well give

effect to them without the violation of any important principle,

although modifjdng the strict rules of responsibility imposed

by the common law. The improved state of society and the bet-

ter administration of the laws, had diminished the opportunities
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of collusion and bad faith on the part of the carrier, and ren-

dered less imperative the application of the iron rule, that he

must be responsible at all events. Hence, the exemptions re-

ferred to were deemed reasonable and proper to be allowed.

But the proposition to allow a public carrier to abandon alto-

gether his obligations to the public, and to stipulate for ex-

emptions that are unreasonable and improper, amounting to an

abdication of the essential duties of his employment, would

never have been entertained by the sages of the law.

Hence, as before remarked, we regard the English statute

called the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, passed in 1854, which

declared void all notices and conditions made by common car-

riers except such as the judge, at the trial, or the courts should

hold just and reasonable, as substantialy a return to the rules

of the common law. It would have been more strictly so, per-

haps, had the reasonableness of the contract been referred to

the law instead of the individual judges. The decisions made

for more than half a century before the courts commenced the

abnormal course which led to the necessity of that statute, giv-

ing effect to certain classes of exemptions stipulated for by the

carrier, may be regarded as authorities on the question as to

what exemptions are just and reasonable. So the decisions of

our own courts are entitled to like effect when not made under

the fallacious notion that every special contract imposed by the

common carrier on his customers must be carried into effect, for

the simple reason that it was entered into, without regard to the
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that the limitations of liability first introduced by common car
riers into their notices and bills of lading were j ust and reason
able, that the courts sustained them. It was j ust and reasonable
that they should not be responsible for losses happening by
sheer accident, or dangers of navigation that no human skill or
vigilance could guard against ; it was just and reasonable that
they shoul d not be chargeable for money or other valuable arti
cles l iable to be stolen or damaged, unless appri ed of their char
acter or value ; it was j ust and reasonable that they should not
be responsible for articles liable to rapid decay, or for live ani
mals liable to get unruly from fright and to injure themselves
in that state, when such articles or l ive animals became injured
without their fault or negligence. And when any of these j ust
and reasonable excuses were incorporated into notices or special
contracts assented to by their customers, the law might well give
effect to them without the violation of any important principle,
although modifying the strict rules of responsibility imposed
by the common law. The improved state of society and the bet
ter administration of the laws, had dimini hed the opportunities
of collusion and bad faith on the part of the carrier, and ren
dered less imperative the application of the iron rule, that he
must be responsible at all events. Hence, the exemptions re
ferred to were deemed reasonable and proper to be allowed.
But the proposition to allow a public carrier to abandon alto
geth r his obligations to the public, and to stipulate for ex
emptions that are unreasonable and improper, amounting to an
abdication of the essential duties of his employment, would
never have been entertained by the sages of the law.
Hence, as before remarked, we regard the English statute
called the Railway and Canal Traffic A ct, p assed in 1854, which
declared void all notices and conditions made by common car
riers except such as the judge, at the trial, or the court should
hold just and reasonable, as substantialy a return to the rules
of the common l aw . It would have been more strictly so, per
ha ps, had the reasonableness of the contract been referred to
the law instead of the individual j udges. The decisions made
for more than half a century before the courts commenced the
abnormal course which led to the necessity of that statute, giv
i ng effect to certain classes of exemptions stipulated for by the
carrier, may be regarded as authorities on the question as to
what exemptions are j ust and reasonable. So the decisions of
our own courts a re entitl ed to like effect when not made under
the fal lacious notion that every special contract imposed by the
common carrier on his customers m ust be carried into effect, for
the simple reason that it was entered into, without regard to the
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character of the contract and the relative situation of the parties.

Conceding, therefore, that special contracts, made by common

carriers with their customers, limiting their liability, are good

and valid so far as they are just and reasonable; to the extent

for example, of excusing them for all losses happening by acci-

dent, without any negligence or fraud on their part ; when they

ask to go still further, and to be excused for negligence — an ex-

cuse so repugnant to the law of their, foundation and to the

public good — they have no longer any plea of justice or reason

to support such a stipulation, but the contrary. And then, the

inequality of the parties, the compulsion under wdiich the cus-

tomer is placed, and the obligations of the carrier to the public,

operate with full force to divest the transaction of validity.

On this subject the remarks of Chief Justice Redfield, in his

recent collection of American Railway Cases, seem to us emi-

nently just. "It being clearly established, then," says he,

"that common carriers have public duties which they are bound

to discharge with impartiality, we must conclude that they can-

not, either by notices or special contracts, release themselves
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from the performance of these public duties, even by the con-

sent of those who employ them ; for all extortion is done by the

apparent consent of the victim. A public officer or servant, who

has a monopoly in his department, has no just right to impose

onerous and unreasonable conditions upon those who are com-

pelled to employ him." And his conclusion is, that notwith-

standing some exceptional decisions, the law' of to-day stands

substantially as follows: "1. That the exemption claimed by

carriers must be reasonable and just, otherwise it will be re-

garded as extorted from the owners of the goods by duress of

circumstances, and therefore not binding. 2. That every attempt

of carriers, by general notices or special contract, to excuse them-

selves from responsibility for losses or damages resulting in any

degree from their o^^m want of care and faithfulness, is against

that good faith which the law requires as the basis of all con-

tracts or employments, and, therefore, based upon principles and

a policy which the law will not uphold. ' '

The defendants endeavor to make a distinction between gross

and ordinary negligence, and insist that the judge ought to have

charged that the contract was at least effective for excusing the

latter.

We have already adverted to the tendency of judicial opinion

adverse to the distinction between gross and ordinary negligence.

Strictly speaking, these expressions are indicative rather of the

degree of care and diligence which is due from a party and which

he fails to perform, than of the amount of inattention, careless-
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character of the contract and the relative situation of the parties.
Conceding, therefore, that special contracts, made by common
carriers with their customers, limiting their liability, are good
and valid so far as they a re j ust and reasonable ; to the extent
for example, of excu ing them for all losse happening by acci
dent, without any negligence or fraud on their part ; when they
ask to go still further, and to be excused for negligence-an ex
cuse so repugnant to the law of their. foundation and to the
public good-they have no longer any plea of j ustice or rea on
to support such a stipulation, but the contrary. And then, thl3
i nequality of the parties, the compulsion under which the cus
tomer is placed, and the obligation of the carrier to the public,
operate with full force to divest the transaction of validity.
On this subject the remarks o f Chief Justice Redfield, in his
recent collection of American Railway C ases, seem to us emi
nently just. ' ' It being clearly e tabl ished, then, ' ' says he,
' ' that common carriers have public duties which they are bound
to discharge with impartiality, we mu t conclucfe that they can
not, either by notices or special contracts, release themselves
from the performance of these public duties, even by the con
sent of those who employ them ; for all extortion is done by the
apparent con ent of the victim. A public officer or servant, who
has a monopoly i n his department, has no j ust right to impose
onerous and unreasonable conditions upon those who are com
pelled to employ him. ' ' And hi conclusion is that notwith
standing some exceptional decisions, the law· of to-day stands
substantially as follows : ' 1. That the exemption claimed by
carriers must be reasonable and just otherwise it will be re
garded as extorted from the owners of the goods by duress of
circumstance , and therefore not binding. 2. That every attempt
of carriers, by general notices or special contract, to excuse them
selves from responsibility for losses or damages resulting in any
degree from their own want of care and faithfulne s, is against
that good faith which the l aw requires as the basis of all con
tracts or employment , and, therefore, based upon principles and
a policy which the law will not uphold. "
The defendants endeavor to make a d isti nction between gross
and ordinary negligence, and i nsist that the j udge ought to hav�
charged that the contract was at least effective for excusing the
latter.
We have al ready adverted to the tendency of judicjal opinion
adverse to the distinction b tween gross and ordinary neO'li gence.
Strictly speaking, these expres ions are indicative rather of the
degree of care and dili O'ence which is du from a p arty and which
he fails to perform, than of the amount of inattention, careless'
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ness, or stupidity which he exhibits. If very little care is due

from him, and he fails to bestow that little, it is called gross

negligence. If very great care is due, and he fails to come up

to the mark required, it is called slight negligence. And if or-

dinary care is due, such as a prudent man would exercise in his

own affairs, failure to bestow that amount of care is called or-

dinary negligence. In each case, the negligence, whatever epi-

thet we give it, is failure to bestow the care and skill which the

situation demands; and hence it is more strictly accurate per-

haps to call it simply "negligence." And this seems to be the

tendency of moderij authorities. If they mean more than this,

and seek to abolish the distinction of degrees of care, skill, and

diligence required in the performance of various duties and

the fulfilment of various contracts, we think they go too far;

since the requirement of different degrees of oare in different sit-

uations is too firmly settled and fixed in the law- to be ignored

or changed. The compilers of the French Civil Code undertook

to abolish these distinctions by enacting that "every act what-

ever of man that causes damage to another, obliges him by whose
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fault it happened to repair it." Toullier, in his commentary

on the code, regards this as a happy thought, and a return to

the law of nature. But such an iron rule is too regardless of

the foundation principles of human duty, and must often ope-

rate with great severity and injustice.

In the case before us, the law, in the absence of special con-

tract, fixes the degree of care and diligence due from the rail-

road company to the persons carried on its trains. A failure

to exercise such care and diligence is negligence. It needs no

epithet properly and legally to describe it. If it is against the

policy of the law to allow stipulations which will relieve the com-

pany from the exercise of that care and diligence, or which, in

other words, will excuse them for negligence in the performance

of that duty, then the company remains liable for such negli-

gence. The question whether the company was guilty of negli-

gence in this case, which caused the injury sustained by the

plaintiff, was fairly left to the jury. It was unnecessary to tell

them whether, in the language of law writers, such negligence

would be called gross or ordinary.

The conclusions to which we have come are —

First. That a common carrier cannot lawfully stipulate for

exemption from responsibility when such exemption is not just

and reasonable in the eye of the law.

Secondly. That it is not just and reasonable in the eye of

the law for a common carrier to stipulate for exemption from

responsibility for the negligence of himself or his servants.
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ness, or stupidity which he exhibits. If very little care is due
from him, and he fails to bestow that little, it is called gross
negligence. I f very great care is due, and he fails to come up
to the mark required, it is called slight negligence. And if or
dinary care is due, such as a prudent man woul d exercise in his
own affairs, failure to bestow that amount of care is called or
dinary negligence. In each case, the negligence, whatever epi
thet we give it, is failure to bestow the care and skill which the
s ituation demands ; and hence it is more strictly accurate per
haps to call it simply " negl igence. " And this seems to be the
tendency of moder:o. authorities. If they mean more than this,
and seek to abolish the distinction of degrees of care, skill, and
diligence required in the performance of various duties and
the ful filment of various contracts, we think they go too far ;
since the requirement of different degrees of aare in different sit
uations is too firmly settled and fixed in the law· to be i gnored
or changed. The compilers of the French C ivil Code undertook
to abol ish these distinctions by enacting that ' ' evecy act what
ever of man that causes damage to another, obliges him by whose
fault it happened to repair it. ' ' Toullier, in his commentary
on the code, regards this as a happy thought, and a return to
the law of nature. But such an iron rule is too regardless of
the foundation principles of human duty, and must often ope
rate with great everity and i njustice.
In the case before us, the law, in the absence of special con
tract, fixes the degree of care and diligenc � due from the rail
road company to the per ons carried ori it � . trains. A failure
to exercise such care and diligence is negligence. It needs no
epithet properly and legally to de cribe it. If it is against the
policy of the law to allow stipulations which will relieve the com
pany from the exercise of that care and diligellce, or which, in
other words, will excuse them for negl igence in the performance
of that duty, then the company remains l iable for such negli
gence. The qu tion whether the company was guilty of negli
gence i n thi s case, which caused the injury" sustained by the
plaintiff, was fairly left to the jury. It was unnecessary to tell
them whether, in the language of law writers, such negligence
would be called gross or ordinary.
The conclusions to which we have come are-First. That a common carrier cannot lawfully stipul ate for
exemption from responsibil ity when such exemption is not j ust
and reasonable in the eye of the law.
Secondly. That it is not just and reasonable in the eye of
the law for a common carrier to stipul ate for exemption from
responsibility for the negl igence of himsel f or his servants.
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Thirdly. That these rules apply both to carriers of goods and

carriers of passengers for hire, and with special force to the

latter.

Fourthly. That a drover traveling on a pass, such as was

given in this case, for the purpose of taking care of his stock

on the train, is a passenger for hire.

These conclusions decide the present case, and require a judg-

ment of affirmance. We purposely abstain from expressing any

opinion as to w^hat would have been the result of our judgment

had we considered the plaintiff a free passenger instead of a

passenger for hire,

"Judgment affirmed.

^04. MYNARD V. SYRACUSE, ETC., RAILROAD CO.,

71 N. Y. 180; 27 Am. R. 28. ' 1877.

Action to recover from a common carrier for the loss of a

v.

SYRA USE, E TC., RAILROAD CO. § § 103, 104

Th irdly. That these rules apply both to carriers of goods and
carriers of passengers for hire, and with special force to the
latter.
Fourth ly. That a drover traveling on a p ass, such as was
given in this case, for the purpose of taking care of his stock
on the train, is a passenger for hire.
These conclusions decide the p resent case, and require a j u dg
ment of affirmance. We p urposely abstain from expressing any
opinion as to what would have been the result of our judgment
had we considered the plaintiff a free p assenger instead of a
p assenger for hire.
, Judgment affirmed.

steer resulted in judgment foi" defendant.

Church, C. J, The parties stipulated that the animal was lost

by reason of the negligence of some of the employees of the de-

fendant without the fault of the plaintiff. The defense rested
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solely upon exemption from liability contained in the contract

�4.

MYNARD V. SYRAC USE, ETC., RAILROAD C O.,

of shipment by which, for the consideration of a reduced rate,

the plaintiff agreed to "release and discharge the said company

!71 N. Y. 180; 27 A m. R. 28.

-

1877.

from all claims, demands and liabilities of every kind whatso-

ever for or on account of, or connected with, any damage or

injury to or the loss of said stock, or any portion thereof, from

whatsoever cause arising."

Action to recover from a common carrier for the loss of
steer resulted in j udgment for defendant.

a

The question depends upon the construction to be given to

this contract, whether the exemption ' ' from whatever cause aris-

ing" should be taken to include a loss accruing by the negligence

of the defendants or its servants. The language is general and

broad. Taken literally it would include the loss in question,

and it would also include a loss accruing from an intentional

or willful act on the part of servants. It is conceded that the

latter is not included. We must look at the language in con-

nection with the circumstances and determine what was in-

tended, and whether the exemption claimed was within the

contemplation of the parties.

The defendant was a common carrier, and as such was abso-

lutely liable for the safe carriage and delivery of property in-

trusted to its care, except for loss or injury occasioned by the
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CHURCH, C. J. The parties stipulated that the animal was lost
by reason of the negligence of some of the employees of the de
fendant without the fault of the plaintiff. The defense rested
solely upon exemption from l iability contained in the contract
of shipment by which, for the consideration of a reduced rate,
the p laintiff agreed to ' ' release and discharge the said company
from all claims, demands and liabilities o f every kind whatso
ever for or on account of, or connected with, any damage or
injury to or the loss of said stock, or any portion thereof, from
whatsoever cause arising. � '
The question depends upon the construction to b e given to
this contract, whether the exemption ' ' from whatever cause aris
ing ' ' should be taken to include a loss accruing by the negligence
of the defendants or its servants. The langu age is general and
broad. Taken l iterally it would include the loss in question,
and it would a lso include a loss accruing from an intentional
or willful act on the part of servants. It is conceded that the
latter is not included. we must look at the language in con
nection with the circumstances and determine what was in
tended, and whether the exemption claimed was within the
contempl ation of the parties.
The defendant was a common carrier, and as such was abso
lutely liable for the safe carriage and delivery of property in
trusted to its care, except for loss or injury occasioned by the
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acts of God or public enemies. The obligations are imposed by

law, and not by contract. A common carrier is subject to two

distinct classes of liabilities — one where he is liable as an insurer

without fault on his part; the other, as an ordinary bailee for

hire, when he is liable for default in not exercising proper care

and diligence ; or, in other words, for negligence. General words

from, whatever cause arising may well be satisfied by limiting

them to such extraordinary liabilities as carriers are under with-

out fault or negligence on their part.

"When general words may operate without including the negli-

gence of the carrier or his servants, it will not be presumed that

it was intended to include it. Every presumptiop. is against an

intention to contract for immunity for not exercising ordinary

diligence in the transaction of any business, and hence the gen-

eral rule is that contracts will not be so construed, unless ex-

pressed in unequivocal terms. In New Jersey Steam Navigation

Co. V. Merchants' Bank, 6 How. (U. S.) 344, a contract that

the carriers are not responsible in any event for loss or dam-

age, was held not intended to exonerate them from liability for
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want of ordinary care. Nelson, J., said: "The language is

general and broad, and might very well comprehend every de-

scription of risk incident to the shipment. But we think it

would be going further than the intent of the parties upon any

fair and reasonable construction of the agreement, were we to

regard it as stipulating for wilful misconduct, gross negligence,

or want of ordinary care, either in the seaworthiness of the ves-

sel, her proper equipments and furniture, or in her management

by the master and hands." This rule has been repeatedly fol-

lowed in this State. In Alexander v. Green, 7 Hill 533, the stip-

ulation was to tow plaintiff's canal boat from New York to Al-

bany at the risk of the master and owners, and the Court of Er-

rors reversed a judgment of the Supreme Court with but a

single dissenting vote, and decided that the language did not in-

clude a loss occasioned by the negligence of the defendants or

their servants. In one of several opinons delivered by members

of the court, it was said, in respect to the claim for immunity for

negligence : "To maintain a proposition, m extravagant as this

would appear to be, the stipulation of the parties ought to be

most clear and explicit, showing that they comprehend in their

arrangement the case that actually occurred."

Wells V. Steam Nav. Co., 8 N. Y. 375, expressly approved of

the decision of Alelxander v. Greene, and reiterated the same

principle. Gardner, J., in speaking of that case, said: "We

held, then, if a party vested with a temporary control of an-

other's property for a special purpose of this sort would shield
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acts of God or public enemies. The obligations are imposed by
l aw, and not by contract. A common carrier is subject to two
distinct classes of liabilities-one where he is liable as an insurer
without fault on his part ; the other, as an ordinary bailee for
hire, when he is liable for default in not exercising proper care
and diligence ; or, in other words, for negligence. G eneral words
from whatever cause arising may well be satisfied by limiting
them to such extraordinary liabilities as carriers are under with
out fault or negligence on their part.
When general words may operate without including the negli
gence of the carrier or his servants, it will not be presumed that
it was i ntended to include it. EYery pre umptioµ is against an
intention to contract for i mmunity for not exercising ordinary
dil igence i n the transaction of any business, and hence the gen- .
eral rule i s that contracts will not be so construed, unless ex
pres ed i n unequivocal terms. In New J rsey Steam Navigation
Co. v. Merchants ' Bank, 6 How. ( U. S. ) 344, a contract that
the carriers are not responsible in any event for loss or dam
age, was held not intended to exonerate them from liability for
want of ordinary care. NELSON, J., said : ' ' The language is
general and broad, and might very well comprehend every de
scription of risk incident to the shipment. But we think it
would be going further than the intent of the p arties upon any
fair and reasonable construction of the agreement, were we to
regard it as stipul atin O' for wilful misconduct, gross negligence,
or want of ordinary care, either in the seaworthine s of the vesel, her proper equipments and furniture, or in her management
by the master and hands. ' ' This rule has been repeatedly fol
lowed in this State. In Alexander v. Green, 7 Hill 533, the stip
u l ation was to tow p lainti ff 's canal boat from New York to Al
bany at the risk of the master and owners, and the Court of E r
rors reversed a judgment of the Supreme Court with but a
'
single dissenting vote, and decided that the language did not in
clude a loss occasioned by the negligence of the defendants or
their servants. I n one of several opinons delivered by members
of the court, it was said, in respect to the claim for i mmunity for
negligence : ' ' 'To maintain a proposition, fil) extravagant as this
would appear to be, the stipulation of the parties ought to be
most clear and explicit, showing that they comprehend in their
arrangement the case that actually occurred. ' '
Wel ls v. Steam Nav. Co., 8 N. Y. 375, expressly approved of
the decision of Alexander v. Gr ene, and reiterated the same
principle. GARDNER, J., in speaking of that case, said : " We
held, then, i f a party vested with a temporary control of an
other 's property for a special purpose of this sort would shiel<l
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himself from responsibility on account of the gross neglect of

himself or his servants, he must show his immunity on the face

of his agreement; and that a stipulation so extraordinary, so

contrary to usage and the general understanding of men of

business, would 'not be implied from a general expression to

which effect might otherwise be given."

So, in the Steinweg Case, 43 N. Y. 123, 3 Am. R. 673, the con-

tract released the carrier "from damage or loss to any article

from or by fire or explosion of any kind," and this court held

that the release did not include a loss by fire occasioned by the

negligence of the defendant ; and, in the ]\Iagnin Case, still more

recently decided by this court (56 N. Y. 168), the contract with

the express company contained the stipulation "and, if the value

of the property above described is not stated by the shipper, the

holder thereof will not demand of the Adams Express Com-

pany a sum exceeding fifty dollars for the loss or detention of,

or damage to, the property aforesaid."

It was held, reversing the judgment below, that the stipnlation

did not cover a loss accruing through negligence, Johnson, J.,
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in the opinion, saying: "But the contract will not be deemed

to except losses occasioned by the carrier 's negligence, unless that

he expressly stipulated. ' ' In each of these eases, the language of

the contract was sufficiently broad to include losses occasioned

by ordinary or gross negligence, but the doctrine is repeated

that, if the carrier, asks for immunity for his wrongful acts, it

must be expressed, and that general words will not be deemed

to have been intended to relieve him from the consequences of

such acts.

These authorities are directly in point, and they accord with

a wise public policy, by which courts should be guided in the

construction of contracts designed to relieve common carriers

from obligations to exercise care and diligence in the prosecu-

tion of their business, which the law imposes upon ordinary

bailees for hire engaged in private business. In the recent case

of Lockwood V. Railroad Co., 17 Wall. 357, the Supreme Court

of the United States decided that a cxxmrnon carrier cannot law-

fully stipulate for exemption from responsibility for the negli-

gence of himself or his servants. If we felt at liberty to review

the question, the reasoning of Justice Bradley in that case would

be entitled to serious consideration ; but the right thus to stipu-

late has been so repeatedly affirmed by this court, that the ques-

tion cannot with propriety be regarded as an open one in this

State. 8 N. Y. 375 ; ,11 id. 485 ; 24 id. 181-196 ; 25 id. 442 ; 42

id. 212 ; 49 id. 263 ; 51 id. 61.

The remedy is "with the legislature, if remedy is needed. But,
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himself from responsibility on a ccount of the gross neglect of
himsel f or his servants, he must show hi immunity on the face
of his agreement ; and that a stipulation so extraordinary, so
contrary to usage and the gen ral understanding of men of
business, would ·not be implied from a general expression to
which effect might otherwise be given. ' '
So, i n the Steinw g Case, 43 N. Y. 123, 3 Am. R. 673, the con
tract released the carrier ' ' from damage or loss to any article
from or by fire or explosion of any kind, ' ' and this court h �l d
that the release d i d n o t include a loss · by fire occasioned b y the
neglige � ce of the defendan t ; and, in the ... lagnin Case, stil l more
recently decided by this court ( 56 N. Y. 168 ) , the contract with
the express company contained the stipulation ' ' and if the value
' of the p roperty above de cribed is not stated by the shipper, the
holder thereof will not demand of the Adams Expre s Com
.pany a sum exceeding fifty dollars for the lo s or detention of,
or damage to, the p roperty aforesaid. ' '
It was held, rever ing the j udgment below, that the stipttlation
did not cover a loss accruinO' through n gligence, JOHNSON, J . ,
in the opinion saying : ' ' But the contract will not be deemed
to except losses occasioned by the carrier 's negligence, unless that
he exp re sly stipulated. ' ' In each of these cases, the l anguage of
the contract was sufficiently broad to include losse occasioned
by ordinary or gro. s n e gl igence, but the doctrine is repeated
that, if the carrier a ks for immunity for his wrongful acts i t
must b e expressed, and that genera l word will not be deemed
to have been intended to relieve h i m from the consequences of
such acts.
The e authoritie are di:rectly in point, and they accord with
a wise public pol icy, by which courts sh oul d be guided in the
c n truction of contracts de ign d to rel ieYe common carriers
from obli gations to exercise care and d i l i gence i n the prosecu
tion of their business, which the law imposes upon ordinary
bailees for hire en aged i n private business. In the recent case
of Lockwood v. Railroad Co., 17 Wal l. 357, the Supreme Court
of the United States decided that a c
on carrier cannot l aw
ful ly stipulate for exemption from re pon, ibility for the negli
gence of himself or his servants. If we felt-at l iberty to review
the question, the reasoning of Justice BRADLEY in that case would
be entitled to serio 1 s con�ideration ; but the right thus to stipu
late has been so repe�tedly affirmed by this court, that the ques
tion cannot with p ropriety be regarded as an open one in this
�tate. 8 N .. Y. 375 ; \1 1 id. 4 5 24 id. 1 8 1-196 ; 25 . id. 442 ; 42
. 61.
id. 212 ; 49 id. 2 63 ; 51 id.
The remedy -i s with the 1 gislature, i f remedy i s needed. But,
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Yipon the question involved here, it is correctly stated in that

case, that "a review of the cases decided by the courts of New

York shows that, though they have carried the power of the

common carrier to make special contracts to the extent of enab-

ling him to exonerate himself from the effects of even gross

negligence, yet that this effect has never been given to a contract

general in its terms." Such has been the uniform course of

decisions in this and most of the other States, and public policy

demands that it should not be changed. It cannot be said that

parties, in making such contracts, stand on equal terms. The

shipper, in most cases, from motives of convenience, necessity

or apprehended injury, feels obliged to accept the terms pro-

posed by the carrier, and practically the contract is made by

one party only, and should, therefore, be construed most strongly

against him; and especially should he not be relieved from the

consequences of his own wrongful acts under general words or

by implication.

There was a period when the courts of England were inclined

to relax this rule, and this led to the adoption of an act of
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Parliament on this subject, under which the courts have since

acted. See 10 House of Lords Cases, 473.

It is argued that the rule does not apply to the carriage of ani-

mals ; that, in respect to such property, the common-law liabili-

ties of common carriers do not attach; that the carrier is only

liable for negligence, and hence that the stipulation can apply

to nothing else.

There might be some force in this point, if the position that

carriers of animals are only liable for negligence or miscondtict

is correct. But that positiori cannot be maintained. The liabil-

ity of carriers of animals is modified only so far as the cause of

damage for which recompense is sought, is a consequence of the

conduct or propensities of the animals undertaken to be carried.

In other respects, the common-law responsibilities of the car-

rier will attach. This was expressly held in Clarke v. Rochester

& S. E. R. Co., 14 N. Y. 573, 67 Am. D. 205, Denio, J., said:

"But the rule which would exempt the carrier altogether from

accidents arising out of the peculiar character of the freight,

irrespective of the question of negligence, would be equally un-

reasonable. It would relieve the carrier altogether from those

necessary precautions which any person becoming the bailee for

hire of animals is bound to exercise; and the owner, where he

did not himself assume the duty of seeing to them, would be

wholl}^ at the mercy of the carrier. The nature of the case does

not call for any such relaxation of the rule ; and, considering the

law of carriers to be established upon consideration of sound
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upon the question involved here, it is correctly stated in that
case, that ' ' a review of the cases decided by the courts of New
York shows that, though they have carried the power of the
common carrier to make special contracts to the extent of enab
ling him to exonerate himsel f from the effects of even gross
negligence, yet that this effect has never been given to a contract
g neral in its terms. " Such has been the uniform course o i
decisions i n this and most o f the other States, and public policy
demands that it should not be changed. It cannot be said that
parties, in making such contracts, stand on equal terms. The
shipper, in most cases, from motives of convenience, necessity
or apprehended injury, feel obliged to accept the terms pro
posed by the carrier, and practically the contract is made by
one party only, and should, therefore, be construed most strongly
against him ; and especially should he not be relieved from the
consequences of his own wrongful acts under general words o r
b y implication.
There was a period when the courts of England were inclined
to relax this rule , anCl. this led to the adoption of an act of
Parliament on this subject, under which the courts have since
acted. See 10 House of Lord C a es, 473.
It is argued that the rule does not apply to the carriage of ani
mals ; that in respect to such property, the common-law liabili
ties of common carriers do not attach ; that the carri r is only
liable for negligence, and hence that the stipulation can apply
to nothing else.
There m ight b e some force in this point, if the position that
carriers of animals are only liable for negligence or misconduet
is correct. But that position cannot be maintained. The liabil
ity of carriers of animals is .modified only so far as the cause of
dam age for which recompense is sought, i� a consequence of the
conduct or propensities of the animals un dertaken to be carried.
In other respects, the common-law responsibilities of the car
rier will attach. This was expressly held in C larke v. Rochester
& S. R. R. Co., 14 N. Y. 573, 67 Am. D. 205, DENIO, J., said :
' ' But the rule which would exempt the carrier altogether from
accidents arising out of the peculiar character of the freight,
irrespective of the question of negligence, would be equally un
reasonable. It would rel ieve the carrier altogether from those
necessary precautions which any person becoming the bailee for
hire of animals is bound to exercise ; and the owner, where he
did not himsel f assume the duty of seeing to them, would be
whol ly at the mercy of the carrier. The nature of the case does
not cal l for any such relaxation of the rule ; and, considering the
law of carriers to be established upon consideration of sound
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policy, we would not depart from it, except where the reason

upon which it is based wholly fails, and then no further than

the cause for the exemption requires." The case of Palmer v.

Railway Co., 4 Mees. & AVels. 749, is cited, where the same

principle is decided. Aninuils may die of fright, by refusing to

eat, or break from their fastenings, and kill themselves, although

every proper precaution was used ; but there may be many acci-

dents producing loss or injury to animals which are not attrib-

utable to acts of God, and which were not caused by the peculiar

character of the property. By the act of God is meant some-

thing which operates without any aid or interference from man.

Merritt v. Earle, 29 N. Y. 115, 86 Am. D. 292. In that case it

Avas held that the carrier was liable for the value of a span of

horses lost by the sinking of a steamboat, caused by coming in

contact with the mast of a sloop which had been sunk in a squall

two days before. The court decided that sinking the steam-

boat was not caused by the act of God, and that the sinking of

the sloop, although by the act of God, was too remote, and many

accidents might happen producing loss to animals for which the
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carrier would be liable, although no fault or negligence could be

imputed ; and in respect to such, the common-law liability would

attach. Angell on Carriers, p. ISO, lays down the same rule.

The sanae qualification of liability applies to all property.

The carrier is excused ^rom liability for loss caused by inher-

ent infirmity or tendency to decay. It has been held that a car-

rier is not responsible for the evaporation of liquids, nor for the

diminution of molasses, caused by the oozing through vent holes

necessary to prevent th& bursting of barrels (Angell on Carriers,

§ 211, and cases cited) ; and exemptions from liability for loss by

inherent qualities of animals, rests upon the same principle. Be-

yond this the common-law liabilities exist against the carrier of

animals the same as the carrier of other property, and the clause

in the contract can, therefore, operate in many cases where neg-

ligence cannot be imputed.

In Massachusetts in Smith v. R. R. Co., 12 Allen, 531, the

court says: "The common-law liability of a carrier for the

delivery of live animals is the same as thaY for the delivery of

merchandise. Upon undertaking their transportation he as-

sumes the obligation to deliver them safely against all con-

tingencies, except such as would excuse the non-delivery of

other property." The qualification above referred to, excusing

the carrier from liability of loss occasioned by the nature and

character of the property, is recognized. The qualification or

exception, as before stated, is applicable to all property, and does

not affect the common-law liabilities to any greater extent than
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policy, we would not depart from it, except where the reason
upon which it is based wholly fail s, and then no further than
the cause for the exemption requir s. ' ' The case of Palmer v.
Railway Co., 4 l\1ees. & Wel s. 7±9, is cited, where the sama
principle is decided. Animal s may d ie of fright, by refusing to
e at, or break from their fastenings, and kill themselves, although
every proper precaution was used ; but there may be many acci
dents p roducing loss or injury to animals which are not attrib
utable to acts of God, and which were not caused by the pecu l i ar
character of the property. By the act of God i s meant some
thing which op rates without any aid or interference from man.
l\forritt v. E arle, 29 N. Y. 1 1 5, 86 Am. D . 292. I n that case it
was held that the carrier was liable for the value of a span of
horses lost by the sinking of a steamboat, caused by coming i n
contact with the mast o f a sloop which h a d been sunk i n a squall
two days before. The court decided that sinking the steam
boat was not caused by the act of God, and that the sinking of
the sloop, although by the act of God, was too remote, and many
accidents m i O'ht happen producing loss to animals for which the
carrier wou ld be l iable, a lthough no fault or negligence could be
i mputed ; and in respect to such, the common-law liability would
attach. Angell on Carriers, p. 180, lays down the same rule.
The same qualification of l iability applies to all property.
The carrier is excused ,from liability for loss caused by i nher
ent infirmity or tendency to decay. It has been held that a car
rier is not responsibl e for the evaporation of liquids, nor for the
diminution of mola ses, ca used by the oozing through vent hole.:;
necessary to prevent the. bursting of barr ls (Angell on Carriers,
§ 211, and cases cited) ; and exemptions from liabil ity for loss by
i nherent qual ities of animals, rests upon the sa�e p rinciple. Be
yond this the common-law l iabilities exist against the carrier of
animals the same as the carrier of other property, and the clause
in the contract can, therefore, operate i n many cases where neg
ligence cannot be imputed.
In Massachusetts in Smith v. R. R. Co., 12 Allen, 531, the
court says : ' ' The common-law liability of a carrier for the
delivery of l ive animals is the same as thal for the delivery of
merchandise. Upon undertaking their transportation he as
sumes the obligation to deliver them safely against all con
tingencies, except such as would .excuse the non-delivery o f
other p roperty. ' ' The qualification above referred to, excusing
.. the carrier from liability of loss occasioned by the nature and
character of the property, is recognized. The qualification or
exception, as before stated, is applicable to all p roperty, and does
not affect the common-law l iabilities to any greater extent than
111
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in respect to otlier property, except that the instances may bn

more numerous where the carrier will be excused. In Angell on

Carriers, § 214, it is said: "Such a case would seem to be anal-

ogous to the case of loss of merchandise owing to some inherent

defect which caused the destruction of it while in transit." As

well might carriers be exempted from common-law liabilities for

loss of inanimate property as for animals, if immunity from

loss from inherent defects, or from the nature and character of

the property, will produce that result.

The only authority seeming to favor the position of the re-

spondent is in Cragin v. N. Y. C. R. R. Co., 51 N. Y. 61, 10 Am.

R. 559. The loss of the hogs in that case was caused by heat,

and the negligence attributed was in not cooling them off with

water. We do not think, under the peculiar stipulation, and the

character of the property in that case, that it is in conflict within

the views before expressed.

The judgment of the General Term must be reversed, and that

of the county court affirmed.

All concur, except Andrews, J., taking no part ; Folgee, and
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Miller, JJ., absent.

Judgment accordingly.

7 105. HART V. PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD CO.,

112 JJ. S. 331, 5 8. Ct. B. 151. 1884.

Action to recover $19,800 for the death of one race horse and

the injury of four others through the negligence of defendant

in transporting them. The court below excluded evidence that

the horse killed was worth $15,000 and the others from $3,000 to
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in respect to other property, except that the i nstances may bP.
more numerous where the carrier will be excused. In Angell ou
Carriers, § 214, it is said : " Such a case would seem to be anal
ogous to the case of l oss of merchandise owing to some inherent
defect which caused the destruction of it while in transit. ' ' As
wel l might carriers be exempted from common-law liabilities for
loss of i nanimate p roperty as for animals, if immunity from
loss from inherent defects, or from the nature and character of
the property, will produce th at result.
The only authority seeming to favor the position of the re
spondent is in C ragin v. N. Y. C. R. R. Co., 5 1 N. Y. 6 1 , 10 Am.
R. 559. The loss of the hogs i n that case was caused by heat,
and the negligence attributed was in not cooling them off with
water. We do not think, under the peculiar stipulation, and the
character of the p roperty in that case, that it is in conflict within
the views before expressed.
The judgment of the General Term must be reversed, and that
of the county court affirmed.
A l l concur, except ANDREWS, J., taking no part ; FOLGER, and
MILLER, JJ., absent.
Judgment accordingly.

$5,000 each. Verdict for plaintiff for $1,200.

Blatchford, J. It is contended for the plaintiff that the bill

of lading does not purport to limit the liability of the defendant

to the amounts stated in it, in the event of loss through the

negligence of the defendant. But we are of opinion that the

1 05.
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contract is not susceptible of that construction. The defendant

receives the property for transportation on the terms and con-

ditions expressed, which the plaintiff accepts, "as just and rea-

sonable." The first paragraph of the contract is that the plain-

tiff is to pay the rate of freight expressed, "on the condition

that the carrier assumes a liability on the stock to the extent of

the following agreed valuation : if horses or mules, not ex-

ceeding two hundred dollars each. . . . If a chartered car,

on the stock and contents in same, twelve hundred dollars for

412

112 U. S. 331, 5 S. Ct. R. 151.

1884.

Action to recover $ 1 9,800 for the death of one race horse and
the injury of four others through the negligence of defendant
in transporting them. The court below excluded evidence that
the horse kil led was worth $15 ,000 and the others from $3,000 to
$5,000 each. Verdict for plaintiff for $1 ,200.
BLATCHFORD, J. It is contended for the p laintiff that the bill
of l ading does not purport to limit the liability of the defendant
to the amounts stated in it, i n the event of loss through the
negligence of the defendant. But we are of opinion that the
contract is not susceptible of that construction. The defendant
receives the p roperty for transportation on the terms and con.
ditions expressed, which the plaintiff accepts, ' ' as just and rea
sonable. ' ' The first p aragraph of the contract is that the plain
tiff is to pay the rate of freight expressed, ' ' on the condition
that the carrier assumes a l iabi lity on the stock to the extent of
the foll owing agreed valuation : if horses or mul es, not ex
If a chartered car,
ceeding two hundred dollars each.
on the stock and contents in same, twelve hundred dollars for
412
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the car load. ' ' Then follow in the first paragraph these words :

' ' But no carrier shall be liable for the acts of the animals them-

selves, or to each other, such as biting, kicking, goring or smoth

ering, nor for loss or damage arising from condition of the ani-

mals themselves, which risks, being beyond the control of the com-

pany, are hereby assumed by the owner, and the carrier released

therefrom. ' ' This statement of the fact that the risks from the

acts and condition of the horses are risks beyond the control of

the defendant, and are, therefore, assumed by the plaintiff, shows,

if more were needed than the other language of the contract, that

tlie ri&ks and liability assumed by the defendant in the remainder

of the same paragraph are those not beyond, but within, the

control of the defendant, and, therefore, apply to loss through

the negligence of the defendant.

It must be presumed from the terms of the bill of lading, and

without any evidence on the subject, and especially in the ab-

sence of any evidence to the contrary, that, as the rate of freight

expressed is stated to be on the condition that the defendant as-

sumes a liability to the extent of the agreed valuation named, the
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rate of freight is graduated by the valuation. Especially is this

so, as the bill of lading is what its heading states it to be, "a

limited liability live-stock contract," and is confined to live-

stock. Although the horses, being race-horses, may, aside from

the bill of lading, have been of greater real value than that spe-

cified in it, whatever passed between the parties before the bill

of lading was signed was merged in the valuation it fixed; and

it is not asserted that the plaintiff named any value, greater or

less, otherwise than as he assented to the value named in the bill

of lading, by signing it. The presumption is conclusive that,

if the lial^ility had been assumed on a valuation as great as that

now alleged, a higher rate of freight would have been charged.

The rate of freight is indissolubly bound up with the valuation.

If the rate of freight named was the only one offered by the

defendant, it was because it was a rate measured by the valua-

tion expressed. If the valuation was fixed at that expressed,

when the real value was larger, it was because the rate of freight

named was measured by the low valuation. The plaintiff cannot

claim, a higher valuation, on the agreed rate of freight.

It is further contended by the plaintiff, that the defendant

was forbidden, by public policy, to fix a limit for its liability

for a loss by negligence, at an amount less than the actual loss

by such negligence. As a minor proposition, a distinction is

sought to be drawn between a case Vv^here a shipper, on require-

ment, states the value of the property, and a rate of freight is

fixed accordingly, and the present case. It is said, that, while
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the car load. ' ' Then follow in the :first paragraph these words :
' ' But no carrier hall be liable for the acts of the animals them
s Ives, or to each other, such as biting, kicking, goring or smoth
ering, nor for lo;:;s or damage ari, ing from condition of the ani
mals them elves, which ri ks, being beyond the control of the com
pany, re hereby assumed by the owner, and the carrier released
therefrom. ' ' This statement of the fact that the risks from the
acts and condition of the horses are risks beyond the control of
the defendant, and are, therefore, assumed by the plaintiff, shows,
i f more were needed than the oth r language of the contract, that
the ri ks and l iability assumed by the defendant in the remainder
of the same paragraph are those not beyond, but within, the
control of the defendant, and, therefore, apply to loss through
the n glig0nce of the c1 fendant.
It must be pre urned from the terms of the bill of lading, and
without any evidence on the subject, and especially in the ab
sence of any evid nee to the contrary, that, as the rate of freight
expre. sed is dated to be on tl e condition that the defendant as
sumes a l iabil ity to the extent of the agreed valuation named, the
rate of freight i graduated by the valuation. Especially is this
so, as the bill of lading is what its heading states it to be, ' ' a
l imited liability live- tock contract, ' ' and is confined to l ive
stock:. A lthough the hor es, being race-horses, may, aside from
the bill of lading, have been of greater real value than that spe
cified in it, whate-ver passed between the partie before the bil l
of ladino- was signed was meraed i n the valuation it :fixed ; and
it is not a ert d tha t the plaintiff named any value, greater or
I ss, otherwise than as he as ented to the value named in the bil l
of lading, by i o-ning it. The presumption is conclusive that,
if the liability had been assumed on a valuation as great as that
now alleged, a higher rate of freight would have been charged.
The rate of freight is indissolubly bound up with the valuation.
If the rate of freight named was the only one offered by the
defendant, it was because it was a rate measured by the valua
tion expressed. If the valuation was :fixed at that expressed,
when the real value was larger, it was because the rate of freight
named was measured by the low valuation. The pl aintiff cannot
claim a higher valuation, on the agreed rate of freight.
It is furth r contended by the plaintiff, that the defendant
was forbidden, by publ ic policy, to fix a limit for its liability
for a loss by negligence, at an amount less than the actual loss
by such negligence. As a minor proposition, a dist inction is
sought to be drn:wn between a case where a shipper, on require
ment, states the value of the property, and a rate of freight i s
:fixed accordingly, and the present case. It is said, that, whilff
413
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in the former ease the shipper may be confined to the value he

so fixed, in the event of a loss by negligence, the same rule does

not apply to a case where the valuation inserted in the contract

is not a valuation previously named by the shipper. But we see

no sound reason for this distinction. The valuation named was

the ''agreed valuation," the one on which the minds of the

parties met, however it came to be fixed, and the rate of freight

was based on that valuation, and was fixed on condition that

such was the valuation, and that the liability should go to that

extent and no further.

We are, therefore, brought back to the main question. It is

the law of this court, that a common carrier may, by special

contract, limit his common-law liability; but that he cannot

stipulate for exemption from the consequences of his own negli-

gence or that of his servants. New Jersey Steam Nav. Co. v.

Merchants' Bank, 6 How. 344; York Co. v. Central R. R. Co., 3

Wall. 107; Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357; Express Co.

V. Caldwell, 21 AVall. 264; Railroad Co. v. Pratt, 22 Wall. 123;

Bank of Kentucky v. Adams Express Co., 93 U. S. 174 ; Railway
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Co. V. Stevens, 95 U. S. 655.

In York Co. v. Central Railroad, 3 Wall. 107, a contract was

upheld exempting a carrier from liability for loss by fire, the

fire not having occurred through any want of due care on his

part. The court said, that a common carrier may "prescribe

regulations to protect himself against imposition and fraud, and

fix a rate of charges proportionate to the magnitude of the risks

he may have to encounter. ' '

In Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357, the following prop-

ositions were laid down by this court: (1) A common carrier

cannot lawfully stipulate for exemption from responsibility

when such exemption is not just and reasonable, in the eye of

the law; (2) It is not just and reasonable in the eye of the law,

for a common carrier to stipulate for exemption from responsi-

bility for the negligence of himself or his servants; (3) These

rules apply both to carriers of goods and to carriers of passen-

gers for hire, and with special force to the latter. The basis

of the decision was, that the exemption was to have applied to

it the test of its justness and reasonable character. It was said,

that the contracts of the carrier "must rest upon their fairness

and reasonableness"; and that it was just and reasonable that

carriers should not be responsible for losses happening by sheer

accident, or chargeable for valuable articles liable to be dam-

aged, unless apprised of their character or value. That case was

one of a drover traveling on a stock train on a railroad, to look

after his cattle, and having a free pass for that purpose, who
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in the former case the shipper may be confined to the va!ue he
so fixed, in the event of a loss by negligence, the same rule does
not apply to a case where the valuation inserted in the contr.act
is not a valuation previously named by the shipper. But we see
no sound reason for this distinction. The valuation named was
the ' ' agreed val uation, ' ' the one on which the minds of the
p arties met, however it came to be fixed, and the rate of freight
was based on that valuation, and was fi xed on condition that
such was the val uation, and that the liabil ity should go to that
extent and no further.
We are, ther fore, brought back to the main question. It is
the law of this court, that a common carrier may, by special
contract, limit his common-l aw l iability ; but that he cannot
stipulate for exemption from the consequences of his own negli
gence or that of his servants. New Jersey Steam Nav. Co. v.
Merchants ' Bank, 6 F ow. 344 ; York Co. v. Central R. R . Co., 3
Wall . 107 ; Rai lroad Co. v. Loch-rwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Express Co.
v. Caldwel l, 2 1 Wall. 264 ; Railroad Co. v. Pratt, 22 Wall . 123 ;
Bank of Kentucky v. Adams E xpress Co., 93 U. S. 174 ; Railway
Co. v. Steven , 9 5 U. S. 655.
In York Co. v. Central Railroad, 3 Wal l . 107, a contract was
upheld exempting a carrier from liability for loss by fire, the
fire not having occurred through any want of due care on his
part. The court said, that a common carrier may ' ' prescribe
regulations to protect himself against imposition and fraud, and
fix a rate of charges proportionate to the magnitude of the risks
he may have to encounter. "
In Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wal l . 357, the fol lowing prop
ositiop_s were l aid down by this court : ( 1 ) A common carrier
cannot l awfully stip ulate for exemption from responsibil ity
when such exemption is not j ust and reasonable, in the eye o f
the law ; ( 2 ) I t i s not j ust and reasonable in the eye o f the law,
for a common carrier to stipulate for exemption from responsi
bil ity for the negligence of himself or his servants ; ( 3 ) These
rules apply both to carriers of goods and to carriers of passen
g rs for h ire, and with special force to the latter. The basis
of the decision was that the exemption was to have applied to
it the test of its justness and reasonable character. It was said,
that the contracts of the carrier ' ' must rest upon their fairness
and reasonabl eness ' ' ; and that it was j ust and reasonable that
carriers shoul d not be respon. ible for losses happening by sheer
accident, or chargeab le for val uabl e articles liable to be dam
aged, unless apprised of their character or val ue. That case was
one of a drover traveling on a stock train on a railroad, to look
after his cattle, and having a free pass for that purpose, who
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had signed an agreement taking all risk of injury to his cattle

and of personal injury to himself, and who was injured by the

negligence of the railroad company or its servants.

In Express Co. v. Caldwell, 21 Wall. 264, this court held, that

an agreement made by an express company, a common carrier

in the habit of carrying small packages, that it should not be held

liable for any loss or damage to a package delivered to it, unless

claim should be made therefor within ninety days from its de-

livery to the company, was an agreement which the company

could rightfully make. The court said: "It is now the settled

law, that the responsibility of a common carrier may be limited

by an express agreement made with his employer at the time

of his accepting goods for transportation, provided the limita-

tion be such as the law can recognize as reasonable and not in-

consistent with sound public policy." It was held that the

stipulation as to the time of making a claim was reasonable and

intrinsically just, and could not be regarded as a stipulation for

exemption from responsibility for negligence, because it did not

relieve the carrier from any obligation to exercise diligence, fidel-
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ity and care.

On the other hand, in Bank of Kentucky v. Adams Express

Co., 93 U. S. 174, it was held that a stipulation by an express

company that it should not be liable for loss by fire could not

be reasonably construed as exempting it from liability for loss

by fire occurring through the negligence of a railroad company

which it had employed as a carrier.

To the views announced in these cases we adhere. But there

is not in them any adjudication on the particular question now

before us. It may, however, be disposed of on principles which

are well established and which do not conflict with any of the

rulings of this court. As a general rule, and in the absence of

fraud or imposition, a common carrier is answerable for the loss

of a package of goods though he is ignorant of its contents, and

though its contents are ever so valuable, if he does not make a

special acceptance. This is reasonable, because he can always

guard himself by a special acceptance, or by insisting on being

informed of the nature and value of the articles before receiving

them. If the shipper is guilty of fraud or imposition, b}-- mis-

representing the nature or value of the articles, he destroys his

claim to indemnity, because he has attempted to deprive the car-

rier of the right to be compensated in proportion to the value

of the articles and the consequent risk assumed, and what he

has done has tended to lessen the vigilance the carrier would

otherwise have bestowed. 2 Kent's Comm. 603, and cases cited;

Relf V. Rapp, 3 Watts. & Serg. (Pa.) 21, 37 Am. D. 528; Dunlap
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had signed an agreement taking all risk of injury to his cattlB
and of personal inj ury to himself, and who was inj ured by the
negligence of the railroad company or its servants.
I n Express Co. v. Caldwell, 21 Wall. 264, this court held, tha t
an a reement made by an express company, a common carrier
in the habit of carrying small packages, that it should not be held
liable for any loss or damage to a package delivered to it, unl ss
claim should be made therefor within n inety days from its de
livery to the company, was an agreement which the company
could rightfully make. The court said : ' ' It is now the settled
law, that the responsibility of a common carrier may be limited
by an express agreement made with his employer at the time
of his accepting goods for transportation, p rovided the limita
tion be such as the law can recognize as rea onable and not in
consistent with sound public policy. " It was held that the
stipulation as to the time of making a claim was reasonable and
i ntrinsically j ust, and could not be r garded as a stipulation for
exemption from responsibility for negligence, becau ·e it did not
rel ieve the carrier from any obligation to exercise diligence, :fid-1ity and care.
On the other hand, in Bank of Kentucky v. Adams E xpre, s
Co., 93 U. S. 1 7-±, it was held that a stipulation by an exp re "
company that it should not be l iabl !or loss by fire conl cl not
be reasonably construed as exempting it from liability for loss
by fire o curring through the negligence of a rail:-oad company
which it had employed a a carrier.
To the views announced in th s ca es we adh re. But there
is not in them any adj udication on the particul ar question now
befor us. It may, however be disposed of on principles wh ich
are well establ ished and which do not conflict with any of the
rulings of this court. As a general rule, and in th ab ence of
fr; ud or impo ition, a common carrier is answerable for the lo <;;
of a package of goods though he is ignorant of its contents, and
though its contents are ever so valuable, if he do s not make a
special acceptance. This is reasonable, because he can always
guard himself by a special acceptance, or by insi ting on being
informed of the nature and value of the articles before receivin�
them. If the shipper is guilty of fraud or imposition, by mi representing the nature or value of the articles, he destroys his
claim to i ndemnity, because he has attempted to deprive the car
rier of the right to be compensated in proportion to the value
of the articles and the consequent ri k assumed, and what he
has done has tended to Jes en the vigilance the carrier would
otherwise have be tow d. 2 Kent 's Comm. 60 3 , and cases cited ;
Relf v. R app, 3 Watts. & Serg. ( Pa. ) 21, 37 Am. D. 528 ; Dunlap
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V. International Steamboat Co., 98 Mass. 371 ; Railroad Co. v.

Fraloff, 100 U. S. 24. This qualification of the liability of the

carrier is reasonable, and is as important as the rule which it

qualifies. There is no justice in allowing the shipper to be paid

a large value for an article which he has induced the carrier to

take at a low rate of freight on the assertion and agreement that

its value is a less sum than that claimed after a loss. It is just

to hold the shipper to his agreement, fairly made, as to value,

even where the loss or injury has occurred through the negli-

gence of the carrier. The effect of the agreement is to cheapen

the freight and secure the carriage, if there is no loss; and the

effect of disregarding the agreement, after a loss, is to expose

the carrier to a greater risk than the parties intended he should

assume. The agreement as to value, in this; case, stands as if

the carrier had asked the value of the horses, and had been told

by the plaintiff the sum inserted in the contract.

The limitation as to value has no tendency to exempt from

liability for negligence. It does not induce want of care. It ex-

acts from the carrier the measure of care due to the value agreed
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on. . The carrier is bound to respond in that value for negli-

gence. The compensation for carriage is based on that value.

The shipper is estopped from saying that the value is greater.

The articles have no greater value, for the purposes of the con-

tract of transportation, between the parties to that contract.

The carrier must respond for negligence up to that value. It is

just and reasonable that such a contract, fairly entered into, and

where there is no deceit practised on the shipper, should be

upheld. There is no violation of public policy. On the contrary

it would be unjust and unreasonable, and would be repugnant

to the soundest principles of fair dealing and of the freedom

of contracting, and thus in conflict with public policy, if a ship-

per should be allowed to reap the benefit of the contract if there

is no loss, and to repudiate it in case of loss.

The principle is not a new one. In Gibbon v. Paynton, 4

Burrows, 2298, the sum of £100 was hidden in some hay in an

old mail-bag and sent by a coach and lost. The plaintiff knew

of a notice by the proprietor that he would not be answerable

for money unless he knew what it was, but did not apprise the

pi'oprietor that there was money in the bag. The defence was

upheld, Lord Mansfield saying: "A common carrier, in re-

spect of the premium he is to receive runs the risque of the

goods, and must make good the loss, though it happen without

any fault in him, the reward making him answerable for their

safe delivery. His warranty and insurance is in respect of the

reward he is to receive, and the reward ought to be proportion-
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v. International Steamboat Co., 98 Mass. 371 ; Railroad Co. v.
Fraloff, 100 U. S. 24. This qualification of the liability of the
carrier is reasonable, and is as important as the rule which it
qualifies. 'l,here is no j ustice in allowing the shipper to be paid
a large value for an article which he has induced the carrier to
take at a low rate of freight on the assertion and agreement that
its val ue is a less sum than that claimed after a l oss. It is j ust
to hold the shipper to his agreement, fairly made, as to value,
e ven where the loss or injury has occurred through the negli
gence of the carrier. The effect of the agreement is to cheapen
the freight and secure the car-riage, if there is no l oss ; and the
e ffect of disregarding the agreement, aft r a loss, is to expose
the carrier to a greater risk than the parties i ntended he should
assume. The agreement as to value, in this case, stands as i f
the carrier had a ked the value of the horse , and ha� been told
by the plaintiff the sum inserted in the contract.
The limitation as to value has no tendency to exempt from
liabil ity for negligence. It does not induce want of care. It ex
acts from the carrier the m easure of car due to the value agreed
on . . The carrier is bound to re pond in that value for negli
gence. The compensation for carriage is based on that value.
The shipper is estopped from saying that the val ue is greater.
'rhe articl12s have no greater value, for the purposes of the con
tract of transportation, between the parties to that contract.
The carrier mu t respond for negl igence up to that val ue. It i
j ust an d reasonn ble that such a contract, fairly entered into, anrl
where there is no deceit practised on the shipper, honld be
upheld. There is no violation of public policy. On the contrary
it woul d be unjust and unreasonable, and would be repugnant
to the soundest princi p l s of fa ir dea ling and of the fre dom
of contracting, and thus in conflict with public pol icy, if a ship
p r should be allowed to reap the benefit of the contract if there
is no loss, and to repudiate it in case of loss.
The principle is not a new one. In Gibbon v. Payn.ton, 4
Burrows, 2298, the sum of £100 was hidden in some hay in a n
old mail-bag and sent by a coach and lost. The p laintiff knew
of a notice by the proprietor that he would not be answerable
for money unless h e knew what it was, but did not appri e the
proprietor that there was money in the bag. The defence was
upheld , Lord Mansfield saying : ' ' A common carrier, in re
spect of the premium he is to receive runs the risque of the
goods, and must make good the loss, though it happen without
any fault in him, the reward making him answerable for their
safe delivery. His warranty and insuran ce is in respect of the
reward he is to receive, and the reward ought to be proportion416
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able to the risque. If he makes a greater warranty and insur-

ance, he will take greater care, use more caution, and be at the

expense of more guards or other methods of security ; and, there-

fore, he ought, in reason and justice, to have a greater reward."

To the same effect is Batson v. Donovan, 4 B. & A. 21.

The subject-matter of a contract may be valued, or the dam-

ages in ease of a breach may be liquidated in advance. In the

present case, the plaintiff accepted the valuation as "just and

reasonable."" The bill of lading did not contain a valuation of

all animals at a fixed sum for each, but a graduated valuation

according to the nature of the animal. It does not appear that

an unreasonable price would have been charged for a higher

valuation.

The decisions in this country are at variance. The rule which

we regard as the proper one in the case at bar is supported in

Newburger v. Howard, 6 Philadelphia Rep. 174; Squire v. New

York Cent. R. R. Co., 98 Mass. 239, 93 Am. D. 162 ; Hopkins v.

Westcott, 6 Blatchford, 64; Belger v. Dinsmore, 51 N. Y. 166,

10 Am. R. 575 ; Oppenheimer v. U. S. Express Co., 69 111. 62, 18
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Am. R. 596 ; T^Iagnin v. Dinsmore, 56 N. Y. 168, and 62 N. Y. 35,

20 Am. R. 442, and 70 N. Y. 410, 26 Am. R. 608 ; Earnest v. Ex-

press Co., 1 "Woods, 573; Elkins v. Empire Transportation Co.,

81 Penn. St. 315 ; South & North Alabama R. R. Co. v. Henlein,

52 Ala. 606, 23 Am. R. 578 ; Same v. Same, 56 Id. 368 ; Muser v.

Holland, 17 Blatchford, 412; Harvey v. Terre Haute R. R. Co.,

74 Missouri, 538; and Graves v. Lake Shore & M. S. R. R. Co.,

137 ]\Iass. 33, 50 Am. R. 282, The contrary rule is sustained in

Southern Express Co. v. Moon, 39 Miss. 822 ; The City of Nor-

wich, 4 Ben. 271 ; United States Express Co. v. Backman. 28 Ohio

St. 144; Black v. Goodrich Transportation Co., 55 Wis. 319, 13 N.

W. R. 244, 42 Am. R. 713 ; Chicago, St. Louis & N. 0. R. R. Co. v.

Abels, 60 ]\riss. 1017 ; Kansas City etc. Railroad Co. v. Simpson,

30 Kan. 645, 2 Pac. R. 821, 46 Am. R. 104; and IMoulton v. St.

Paul etc. R. R. Co., 31 Minn. 85, 16 N. W. R. 497, 47 Am. R. 781.

We have given consideration to the views taken in these cases,

but are unable to concur in their conclusions. Applying to the

case at hand the proper test to be applied to every limitation of

the common-law liability of a carrier — its just and reasonable

character — we have reached the result indicated. In Great

Britain, a statute directs this test to be applied 1\y the courts.

The same rule is the proper one to be applied in this country, in

the absence of any statute.

As relating to the question of the exemption of a carrier from

liability beyond a declared value, reference may be made to

section 4281 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (a re-
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able to the risque. If he makes a greater warranty and insur
ance, he will take greater care, use more caution, and be at the
expen e of more guards or other methods of security ; and, ther fore, he ought, in reason and ju tice, to have a greater reward. ' '
To the same effect is Batson v. Donovan, 4 B. & A. 21.
The ubject-matter of a contract may be valued, or the dam
ages in case of a breach may be liquidated in advance. In the
present case, the p laintiff accepted the valuation as " j ust and
rea onable. ' ,. The bill of lading did not contain a valuation of
all animals at a fix d sum for each, but a graduated valuation
according to the nature of the animal. It does not appear that
an unreasonable price would have been charged for a higher
valuation.
The decisions in this country are at variance. The rule which
·we regard as the proper one in the ca e at bar i upported i n
Newburger v . Howard, 6 Philadelphia Rep. 1 74 ; Squire v. New
York Cent. R . R. Co., 98 Mass. 239, 93 Am. D . 1 62 ; Hopkins v.
Westcott, 6 Blatchford, 64 ; Belger v. Dinsmore, 5 1 N. Y. 1 66,
10 Am. R. 575 ; Oppenheimer v. U. S . E xpress Co., 69 Ill. 62, 18
Am. R. 596 1\Iagnin v. D insmore 56 N. Y. 1 68, and 62 N. Y. 35,
20 Am. R. 4±2, and 70 N. Y. 410 26 Am. R. 608 Earnest v. E x
press Co., 1 Woods, 573 ; E lkins v. Empire Tran portation Co.,
81 Penn. St. 315 ; South & North A l abama R. R. Co. v. Henlein,
52 Ala. 606, 23 Am. R. 57 ; Same v. Same, 56 Id. 36 ; 1\'Iu er v.
Holland, 17 Blatchford, 41 2 ; H arvey v. Terre Haute R. R . Co.,
74 Mi souri, 538 ; and GraYes v. Lak Shore & 1VL S. R. R . o.,
1 37 1\fas . 33 0 Am. R . 2 2. The con� rary rule i s n tained in
South rn E xpress Co. v. foon, 39 1is . 22 ; 'The ity of Nor
wich, 4 Ben. 2 7 1 ; United tates Express Co. v. Backma n, 2 Ohio
St . 14± ; Black v. Goodrich Transportation Co., 55 Wis. 3 1 9 , 13 N.
W . R. 244, 42 \m. R. 7 1 3 Chicago, St. Louis & N. 0. R. R. Co. v.
Abels 60 l\fi s. 1 0 1 7 Kansas C ity etc. Railroad Co. v. Simpson,
30 Kan. 645, 2 Pac. R. 8..., 1 , 46 Arn. R. 10± ; and 1\Ioulton v. St.
Paul etc. R . R. Co., 31 :Tinn . 5, 1 6 N . W. R . 497, 47 Am. R. 781.
We have given consideration to the views taken in these cases,
but are unable to concur in their conclusions. Applying to the
case at hand the p roper test to be applied to every limitation of
the common-law liability of a carrier-its j ust and reasonabl e
In Great
character-we have reached the result indicated.
Britain, a statute directs this test to be appli ed by the courts.
The same rule is the proper one to be applied in this country, i n
the ab. ence o f any statute.
As rel ating to the que tion of the exemption of a carrier from
l iability beyond a declared valur, reference may be made to
section 4281 of the Revised Statutes of the United States ( a r�
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enactment of section 69 of the act of February 28, 1871, ch. 100,

16 Stat. 458), which provides, that if any shipper of certain

enumerated articles, which are generally articles of large value

in small bulk, "shall lade the same, as freight or baggage, on

any vessel, without at the time of such lading giving to the mas-

ter, clerk, agent, or owner of such vessel receiving the same, a

written notice of the true character and value thereof, and hav-

ing the same entered on the bill of lading therefor, the master

and owner of such vessel shall not be liable as carriers thereof in

any form or manner, nor shall any such master or owner be

liable for any such goods beyond the value and according to the

character thereof so notified and entered." The principle of

this statute is in harmony with the decision at which we have

arrived.

The plaintiff did not, in the course of the trial, or by any re-

quest to instruct the jury, or by any exception to the charge,

raise the point that he did not fully understand the terms of

the bill of lading, or that he was induced to sign it by any fraud

or under any misapprehension. On the contrary, he offered and
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read in evidence the bill of lading, as evidence of the contract

on which he sued.

The distinct ground of our decision in the case at bar is, that

where a contract of the kind, signed by the shipper, is fairly

made, agreeing on the valuation of the property carried, with

the rate of freight based on the condition that the carrier as-

sumes liability only to the extent of the agreed valuation, even

in case of loss or damage by the negligence of the carrier, the

contract will be upheld as a proper and lawful mode of securing

a due proportion between the amount for which the carrier may

be responsible and the freight he receives, and of protecting him-

self against extravagant and fanciful valuations. Squire v.

NeAv York Cent. R. R. Co., 98 Mass. 239, 245, 93 Am. D. 162, and

cases there cited.

There was no error in excluding the evidence offered, or in

the charge to the jury, and the judgment of the Circuit Court

is affirmed. ^n

106. MOULTON V. ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & MANI-

TOBA RAILWAY CO.,

31 Minn. 85; 47 Am. B. 781. 1883.

Action for the value of horses lost through the negligence

of the carrier. Plaintiff secured a verdict for full value of

horses.
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enactment of section 69 of the act of February 28, 1871, ch. 1001
1 6 Stat. 458 ) , which provide , that if any shipper of certain
enumerated articles, which are generally articles of l arge value
in small bulk, ' ' shall l ade the same, as freight or baggag , ori
any vessel , without at the time of such lading O'iving to the mas
ter, clerk, agent, or owner of su ch vessel receiving the same, a
written notice of the true character and val ue thereof, and hav
ing the same entered on the b i l l of l ading therefor, the master
and owner of such v s el shal l not be l iable as carriers thereof in
a�y form or manner, nor shall any such master or owner be
liabl e for any such goods b yond th va lue and according to the
character thereof o notifi d and entered. ' ' The princip le of
this statute is in harmony with the decision at which we have
arrived.
The p laintiff did not, in the course of the trial, or by any re
quest to instru ct the jury, or by any exception to the charge,
raise the point that he did not ful ly understand the terms of
the bil l of lading, or that he was induced to sign it by any fraud
or under any mi ·apprehensi"o n. On the contrary, he offered and
read in evidence the bill of lading, as evidence of the contract
on which he sued.
The distinct ground of our decision in the case at bar is, that
where a contract of the kind signed by the shipper, is fairly
made, agreeing on the valuation of the property carried, with
the rate of freight ba ed on the condition that the carri er as
sumes l i ability onl y to tl e extent of the a greed val uation, even
in case of loss or damage by the negl igence f the carrier, the
contract wil l be uphel d as a proper and lawful mode of securing
a due I roportion betw en the amount for which the carrier may
be responsible and the fr ight he rec ives, and of protecting him
sel f against extravagant and fanci ful val uations. Squire v.
New York Cent. R. R. Co., 98 Mass. 239, 245, 93 Am. D. 1 62, and
cases there cited.
There was no error in excluding the evidence offered, or in
the charge to the j u ry, and the j udgment of the Circuit Court
is affirmed.
106.
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Action for the value of horses lost through th e negligence
of the carrier. Plaintiff secured a verdict for ful l value of
horses.
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Dickinson, J. The plaintiffs shipped two ear-loads of horses

at St. Paul, over defendant's line of road, to points in Dakota.

Two of the horses died by reason of prolonged exposure to cold

weather, as is claimed, caused by defendant's negligent deten-

tion of the train during transportation. The action is for the

recovery of the value of these two horses, which appears to have

been $200 each. For the purposes of this appeal, we are to

consider the negligence of the defendant as established, and are

to determine whether the defendant is liable for its negligence,

and the measure or extent of its liability under the contract

made by the parties.

The contract under which the property was shipped, and

which was executed by both plaintiffs and defendant, contained

the provisions that in consideration that the defendant would

transport the property at the rate of $75 per car-load, ' ' the same

being a rate given, subject to the conditions of this contract,"

the plaintiffs released the defendant from the liability of a com-

mon carrier, and from any liability for any delay in shipping the

stock after its delivery to the defendant, and agreed that the
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liability of the defendant should be only that of a private car-

rier for hire. The plaintiff's contracted to assume all risk of

damage which might be sustained by reason of any delay in

transportation, and all risk of damage from any other cause,

not resulting from the willful negligence of the agents of the

defendant. It was further agreed, that in case of total loss, the

damage Should in no case exceed the sum of $100 per head, and

in ease of partial loss, damage should be measured in the same

proportion. A printed "regulation" of the defendant, attached

to the contract, provided that the defendant would not assume

any liability over $100 per head on horses and valuable live-

stock, except by special agreement. B}^ the contract of the

parties the owner of the horses attended and cared for them

upon the passage, without extra charge for his own transporta-

tion.

A railroad company which undertakes to transport live-stock

for hire, for such persons as choose to employ it, assumes the re-

lation of a common carrier, and becomes chargeable with the

duties and obligations which are incident to that relation. Kim-

ball V. Eutland & B. R. R. Co., 26 Vt. 247, 62 Am. D. 567; Rix-

ford V. Smith, 52 N. H. 355, 13 Am. R. 42 ; Clarke v. Rochester

& S. R. R. Co., 14 N. Y. 570, 67 Am. D. 205 ; Evans v. Fitchburg

R. R. Co., Ill Mass. 142, 15 Am. R. 19 ; St. Louis & S. E. Ry,

Co. V. Dorman, 72 111. 504; Powell v. Pennsylvania R. R. Co.,

32 Pa. St. 414, 75 Am. D. 564; Great Western Ry. Co. v. Haw-

kins, 18 Mich. 427, 433.
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DICKINSON, J. The plaintiffs shipped two car-loads of horses
at St. Paul, over defendant 's l ine of road, to points in Dak9ta.
Two of the horses died by reason of p rolonged exposure to col d
weather, as is claimed, caused by defendant 's negligent deten
tion of the train during transportation. The action is for the
recovery of the value of these two horses, which appears to have
been $200 each. For the purposes of this appeal, we are to
consider the negligence of the defendant as established, and are
to determine whether the defendant is liable for its negligence,
and the measure or extent of its l iabi lity under the contract
made by the parties.
The contract under which the p roperty was shipped, and
which was executed by both p laintiffs and defendant, containe<l
the provisions that in consideration that the defendant would
transport the p roperty at the rate of $75 per car-load, " the same
being a rate given, subject to the conditions of this contract, ' '
the plaintiffs released the defendant from the liability o f a com
mon carrier, and from any liabil ity for any delay i n shipping the
stock after its delivery to the defendant, and agreed that the
liability of the defendant should be only that of a private car
rier for hire. The plaintiffs contracted to assume all risk of
damage which m ight be sustained by reason of any delay i n
transportation, and all risk o f damage from any other cause,
not resulting from the will ful negligence of the agents of the
defendant. It was further agreed, that in case of total loss, the
damage 'shoul d in no case exceed the sum of $100 per head, and
in case of partial loss, damage should be measured in the same
proportion. A printed ' ' regulation ' ' of the defendant, attachetl
to the contract, provided that the defendant would not assume
any l iability over $100 per head on horses and valuable live
stock, except by special agreement. By the contract of the
parties the owner of the horses attended and cared for them
upon the passage, without extra charge for his own transporta
tion.
A railroad comp any which undertakes to transport live-stock
for hire, for such persons as choose to employ it, assumes the re
lation of a common carrier, and becomes chargeable w ith the
duties and obligations which are incident to that relation. Kim
ball v. Rutland & B. R. R. Co., 26 Vt. 247, 62 Am. D. 567 ; Rix
ford v. Smith, 52 N. H . 355, 13 Am. R. 42 ; Clarke v. Rochester
& S . R. R. Co., 14 N. Y. 570, 67 Am. D. 205 ; Evans v. Fitchburg
R. R. Co., 1 1 1 Mass. 1 42 , 15 Am. R. 19 ; St. Louis & S. E . Ry.
Co. v. Dorman, 72 Ill. 504 ; Powell v. Pennsylvania R. R. C o
32 Pa. St. 414, 75 Am. D. 564 ; Great Western Ry. Co. v . Haw·
kins, 18 Mich. 427, 433.
.,
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§ 106 LIABILITY UNDER SPECIAL CONTEACT,

By this it is not meant that the carrier is an insurer of the

property as respects injury which it may suffer from all causes.

Such a liability does not exist without qualification as to per-

sonal property generally in the hands of a carrier. He is not,

for instance, an insurer in respect to any injury unavoidablj'

resulting from the essential nature of the property itself, such

as the natural decay of fruit, although he should use reasonable

care for its preservation. For like reasons as those upon which

rest the exceptions to the absolute obligation of the carrier, as

respects property generally, it is undoubtedly true that the

ordinary common-law liability of the carrier is subject to some

modifications arising from the nature and propensities of the

animals, and their capacity for inflicting injuries upon them-

selves and upon each other, when live-stock is the subject of

transportation. What may be the nature and extent of such

modifications we have no occasion now to consider. For our

present purposes it is enough to say that cases where the injury

is the result of want of ordinary care on the part of the car-

rier are aqt within the exceptions to the rule. See cases above
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cited. '

The recovery in this ease rests alone upon the neglect of the

defendant to transport the horses to their destination within a

reasonable time, whereby, from exhaustion and exposure to cold,

they died. The law has been determined in this State, and in

most of the United States, as well as in the Federal Supreme

Court, to be that a common carrier of goods cannot by contract

relieve himself from liability for his own negligence. Cliristen-

son v. American Express Co., 15 Minn, 270, 2 Am. E. 122 ;

Shriver v. Sioux City & St. P. R. R. Co., 24 Minn. 506, 31 Am.

R. 353 ; Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Bank of Ken-

tucky V. Adams Exp. Co., 93 U. S. 174. Nor is there any reason

why a different rule should prevail in respect to the transporta-

tion of live-stock, or of property under the care of the owner.

The rule itself rests upon considerations of public policy, and

upon the fact that to allow the carrier to absolve himself from

the duty of exercising care and fidelity is inconsistent with the

very nature of his undertaking. These reasons apply with

undiminished force where the property is live-stock, or is under

the care of the owner, who has not the direction or control of

the agencies and the operation of the transportation. To what-

ever extent such facts might modify or affect the liability of

the carrier for accidents, or for injuries not the result of his

own negligence, they would not qualify his responsibility for

his own neglect of duty. The agreement discharging the de-

fendant from the liability of a common carrier cannot avail to

420
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By this it is not meant that the carrier is an insurer of the
property as respects inj ury which it may suffer from all causes.
S uch a liability does not exist without qualification as to per
sonal p roperty generally i n the hands of a carrier. He is not,
for instance, an insurer in respect to any injury unavoidably
resulting from the essential nature of the property itself, such
as the natural decay of fruit, although he should use reasonable
care for its preservation. For l ike reasons as those upon which
rest the exceptions to the absolute obligation of the carrier, as
respects property generally, it is undoubtedly true that the
ordinary common-law liability of the carrier is subject to some
modifications arising from the nature and propensities of the
animals, and their capacity for inflicting injuries upon them
selves and upon each other, when l ive-stock is the subj ect o f
transportation. ,W hat may be the nature and extent of such
modifications we have no occasion now to consider. For our
present purposes it is enough to say that cases where the injury
is the result of want of ordinary care on the part of the car
rier are � within the exceptions to the rule. See cases above
c ited.
The recovery in this case rests alone upon the neglect of the
defendant to transport the horses to their destination within :t
reasonable time, whereby, from exhaustion and exposure to cold,
they died. The law has been det e rmined i n this State, and i n
most of the United States, a s well as in the Federal Supreme
Court, to be that a common carrier of goods cannot by contract
relieve himself from liability for his own negligence. Christen
son v. American Express Co., 15 Minn. 270, 2 Am. R. 122 ;
Shriver v. S ioux C ity & St. P. R. R. Co., 24 Minn. 506, 3 1 Am.
R . 353 ; Railroad Co. v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357 ; Bank of Ken
tucky v. Adams Exp. Co., 93 U. S. 174. Nor is there any reason
why a different rule shouk( prevail in respect to the transporta
tion of l ive-stock, or of p roperty under the care of the owner.
The rule itself rests upon oonsiderations of public policy, and
upon the fact that to allow the carrier to absolve himself from
the duty of exercising care and fidelity is inconsistent with the
very nature of his undertaking. These reasons apply with
undiminished force where the property is live-stock, or is under
the care of the owner, who has not the direction or control of
the agencies and the operation of the transportation. To what
ever extent such facts might modify or affect the liability of
the carrier for accidents, or for injuries not the result of his
own negligence, they would not quali fy his responsibility for
his own neglect of duty. The agreement d ischargin g the de
fendant from the liability of a common carrier cannot avail to
420
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divest the carrier of his real character, nor indirectly relieve

him from responsibilities from which he cannot directly by

contract free himself. Christenson v. American Express Co.,

supra; Bank of Kentucky v. Adams Express Co., supra.

Our conclusion therefore is that the defendant was responsible

in damages for its negligence, notwithstanding the contract.

The same reasons which forbid that a common carrier should,

even by express contract, be absolved from liability for his own

negligence, stand also in the way of any arbitrary preadjustment

of the measure of damages, where the carrier is partially re-

lieved from such liability. It would indeed be absurd to say

that the requirement of the law as to such responsibility of the

carrier is absolute, and cannot be laid aside, even by the agree-

ment of the parties, but that one-half or three-fourths of this

burden, which the law compels the carrier to bear, may be laid

aside, by means of a contract limiting the recovery of damages

to one-half or one-fourth of the known value of the property.

This would be mere evasion, which would not be tolerated. Yet

there is no reason why the contracting parties may not in good
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faith agree upon the value of the property presented for trans-

portation, or fairly liquidate the damages recoverable in ac-

cordance with the supposed value. Such an agreement would

not be an abrogation of the requirements of the law, but only the

application of the law as it is by the parties themselves to the

circumstances of the particular ea%e. But that the requirements

of the law be not evaded, and its purposes frustrated, contracts

of this kind should be closely scrutinized.

Upon the face of the contract under consideration, it is ap-

parent that it was not the purpose of the parties to liquidate

the damages recoverable, with reference to the value of the prop-

erty consigned to the carrier. Its provisions are somewhat con-

tradictory, and not easily reconciled. The general regulation

attached to the contract, to the effect that the company ''will not

assume any liability over one hundred dollars per head on horses

and valuable live-stock except by special agreement," is plainly

opposed to the law as established, so far as regards the negligence

of the carrier. As a regulation it is therefore of no effect. The

law declares that the carrier shall be liable to the extent of the

value of the property, although there be no special agreement.

We do not question the right of a carrier to require the dis-

closure, by the consignor, of the value of the property presented

for transportation, where its value is not apparent and well

known. This is reasonable, both to the end that proper care may

be taken of the property while it is in the hands of the carrier,

and because the proper charges for transportation may often
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divest the carrier of his real character, nor indirectly relieve
him from responsibilities from which he cannot directly by
contract free himself. Christenson v. American Express Co.,
supra; Bank of Kentucky v. Adams E xpress Co., s upra.
Our conclusion ther fore is that the defendant was responsible
in damages for its negligence, notwithstanding the contract.
The same reasons which forbid that a common carrier should, ,
even by express contract, be absolved from liability for his own
negligence, stand also in the way of any arbitrary preadjustment
of the measure of damages, where the carrier is partially re
lieved from such liability. It would indeed be absurd to say
that the requirement of the law as to such responsibility of the
carrier is absolute, and cannot be laid aside, even by the agree
ment of the parties, but that one-half or three-fourths of this
burden, which the law compels the carrier to bear, may be laid
aside, by means of a contract limiting the recovery of damages
to one-half or one-fourth of the known value of the property.
This would be mere evasion, which would not be tolerated. Yet
there is no reason why the contracting parties may not in good
faith agree upon the value of the property presented for trans
portation, or fairly liquidate the damages recoverable i n ac
cordance with the supposed value. Such an agreement would
not be an abrogation of the requirements of the law, but only the
application of the law as it is by the parties themselves to the
circumstances of the particular ca e. But that the requirements
of the law be not evaded, and its purposes fru trated, contracts
of this kind should be closely scrutinized.
Upon the face of the contract under consideration, it is ap
parent that it was not the purpose of the parties to liquidate
the damages recoverable, with reference to the value of the prop
erty consigned to the carrier. Its provisions are somewhat con
tradictory, and not easily reconciled. The general regul ation
attached to the contract, to the effect that the company ' ' will not
assume any liability over one hundred dollars per head on horses
and valuable live-stock except by special agreement, ' ' is plainly
opposed to the law as established, so far as regards the negligence
of the carrier. As a regulation it is therefore of no effect. The
law declares that the carrier shall be liable to the extent of the
value of the property, although there be no special agreement.
We do not question the right of a carrier to require the dis
closure, by the consignor, of the value of the property presented
for transportation , where its value is not apparent and well
known. This is reasonable, both to the end that proper care may
be taken of the property while it is in the hands of the carrier,
and because the proper charges for transportation may often
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depend largely upon value. We see nothing, however, in this

contract which can be regarded as having been intended as call-

ing for such a disclosure on the part of the plaintiffs, or as estop-

ping them from claiming a recovery, upon the ground of the

carrier's negligence, of the actual value of the horses. In

terms, the contract purports to relieve the defendant from lia-

bility, even for its own negligence, and at the same time, if a

recovery shall be had notwithstanding this agreement, then the

amount of such recovery is limited to the sum of $100 per head

These stipulations cannot naturally be applied to a case involv-

ing as the cause of action the negligence of the carrier, without

making them, in effect, to be an agreement in the first place for

absolute exemption from liability (except for willful negli-

gence) ; and if notwithstanding the agreed exemption a recovery

should be awarded, it shall not exceed the sum named; that is

to say (as applied to a case of negligence), it is, in effect, an

agreement for absolute exemption, and that failing to be sus-

tained, then for a partial exemption from the liability which

the law imposes in such cases, and which cannot be laid aside
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by the mere consent of parties. Such a contract cannot be

sustained.

Order affirmed.

Compare with Hart v. Pennsylvania Railroad Co., 112 U. S.

331, ante § 105. See also Alair v. Northern Pacific Railroad

Co., 53 Minn. 160, 54 N. W. R. 1072, 39 Am. St. R. 588.

107. HANSEN V. FLINT AND PERE MARQUETTE RAIL-

ROAD CO.,

73 Wis. 346; 41 N. W. E. 529; 9 Am. St. R. 791. 1889.

Action to recover the value of goods shipped over defendant's

line and partially destroyed by fire. Judgment for plaintiffs.

Orton, J. The facts are substantially as follows: Roundy,

Peckham & Co., merchants of the city of Milwaukee, on No-

vember 2, 1887, upon an order from Hansen and Kirsh, the re-
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depend largely upon value. We see nothing, however, in this
contract which can be regarded as having been intended as call
ing for such a disclosure on the part of the p laintiffs, or as estop
ping them from claiming a recovery, upon the ground of the
carrier 's negligence, of the actual value of the horses. In
terms, the contract purports to relieve the defendant from lia
bil ity, even for its own negligenc , and at the same t ime, i f a
recovery shall be had notwithstanding this agreement, then the
amount of such recovery is limited to the sum of $100 per head
These stipulat ions cannot naturally be applied to a case involv·
ing as the cause of action the negligence of the carrier, without
m aking them, in effect, to be an agreement in the first place for
absolute exemption from l iability ( except for willful negli
gence ) ; an d if notwithstanding the agreed exemption a recovery
hould be awarded, it shall not exceed the sum named ; that is
to say ( as applied to a case of negligence ) , it is, in effect, an
agreement for absolute exemption, and that failing to be sus
tained, then for a partial exemption from the l iability which
the law imposes in such cases, and which cannot be lai d aside
by the mere consent of parties. Such a contract cannot be
sustained.
Order affirmed.
Compare with Hart v. Pennsylvania Railroad Co., 112 U. S.
331 , ante § 105. See also Alair v. Northern Pacific Railroad
Co., 53 Minn. 1 60, 54 N. W. R. 1072, 39 Am. St. R. 588.

spondents, of Onekama, Michigan, shipped to them by the ap-

pellant company a large bill of goods, Roundy, Peckham & Co.,

on that day, sent the goods to the warehouse of the appellant

by their drayman, and received in return the following receipt :

"Original. — Milwaukee, , 188—, — Shipped by Roundy,

Peckham & Co. the following articles, in good order, to be de-

livered in like good order, as addressed, without unnecessary de-
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Action to recover the value of goods shipped over defendant 's
line and partially destroyed by fire. Judgment for p laintiffs.
ORTON, J. The facts are sub tantially as follows : Roundy,
Peckham & Co., merchants of the city of 1\IIi lwaukee, on No
vember 2, 1887, upon an order from Hansen and Kirsh, the re·
spondents, of Onekama, 1\1.:ichigan, shipped to them by the ap·
pellant company a large bill of goods. Roundy, Peckham & Co.,
on that day, sent the goods to the warehouse of the appellant
hy their drayman, and received in return the followi:!:ig receipt :
' ' Original. - 1\!Iilwaukee,
, 1 88-,
Shipped by Roundy,
P ckham & Co. the following articles, in good order, to be de
l ivered in like good order, as addressed, without unnecessary de422
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lay. —Consigned to Hansen & Kirsh, Onekama, Mich. — Descrip-

tion of articles. — Weight. ' ' Here follows a list of the articles

shipped, covering four sheets of paper, upon each of which is

the same heading as above, and on the face of the re-

ceipt, and on each page or sheet, is stamped by the agent of the

appellant company the following: "F. & P. M. R. R. Co. —

Rec'd. Nov. 2, 1887.— By Agent— Milwaukee." On the face of

the stamp is written the letter "P." The stamp was affixed to

the receipt by a Mr. Pawlett, the agent of th. appellant com-

pany, on that day, who wrote the letter "P." thereon as his

initial letter, and the stamp used by him was the one cus-

tomarily used by the agent for such purpose. A portion only

of the goods arrived at Onekama, their destination, the re-

mainder having been burned or damaged at Manistee, Michigan,

by fire. The value of the goods so lost was $651.74, for which,

and interest of $45.62, making a total of $697.36, the jury ren-

dered a verdict for the plaintiffs by direction of the court, and

from the judgment thereon this appeal is taken.

The contention of the learned counsel of the appellant is,
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that the defendant was entitled to show that its route and line

as a carrier extended no farther than IManistee, Michigan, and

that said goods were safely carried to that point, and deposited

in a warehouse, and in a place set apart for the use of the

captain and proprietor of a boat called Adriene, which plied

between Manistee and Onekama, who receipted for the goods,

and was in the act of removing them, and had removed a part

onto his boat, when the warehouse was totally destroyed by

fire, and the goods not then removed were destroyed or injured

without negligence of the defendant; and that the defendant

was entitled to show further that Roundy, Peckham & Co.

well understood that the custom was between the defendant's

line and such connecting carrier that such connecting carrier

had nothing to do with the defendant's line, and the circum-

stances connected with the giving of the receipt, and that the

agent, Pawlett, had no authority to make a through bill of

lading between Milwaukee and Onekama. This evidence was

ruled out by the court, and proper exceptions taken. The ad-

missibility of this evidence depends upon the legal character

of the receipt as being a full and perfect contract to carry the

goods through the entire route, or otherwise. If the receipt

constitutes a through bill of lading of the goods from Mil-

waukee to Onekama, then it could not be contended that any

parol evidence could be given to explain or vary it, and what

is established by contract cannot be changed or affected by

custom. The general usage of a railroad company in respect
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lay. -Consigned to Hansen & Kirsh, Onekama, Mich. - Descrip
tion of articles. - Weight. ' ' Here follows a l ist of the articles
shipped, covering four sheets of paper, upon each of which is
the same heading as above, and on the face of the re
ceipt, and on each page or sheet, is stamped by the agent of the
appel lant company the following : " F. & P. M. R. R. Co.
Rec 'd. Nov. 2, 1887.-By Agent-Mi lwaukee. ' ' On the face of
the stamp is written the letter " P. " The stamp was affixed to
the receipt by a Mr. Pawlett, the agent of th " appellant com
pany, on that day, who wrote the letter " P. " thereon as his
initial letter, and the stamp used by him was the one cus
tomarily used by the a gent for such purpose. A portion only
of the goods arrived at Onekama, their destination, the re
mainder having been burned or damaged at Manistee, Michigan,
by fire. The value of the goods so lost was $651 .74, for which,
and interest of $45.62, making a total of $697.36, the j ury ren
dered a verdict for the plaintiffs by direction of the court, and
from the judgment thereon this appeal is taken.
The contention of the learned counsel of the appel lant is,
that the defendant was entitled to show that its route and l ine
as a carrier extended no farther than 1\'Ianistee, Michigan, and
that said goods were safely carried to that point, and deposited
in a warehouse, and in a place set apart for the use of the
captain and proprietor of a boat called Adriene, which plied
between Manistee and Onekama, who receipted for the goods,
and was in the act of r moving them, and had removed a part
onto his boat, when the warehouse was totally destroyed by
fire, and the goods not then removed were destroyed or injured
without negligence of the defendant ; and that the defendant
was entitled to show further that Roundy, Peckham & Co.
well understood that the custom was between the defendant 's
line and such connecting carrier that such connecting carrier
had nothing to do with the defendant 's line, and the circum
stances connected with the giving of the receipt, and that the
agent, Pawlett, had no authority to make a through bill of
lading between Milwaukee and Onekama. This evidence was
ruled out by the court, and proper exceptions taken. The ad
missibility of this evidence depends upon the legal character
of the receipt as being a full and perfect contract to carry the
goods through the entire route, or otherwise. I f the receipt
constitutes a through bill of lading of the goods from Mil
waukee to Onekama, then it could not be contended that any
parol evidence could be given to explain or vary it, and what
is established by contract cannot be changed or affected by
custom . The general usage of a railroad company in respect
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to forwarding goods marked for points beyond its terminus

will be deemed to enter into its contract of transportation :

Hooper v. Chicago & N. W. R'y Co., 27 Wis. 81, 9 Am. Rep.

439 ; Wood V. Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y Co., 27 Wis. 541, 9 Am.

Rep. 465, Nor could it be contended that the express au-

thority of the agent must be proved when he acted as such

in the proper place for receiving goods for the company, and

was in possession of the company's stamp to be used on such

receipts, and the company took possession of the goods and

caused them to be shipped with knowledge of the receipt,

which it must be presumed the company had before they were

so shipped. No other proof of agency is necessary than that the

agent's acts justify the party dealing with him in believing that

he had authority : Kasson v. Noltner, 43 Wis. 646.

The sole question, therefore, is. Does the receipt import a

full and complete contract to carry the goods to their destina-

tion, or such a contract that it was fully performed by a de-

livery of the goods to the connecting carrier? I cannot well

see how a receipt or bill of lading could be drawn to make a
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through-contract if this receipt does not. It has all the usual

terms. The destination, and the consignees at that place are

named. The goods are ''shipped" by Roundy, Peckham & Co.,

"in good order, to be delivered in like good order, as addressed,

without unnecessary delay.'.' The address is "Hansen & Kirsh,

Onekama, Mich.," as the consignees. Outside of the stamp upon

it, it is more like a shipping bill or a bill of lading than a mere re-

ceipt. The goods are not received, but shipped by Roundy, Peck-

ham & Co. The stamp is marked "Rec'd. Nov. 2, 1887, by agent,

P., Milwaukee." All the apt words to make a perfect, through-

contract are used, and none omitted. Manistee, as the

destination, is not mentioned, nor is it found in the contract

anywhere, for any purpose, nor is it knouTi from the receipt

or contract, that there was any connecting carrier on the route,

or if so, what one, by water, from Manistee. The respondents

took no responsibility of carriage beyond Manistee, but the

company assumed it and contracted for it. Even within the

rule contended for by the learned counsel of the appellant, —

which is claimed to be the general rule by the authorities, —

"that where a carrier receives goods for transportation beyond

his own line he is not responsible for any loss occurring be-

yond his line, unless there is a special contract or some usage

of business which shows that such carrier takes the goods for

the whole route," the defendant was bound to carry the goods

the whole route; for there was a special contract to that effect,

as we have seen. In Wahl v. Holt, 26 Wis. 703, the bill of
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thority of the agent must be proved when he acted as such
in the proper place for receiving goods for the company, and
was in possession of the company 's stamp to be used on such
receipts, and the company took possession of the goods and
caused them to be shipped with knowledge of the receipt,
which it must be presumed the company had before they were
so shipped. No other proof of agency is necessary than that the
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he had authority : Kasson v. Noltner, 43 Wis. 646.
The sole que tion, therefore, is, Does the receipt import a
full and complete contract to carry the goods to their destina
tion, or such a contract that it was fully performed by a de
livery of the goods to the connecting carrier ? I cannot well
see how a receipt or bill of lading could be drawn to make a
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named. The goods are " shipped " by Roundy, Peckham & Co.,
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without unnecessary delay. ',' The address is ' ' Hansen & Kirsh,
Onekama, Mich., ' ' as the consignees. Outside of the stamp upon
it, it is more like a shipping bill or a bill of lading thi:m a mere re
ceipt. The goods are not received but shipped by Roundy, Peck
ham & Co. The stamp is marked " Rec 'd. Nov. 2, 1 887, by agent,
P., Milwaukee. " All the apt words to make a perfect, through
contract are used, and none omitted. Manistee, as the
destination, is not mentioned, nor is it found in the contract
anywhere, for any purpose, nor is it known from the receipt
or contract, that there was any connecting carrier on the route,
or i f so, what one, by water, from Manistee. The respondents
took no responsibility of carriage beyond Manistee, but the
company assumed it and contracted for it. Even within the
rule contended for by the learned counsel of the appellant,
which is claimed to be the gerreral rule by the authorities,
" that where a carrier receives goods for transportation beyond
his own l ine he is not re ponsible for any loss occurring be
yond his line, unless there is a special contract or some usage
of business which shows that such carrier takes the goods for
the whole route, " the defendant was bound to carry the goods
the whole route ; for there was a special contract to that effect,
as we have seen. In Wahl v. Holt, 26 Wis. 703, the bill of
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lading, or "shipping-receipt," as it is called in the opinion,

had the same apt words: "To be delivered in good order and

condition as when received, as addressed on the margin, or to

his or their consignees." On the margin was: "Account C.

Wahl, George F. Wilson, Providence, R. I." But the receipt in

that case had also, "Care A. T. Co., Bufifalo," and, "By the

Commercial Line of Propellers from Milwaukee to Buffalo."

These words were held to mean only that the line of pro-

pellers by which the goods were shipped ran "from Milwau-

kee to Buffalo," and "were not intended to define the points

between which the commercial line had undertaken to transport

the goods" ; and it was held that the proprietor of the Commercial

Line contracted to carry the goods to Providence, Rhode Island.

In that case, as in this, there was mixed land and water trans-

portation by connecting lines. The shipping-receipt or bill of

lading in the present case is more explicit, definite, and complete,

as a through-contract, than that in the above case, and there is no

mention of an intermediate point at the termination of the de-

fendant's line to break the continuity between Milwaukee and
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Onekama. It is very clear that that case rules this, and is

sufficient authority for holding that this is a through-contract,

without citing other authorities. That case as well as this is

readily distinguishable from Parmelee v. Western Transp. Co.,

26 Wis. 439, as well as from all other cases in which the end of

the route was held to be an intermediate point, or the end of

the defendant's line. We think that the court was warranted in

directing a verdict for the plaintiffs.

The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed.
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